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SUMMARY

Studies of selected redox equilibria have been carried out as

• irt of a program of research on the thermodynamics of mass-t r uns port

deposition, and corrosion in water-cycle power-plant.

The theoretical part of the work has been concerned with the

evaluation of relevant electrochemical parameters and with the

diagrammatic representation of these parameters. It has lead to a

method for estimating equilibrium constants for aqueous systems at

up to 374 C from free-energy and entropy data for 25 C and empirical

equations for the heat capacities of ions. Diagrams have been developed
-1 -2

that illustrate the conditions of pe (= E/RTF In 10) and pH or pO

obtaining at equilibrium in aqueous systems and in molten salts.

The experimental part of the work has been concerned with the

development of methods and apparatus for electrochemical measure-

ments on aqueous systems and molten salts.

An autoclave has been constructed, consisting of a heated cell in

a cool pressure-vessel, that eliminates the corrosion and insulation

problems occurring with conventional autoclaves. With one kind of

cell the apparatus enables measurements on pseudo-reversible galvanic

systems formed with, for example, one molal chloride solutions between

pH 1-10, at temperatures up to about 250 C and under pressures up to

about 40 atm.

Electrodes formed with oxide/oxide and oxide/metal couples of

iron, nickel, copper, silver, mercury and antimony in moderately

alkaline aqueous systems have been studied up to 100 C. Only the

HgO/Hg couple and, perhaps, the Cu2O/Cu and the Ag-O/Ag couples

are likely to be useful in electrode systems.

Measurements have been made with the Cr(ll)/Cr, Fe(ll)/Fe,

Co(n)/Co, Ni(H)/Ni and Ag(l)/Ag couples in NaCl - MgCl2 eutectic

between 450 and 600 C. All the couples except the silver couple

behave reversibly and according to the Nernst equation when the

activity of the electroactive cation is equated with its concentration

on the mole-fraction or ion-equivalent fraction scales. The silver

couple behaves reversibly but the Ag -ion has an activity coefficient

greater than unity.

Accounts have been prepared of some scientific meetings relevant

to these studies that were held during 1967 and 1968, and of apparatus

and methods used for high-temperature chemistry at the Technical

University of Norway.
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INTRODUCTION

The work reported here forms part of a program of research

arising from a need for systematic knowledge about the chemical

reactions involved in corrosion, mass-transport and deposition

processes in power-plant, particularly plant operating on the water

-cycle. Because of the changes they may produce in the properties

of structural materials, such as, for example, mechanical weakness

caused by accelerated local corrosion or by local reduction in heat

-transfer, these processes lead often to disturbances in plant oper-

ation and occasionally to catastrophic failures. A great number of

empirical facts about these processes have been collected but few

fundamental data, e.g., redox equilibrium constants for metal-water

systems at elevated temperatures, are yet available that might be

used to correlate and interpret these facts and so make efforts to

eliminate the disturbances and failures more effective.

Structural materials in water-cycle power-plant may conven-

iently be supposed to be exposed to three kinds of milieu, namely:-

1. Solutions or suspensions of corrosion products and accidental

impurities in the feed-water and in the boiler or precritical region.

The concentration of electrolytes in these solutions may vary from

the low levels corresponding to ideal (Debye-Htickel) behaviour to

high levels at which activity coefficients differ greatly from unity.

The range of temperatures involved may be from about 10 C to

about 370°C.

2. Condensed systems composed of a mixture of oxides and salts

arising from the deposition of corrosion products and accidental

impurities in the transition zone. The temperature of these systems

may be between 300 and 600 C, and, especially in the case of

fire-side deposits in steam plant with combustion heating, they may

be supposed to resemble mixtures of molten salts saturated with

oxides. I

3. Steam or a supercritical fluid in the post-transition region

with a temperature above about 300 C. These also may contain

solutes that through local corrosion or deposition might lead to the



failure of structural materials.

In the present work only the first two of these kinds of milieu

have been considered. The immediate objectives have thus been the

definition of thermodynamic or quasi-thermodynamic quantities useful

for characterising reactions in aqueous solutions and in molten salts,

the development of methods for estimating or measuring these quant-

ities for simple model systems, and the development cf methods for

presenting and correlating such data concisely.

The work has been carried out as a joint research project of

the Department of Inorganic Chemistry, The Royal Institute of Techn-

ology, Stockholm 70, (thermodynamics), and the Materials and Fuels

Department, AB Atomenergi, Stockholm 43, (corrosioi).



THE ESTIMATION OF EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS AND STANDARD

POTENTIALS FOR AQUEOUS SYSTEMS UP TO 374°C.

Derek Lewis

SUMMARY

A method is described for the estimation of equilibrium constants

for aqueous systems at temperatures up to 374 C from entropy and free

energy data for 25 C and data on the variation of heat capacity with

temperature. Partial molal heat capacities of aqueous ions are estim-

ated on the basis of the principle (CM. Criss and J. W. Cobble) that,

with suitably chosen standard states», the partial molal entropies of ions

of a particular class at any given temperature are linearly related to

the corresponding entropies at some reference temperature. The

method suggested is compared with other methods, based on the Van't

Hoff isobar and on an extension (Naumov) of the conventional scale of

ionic free energy at 25 C, and the general dependence of aqueous

equilibria on ionic heat capacity is considered.



INTRODUCTION

In connection with investigations of the corrosion of structural

materials in various environments at high temperatures, being carried

out by AB Atomenergi, it has been necessary to study ways of estima-

ting equilibrium quantities from thermodynamic data and ways of pre-

senting large numbers of these quantities in easily comprehensible

forms. Kinetic considerations may be of predominent importance in

corrosion processes, particularly when appreciable mass-transport

occurs, but, as activation energy barriers usually become small at

high temperatures, a knowledge of the thermodynamic parameters re-

levant to the reactions (oxidation) accompanying its dissolution is essen-

tial for the definition of the stability of any solid phase. An experimen-

tal study of each of the very many equilibria involved in corrosion and

metallurgical processes is impracticable and thermodynamic methods

permit the prediction of the results of many reactions under a variety

of conditions from a limited number of fundamental data.

For metal-water-ligand systems most of the very great number

of thermodynamic data that have been collected by Sillen [l] relate to

the reference temperature 25.00 C (298.15 K). Temperatures in the

water-cooled nuclear reactors and the conventional steam plant now in

use are commonly as high as 250 C and in the future this limit for the

liquid phase may be increased to the critical temperature (374 C).

Some information on the variation with temperature of the standard

free energy of reaction for a number of metallurgical equilibria has

been collected by, for example, Kubaschewsky and E,vans [2], and an

increasing amount of data for aqueous systems at elevated tempera-

tures is now being obtained experimentally [3], However, for most

aqueous electrochemical reactions, such as oxidation, estimates of the

equilibrium constant at these temperatures can still only be obtained

by extrapolation from data for about 25 C using the arguments of clas-

sical thermodynamics. Relatively few attempts have been made to do

this perhaps partly because the conventional scales for the relative

thermodynamic properties of aqueous ions are not obviously suitable

for temperatures other than the reference temperature. It is only



recently that methods have been suggested, by Naumov and his co-

workers and by Criss and Cobble, that resolve this difficulty.

The study presented here brings together and, to some extent,

further develops some aspects of previous work concerning ionic equi-

libria and the variation of thermodynamic properties with temperature.

A method is described for estimating the equilibrium constants of re-

actions in dilute aqueous solutions at temperatures up to the critical

temperature of water. This method is used in a concurrent series of

publications on equilibrium diagrams for metal - water systems at

elevated temperatures [4],



1. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

As some quantities that have hitherto only infrequently occurred

in electrochemical discussions will be used here and in the publications

that follow, it is convenient to define the notation in a recapitulation of

some fundamental concepts.

1.1. The description of electrochemical equilibria in aqueous systems

Equilibria in aqueous media involving an oxidised species, A,

and the conjugate reduced species, B, may be described generally by

the formula:

aA + hH+ + e" = bB + wH2O (r)

and the equilibrium constant at T K

For dilute solutions a reasonable approximation is obtained when con-

centration, [ ], is substituted for activity, { } , so that

logTkr = pe + hpH - log[A]a • [B]"b (1.1)

where p denotes the operator -log.

The equilibrium constant for any reaction r is related to the

change in standard free energy accompanying the reaction, A T G_ , ac-

cording to the Van't Hoff isotherm,

- RTlnTKr = ATG° = £v (i) • A TG° (i) (1. 2)

Here A-,G- (i) denotes the standard partial molal free energy of forma-

tion of the constituent i, v (i) moles of which participate in the reaction.

Thus equilibrium constants that may not be accessible by direct meas-

urement can be calculated from the free energies of formation of the

reactants or from the equilibrium constants (multiplied by the appro-

priate coefficients) of a number of partial reactions which together lead

to the overall reaction.



For largely historical reasons the free energy changes accom-

panying reactions in electrochemical cells have usually been expressed

in terms of the Nernst relation. Thus, for the half-cell (electrode) re -

reaction (r)

T G = T e ° + RTF" 1 In 10.1og[H+]+ RTF" 1 In 10.log [A]a[Bj"b

(1.3)

Here e represents electrode potential (volts), otherwise the symbols

have their conventional meanings [ l ] .

An often more advantageous formulation of electrochemical phe-

nomena, consistent with the general treatment of chemical equilibria

and comparable with that of the (hydrated) proton, is obtained when the

electron is treated like any other anion [ 1 , 5 , 6 , 7 ] . Thus, from (1.1)

pe = pe° - hpH + log[A]a[B]"b (1.4)

where

pe = (RTF" 1 . lnlO)"1 . T e (1.5)

pe° = ( R T F ^ . l n l O ) " 1 . ^ e° (1.6)

The values of the factor (RTF* In 10) used here are

t°C 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

(RTF^lnlOjmV 64.12 74.04 83.96 93.88 103.8 113.7 123.6

As well as improving logical consistency the use of electron activity

instead of electrode potential simplifies calculations and the construc-

tion of equilibrium diagrams by eliminating the factor RTF In 10.

It also eliminates the risk of treating standard electrode potentials as

independent of temperature.

1.2. The variation of the equilibrium constant with temperature

A number of methods have been proposed for thermodynamic

calculation of equilibrium quantities at various temperatures. For the

present purpose of examining reactions in aqueous systems at elevated

temperatures it is convenient to use expressions relating the magnitude

of the equilibrium constant at any given temperature to its magnitude
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at a reference temperature, 298.15 K, and to the corresponding

changes in enthalpy and entropy.

The change in standard free energy, A _G , is related to the

change in standard enthalpy, A TH = I v (i). A—H, (i), and in standard

entropy, A TS = £v(i). S (i), by the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation

A TG° = A TH° - T A TS° (1. 7)

and, since 8(ATG°)/3T | p = -ATS°,

a(ATG°/T)/aT|p = (Ta(ATG°)/aT|p - A T G ° ) / T 2 = - A T H ° / T 2

which leads to the Van't Hoff isobar:

9(ln TK)/8T |p = ATH°/RT2 (1. 8)

Thus, in a first approximation, AH may be supposed to be nearly

independent of T and then ln_,K can be estimated using the expression:

+ (AH°/R)(T - 298)/298 T (1.9)

Experience has shown that the estimates of equilibrium con-

stants for aqueous systems at elevated temperatures formed using the

Van't Hoff isobar may sometimes be in error by several logarithmic

units. Errors might arise from a variety of causes such as, for ex-

ample, unanticipated conjugate reactions like hydrolysis, but it is clear

that in order to obtain better estimates account must be taken of the

variation of enthalpy and entropy with temperature.

The changes in standard enthalpy and standard entropy at tem-

perature T are related to these quantities at the reference temperature

and to the change in molar heat capacity, &TCp = Ev(i)_C (i), byTCp = Ev(i)_C (

ATH° = a298H° + 1298 A T C V d T

= Ä298S° + J ^ S A T C P ' d U T

These relations, together with the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation and the
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reaction isotherm lead to the equation:

lnTK = ̂ l n 2 9 8 K + ̂ [ ( T - 298)A298S°+ T V * , 8 ^ din T

p • d T ]

Molar heat capacity may be expressed as a function of temperature by

means of the empirical formulae given by Kelley [8] and others, e.g. ,

TCp(i) = a(i) + b(i)T + c(i)T"2 (1.14)

where a(i), b(i) and c(i) are constants peculiar to the substance (i) in

question. Thus, in so far as values for the Kelley coefficients of the

constituents can be obtained, a better estimate of ln_K may be formed

from the expression:

lnTK = (298/T)ln298K + jj-[Z»(i) • 298S°(i)(l - 298/T)

((1 - 298/T) + ln(298/T))

+ S v(i)b(i) • ((T - 298) - (T2 - 2982)/2T)

-Zv(i)c(i).((T"2-298"2)/2 - (T"1-298"1)/t) (1.15)

which may be written in the form

° + f3(T)Aa +

+ f4(T)Ab + f5(T)Ac (1.16)

The values of the coefficients f(T) in equation (1.16) for some tempera-

tures between 50 and 350 C are given in table 1. An illustration of the

use of equation (1.15) is the estimation of the equilibrium constant for

the hematite-magnetite reaction in water at elevated temperatures:

1.5Fe2O3(s) + H+ + e" = Fe3O4(s) + 0.5H2O (Fe 12)

pe = logTkFe n - pH + log {Fe2O3}
 1 '5{Fe3O4}

T k F e

l o « 2 9 8 k F e l l = 3 ' 7 4
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t°C 50 150 250 350

|. l o g 2 g 8 k F e U 3.45 2.63 2.13 1.79

f2(T). 2v(i). gS°(i) 0.27 1.04 1.51 1.84

f (T).Zv(i).afi) 0.00 -0.05 -0.13 -0.20

f4(T).i:v(i). b(i) -0.02 -0.29 -0.76 -1.33

f5(T).Zv(i).c(i) 0.00 0.06 0.12 0.18

log k 3.70 3.39 2.87 2.28

Since usually very many equilibria must be considered for each metal-

ligand-water system of interest, it may often be convenient to use a com-

puter for the calculations. A simple program for this purpose is given

in ALGOL in table 2. A facsimile of the output (IBM 360-30) obtained

for the hematite-magnetite reaction is given in table 3. The quantities

under the column headings in this table are:

10E3 = 103T"1,

VHOFF K = estimate of log k formed using the Van't Hoff
3 ( - T ^ ^ isobar,-3 CT o

HEATH =10 • ) 2 9 8
 A

T
C p - d T ,

SIG TH =
T

° + \
HEAT S = ^ 298ATCP d l n T f

TSIG TS = 10"3T (A298S° + ̂  J 9 8 ATCpd In T ,

GIBBS K = estimate of log_k formed using equation (1.15)

E ZERO = RF~ lnTk (GIBBS K) x number of electrons involved

When the standard heat of formation has not been known for all the con-

stituents the data for one constituent (usually A?QQH, (e )) have been

adjusted so that A T H = 0. In such cases a single value,

appears repeatedly under VHOFF K.
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Table 1. Coefficients for calculations of equilibrium constants

at various temperatures according to equation (1.15)

t°C 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

T°Kelvin 323 373 423 473 523 573 623

fjOT) 0.923 0.799 0.704 0.630 0.570 0.520 0.478

f9(T).103 16.8 43.9 64.7 80.8 94.0 104.9 114.1

f (T).103 0.83 5.20 11.95 20.15 28.93 38.04 47.13

f.(T) 0.219 1.639 4.042 7.079 10.58 14.42 18.53
4X '

f (T).106 0.007 0.049 0.107 0.168 0.228 0.283 0.335

Table 2, TEMCON - A program for the calculation of equilibrium

constants and standard potentials at various temperatures

begin comment temcon;

real fak 1, fak 2, fak 3, teminc, celr, corefk, narefk,

coef, refs, sigs, refh, sigh, aion, siga, bion,

sigb, cion, sigc, kelr, kelt, fun 1, fun 2, fun 3,

hoffk 1, heath, delt, heats, dels, natemk, gibbsk,

charge, tenoll, gradk, store;

integer maxinc, numeqa, sats, i, j , ;

fak 1:=1./1.9872; fak 2:=l./2.3026; fak 3:= 1.984x1 Of-4;

teminc :=read; maxinc :-read; celr :=read;

numeqa:=read; sats:=0

nysats: eqtext:=read; newline; printtext e q text; newline;

eqform:=read; newline; printtext eqform; newline;

charge:=read;

sats:=sats+l.;

sigs:=0; sigh:=0; siga:=0; sigb:=O; sigc:=0;

corefk:=read; narefk:=corefkx2. 3026;



Table 2. contd.

for i:=l step 1 until 5 do begin comment sigprop;

coef :=read;

refs:=read; sigs:=sigs+coef xrefs;

refh:=read; sigh:=sigh+coef xrefh;

aion:=read; siga:=siga+coe_xaion;

bion:=read; sigb:=sigb+coef xbion;

cion:=read; sigc:=sigc+coef xcion; end sigprop;

newline;

printtext !LOG 298 K = *; print corefk (2,3);

printtext tSIGMA 298 S =!; print sigs (4,2);

printtext !SIGMA 298 H = '; print sigh (6,2); newline;

newline;

printtext » TEMP C! ; printtext ! TEMP K»;

printtext »10E3/T»; printtext » VHOFF K»;

printtext 'HEATH'; printtext TSIG TH1;

printtext THEAT S f; printtext 'TfrSIGTS1;

printtext !GIBBS K'; printtext *E ZERO»; newline;

kelr:=273.15+celr;

for j:=l step 1 until maxinc do_ begin comment temperature;

celt:=celt+jxteminc; kelt:= 273.15+celt;

fun 1 :=celt/kelt; fun 2:=l.-fun 1; fun 3:=l.-fun lxfun 1;

hoffk 1 :=(narefk+sighxfun 2xfak l/kelr)xfak 2;

heath:=sigaxfun 2xkelt+sigbxfun 3xkeltxkeltxO. 5

+sigcxfun 2/kelr;

delt:= (sigh+heath) x 0.001;

heats := sigbx fun 2xkelt - sigaxln (fun 1)

+sigcxfun 3/(kelr xkelrx2);

dels :=(sigs+heats) xkeltx 0.001;

natemk:=narefkxfun l+(sigsxfun 2-heath/kelt

+heats)xfak 1;

gibbsk:=natemkxfak 2;

tenoll :=gibbsk x fak 3 x kelt x charge;

gradk:=1000./kelt; store:=heathx0.001;



1 3

Table 2. contd.

print celt (3,2); print kelt (3,2); print gradk (1,4);

print hoffk 1 (3,3); print store (3,3); print delt (3,3);

print heats (3,3); print dels (3,3); print gibbsk (3,3);

print tenoll (2,4); end temperature;

if sats <numeqa then goto nysats

end temcon;

comment the format for the data input is as follows;

temperature increment; number of increments; reference

temperature C; number of equilibria to be treated;

comment here follow data for each equilibrium sats:= 1 to nu-

meqa;

name of equilibrium;

symbolic description;

number of electrons involved comment 0 or 1.;

equilibrium constant at the reference temperature;

comment here follow data for each constituent participating in

the equilibrium i:= 1 to 5;

stoichiometric coefficient;



Table 3. TEMCON output. Estimates of the equilibrium constant and standard potential for the hematite •» magnetite

reaction at temperatures up to 350 C.

REDN IRON 3 OXIDE

1.5FE203(S) • H+l + E- l FE3041S) • 0.5H2O

298K =

TEMP C

50.00
75.00
100.00
125.00
150.00
175.00
200.00
225.00
250.00
275.00
300.00
325.00
350.00
375.00

3.740

TEMP K

323.15
348.15
373.15
398.15
423.15
448.15
473.15
498.15
523.15
548.15
573.15
598.15
623.15
648.15

SIGMA298S = 16.

10E3/T

3.0945
2.8723
2.6799
2.5116
2.3632
2.2314
2.1135
2.0074
1.9115
1.8243
1.7447
1.6718
1.6047
1.5429

VHOFF K

3.320
2.960
2.648
2.376
2.136
1.922
1.731
1.559
1.404
1.263
1.134
1.016
0.907
0.807

11 S

HEAT H

-0.529
-1.124
-1.779
-2.492
-3.260
-4.083
-4.957
-5.883
-6.860
-7.886
-8.961

-10.084
-11.256
-12.475

IGMA298H =

SIG TH

-7.939
-8.534
-9.189
-9.902

-10.670
-11.493
-12.367
-13.293
-14.270
-15.296
-16.371
-17.494
-18.666
-19.885

-7410.00

HEAT S

-1.704
-3.474
-5.290
-7.139
-9.010

-10.898
-12.797
-14.703
-16.615
-18.530
-20.448
-22.366
-24.285
-26.203

T*SIGTS

4.655
4.399
4.037
3.572
3.004
2.336
1.568
0.701

-0.264
-1.327
-2.486
-3.742
-5.094
-6.542

GIBBS K

3.709
3.655
3.582
3.493
3.390
3.276
3.152
3.020
2.880
2.734
2.583
2.426
2.266
2.101

E ZERO

0.2378
0.2525
0.2652
0.2759
0.2846
0.2913
0.2959
0.2985
0.2990
0.2974
0.2937
0.2880
0.2801
0.2702
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2. THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF AQUEOUS ;

IONS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES |

Although the thermodynamic methods summarised in the pre-

vious section have been used extensively and for a long time in studies I

of the effect of temperature on many kinds of equilibria such as, for ex- |

ample, metallurgical reactions [2], relatively little use has been made

of them in studies of reactions in aqueous media. In part, at least,

this may have been due to a conceptual difficulty in the extension of the

conventional hydrogen scales for the relative thermodynamic properties

of ions to temperatures other than the reference temperature [9].

Recently, some success in treating aqueous equilibria has been

obtained by two quite different approaches to the thermodynamic proper-

ties of ions in solutions at elevated temperatures. In the first of these,

proposed by Naumov and his co-workers [10, 11] the arbitrary hydrogen

scale for ionic free energy is extended to elevated temperatures on the i

basis of the experimentally determined variation of the free energy of

hydrogen gas. In the second, proposed by Criss and Cobble [12,13]

"absolute" ionic entropies and ionic heat capacities are estimated by \

means of empirical relations based on a number of experimental data

for aqueous equilibria at elevated temperatures.

2.1. Relative ionic standard free energy

The establishment of relative values for the thermodynamic pro- ;

perties of individual ions on generally used conventional scales has lead

to the successful correlation and, to some extent, the interpretation of I

a very large number of data on electrochemical reactions in aqueous j

media. A particularly attractive aspect of this conventional approach

has been that it has made possible widely accepted descriptions of the

behaviour of electrolyte solutions regardless of controversies about the

physical meaning of individual ionic properties.

The success and wide acceptance of the conventional approach

to electrochemical thermodynamics at temperatures near 25 C has lead

Naumov et al. to propose that, as is the case at the reference tempera-
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ture, the standard free energy of formation of each aqueous ion at any |

temperature T is to be related to the standard free energy of forma- |

tion of hydrogen ion at the same tempeiature. It may thus be evalua- f

ted from the experimentally determinable change of standard free |

energy in reactions such as

A X T-T — "R X — M C\t n — o T ^y r\~\J

ATG°(B+) = A TG°.+ A TG°(H+) + A TG°(A) - 0. 5ATG°(H2O)

In turn, the standard free energy of formation of hydrogen ion is to be

evaluated by means of the reaction

H+
 + e -4H 2 (g)

for which the change in standard free energy is conventionally equated

to zero at all temperatures so that

0.5ATG°(H2) - ATG°(H+) = A TGR 1 = 0

Thus, the standard free energy of formation of hydrogen ion at tempe-

rature T is to be equated with half the standard free energy of forma-

tion of hydrogen gas at the same temperature from hydrogen gas at the

reference temperature. In accordance with the arguments of the pre-

ceding section this quantity is given by

-ATG°(H2) = (T - 298). 2 9 gS°(H2) + T \ In T -

T
J 298 T C P ( H 2 ) * d T

This expression and the well-established experimental values for the

entropy and Kelley coefficients of hydrogen gas lead to the following

values for the standard free energy of formation of hydrogen ion at

various temperatures :-

T°K 323 373 423 473 523 573

ATG°(H+)kcal • mol"1 0.39 1.20 2.03 2.88 3.74 4.63



On the basis of this proposal and experimentally determined

equilibrium constants for a few reactions at elevated temperatures,

Naumov and his co-workers have evaluated the relative standard free

energy of formation of a number of anions and cations in the tempera-

ture range 25 to 300 C. These constants they have then employed in

studies of several other reactions, principally hydrothermal reactions

of geochemical interest.

Although the agreement between experimentally measured equi-

librium constants and those calculated using relative standard free

energies is likely to be as precise as the determinations of these free

energies, this conventional approach to equilibrium analysis seems to

have some disadvantages. Thus, it requires that for each and every

ion of interest as regards reactions at elevated temperatures, at least

one reaction in which that ion is a constituent must have been studied

over the range of temperature in question. Even if this may be possible

it seems laborious. Another disadvantage is that, like all arbitrary

approaches to general phenomena, it might inhibit attempts to obtain

a more detailed description and, perhaps, a deeper understanding of

the fundamental quantities involved. The continuation of efforts to re-

solve controversies about the properties of individual ions seems de-

sirable.

In the alternative approach suggested by Criss and Cobble, in-

volving the evaluation of "absolute" ionic entropies, the6e disadvan-

tages are less marked.

2.2. Absolute ionic entropy and heat capacity

The calculation of the free energies of aqueous ions from first

principles continues to receive attention [14, 15,16] but only limited

success has been had so far. On the other hand, considerable success

has been had recently in evaluating the standard partial molal entropies

of ions at 25 C from more or less empirical relations involving such

factors as ionic charge, mass, geometry, etc., [refs 17 to 22].

Criss and Cobble [12] have observed that the experimental

values that have been obtained for the entropies of a number of ions at



elevated temperatures indicate that relations hold between these quanti-

ties and the parameters ionic charge, mass, etc- , like those holding

at 25 C. This leads them to suppose that there exists a series of cor-

responding states for ionic entropies at different temperatures such

that the conventional standard partial molal entropy of an ion at the

temperature t C and at the reference temperature 25 C are related by

an expression like

If the entropies of all ions are related to that of the hydrogen-ion then

the magnitudes of the correspondence principle coefficients a, b, etc.

for each temperature are determined by the value of the entropy of the

hydrogen-ion at that temperature. For one, and only one, series of

values of this quantity for a range of temperatures, the correspondence

principle is found to lead to linear relationships of the form:

? l (2 .2)

The correspondence principle coefficients are the same for each

ion of a class of similar ions, such as the class of simple cations M ,

differing only from class to class. The linear correspondence relation-

ship accurately describes the values that have been obtained experimen-

tally for the relative partial molal entropies of ions up to 200 C, at

least. For simple ions up to 150 C the accuracy is about 0.5 e.u.

The value for ?(.S (H ) which leads to the linear correspondence

relation for S , namely -5.0 e.u., falls within the range of values

that have been suggested for the absolute entropy of the H -ion at 25 C

[23,21,15]. Thus the scales of ionic entropy defined by the chosen se-

ries of values of the entropy of the hydrogen-ion at various tempera-

tures, beginning with _5S (H )= -5.0, may be regarded as scales of

"absolute" entropy [11]. The "absolute" standard partial molal ionic

entropy at the reference temperature, ?(.S (i), is related to the "con-

ventional" (25§ (H ) = 0) ionic entropy, .,.3 (i) by the equation

o l 5 ° - 5.0 z (2.3)
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The following discussion will be concerned only with these "absolute"

ionic entropies which will be denoted by unprimed S .

In order that equations derived from the Gibbs-Helmholtz re-

lation, like equation (1. 13), can be applied to aqueous equilibria it is

desirable, and in some cases essential, that an estimate be formed of

the standard (partial) molal heat capacity of each of the species in-

volved. Criss and Cobble have shown [13] that estimates of this quan-

tity for ions in dilute aqueous solution (reliable data is available for

water and most solids and gases), can be obtained using the values for

the correspondence principle coefficients they have derived from ex-

perimental entropy data. The standard partial molal heat capacity of

an ion is defined by

t2S°(i) = tlS°(i) + y'2
 tC°(i)dlnT (2.4)

so that, if C (i) is approximated with its average value between tl and

#? P

CJi)]*f ln(T2/Tl) (2.5)

Thus, an estimate of the mean value of the relative standard partial

molal heat capacity between two not too widely separated temperatures

may be obtained from values for the standard partial molal entropy at

the two temperatures using the equation

t l
j t l - 2.303 log (T2/T1)

The values for the standard partial molal entropy, in turn, may be ob-

tained by means of the correspondence principle.

In their development of these ideas Criss and Cobble have chosen

to derive equations for the average heat capacity of ions of the various

classes, containing two empirical constants like those for ionic entro-

pies at various temperatures. They have also chosen to take the aver-

age between the (higher) temperature in question, here t2, and the re-

ference temperature. When applied to large intervals of temperature,

however, this usage may lead to unnecessarily large errors. In addi-

tion, it is desirable that the variation with temperature of the heat ca-

pacities of ions be described by equations like those used for other
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species, i .e . , that Kelley coefficients be evaluated for ions! A simple

extension of Criss and Cobble's work makes this possible without any

significant decrease in accuracy.

Criss and Cobble have found that for temperatures up to 200 C,

at least, the correspondence principle coefficients vary approximately

linearly with temperature so that for t C

ta = et + f (2.7)

t b=gt + h (2.8)

Four sets of values of the constants e, f, g, and h, have been obtained

corresponding to the four classes of ions distinguished. Using these

expressions for a and b the correspondence principle (2.2) may be

rewritten

TS°(i) = (e + g- refS°(i))(T - 273.15) + (f + h- refS°(i))

i .e . ,

TS°(i) = (e + g- refS°(i) )• T - (e + g refS°(i) )• 273.15

For small temperature intervals the average standard partial molal

heat capacity, C^/i)]-, \ is thus given by

so that, within the validity of (2.7) and (2.8) and of the approximation

+ g r e f
S°(i))-T (2.9)

Thus, the standard partial molal heat capacities of aqueous ions may

be described by the Kelley formula (1.14), the coefficients a and c

being zero, and

b = (e + g. 298S°(i)) (2.10)

Values for the Kelley b-coefficient and other properties of a number of

common ions are collected in table 4.



Table 4. Thermodynamic constants for common aqueous ions

ION

Group 1.

S°298 conv.

cal/deg

Ihe hydrogen

A298f if

kcal/deg

ion. e=0.

§°
298 abs

09225; f=0. 00;

b

x 10

g=0.00;

3

h=1.47

0.00 0.00 -5.00 92.25

Group 2. Simple cations. e=0.133; f=-3. 32; g=-1.65x 10~ ; h=l. 0413

NH*4

Ag+

H 2 +

Na+

Li+

Pb 2 +

U2

Hg2+

Sn2+

Ca2+

Mn2+

Cu2+

Ni2 +

Co2+

Fe 2 +

Mg2+

u 3 +

Fe3+

Cr3+

26.97

17.67

17.70

14.4

3.4

5.1

-6.3

-5.4

-5.9

-13.2

-20.0

-23.6

(-24.0)

-27.0

-27.1

-28.2

(-36.0)

-70.1

(-73.5)

-31.74

25.31

—

-57.28

-66.55

+0.39

+ 12.4

+41.59

-2.39

-129.8

-53.3

+15.39

-15.3

-14.2

-21.0

-110.4

-123.0

-11.4

-33.2

21.97

12.67

12.70

9.4

-1.6

-4.9

-11.3

-15.4

-15.9

-23.2

-30.0

-33.6

-34.0

-37.0

-37.1

-38.2

-51.0

-85.1

-88.5

97

112

112

117

135

141

152

158

159

171

183

188

189

194

194

196

217

273

279



Table 4. contd.

Group 2.

Al3 +

u 4 +

Group 3.

r
Br"

HS"

Cl"

s2-

OH"

Group 4.

§°298 conv.
c al/de g

contd.

-74.9

-78.0

kcal/deg

-125.4

-146.7

Simple anions. e=-0.1726;

26.14

19.29

(14.9)

13.20

-6.4

-2.52

Oxy-anions.

-13.37

-28.90

-4.22

-40.02

8.56

-54.96

S°298 abs

-89.9

-98.0

;f=4.30; g=-4.

31.14

24.29

19.9

18.2

3.6

2.48

e=-0.4366;f=10.92; g=7.25

b

x 103

281

295

73xl0"5;h=0.999

-174.1

-174.0

-173.5

-173.5

-172.8

-172.7

xl0"3;h=0.8188

35.0 -49.37 40.0 -147

29.9 -25.40 34.9 -184

4.1 -216.9 14.1 -334

C O 3

Group 5.

HSO4"

HCO3"

H 2 P ° 4 "
HPO 2"

-12.7

-52.0

Acid oxy-anions.

30.32

22.7

21.3

- 8 . 6

-161.6

-306 .9

e=-0.399;

-211.7

-165 .2

-311.3

-310.4

- 2 . 7

-37 .0

f=10.10;

(31.6)

27.7

26.3

1.4

-456

-705

g=11.25x

-43

-87

-103

-383

10"3;h=0.710

.5

.4



3. AN ASSESSMENT OF METHODS FOR ESTIMATING EQUILIBRIUM

CONSTANTS FOR REACTIONS IN AQUEOUS MEDIA AT ELEVATED

TEMPERATURES

The results obtained using the principles described in sections

1.2 and 2.2 can usefully be assessed in connection with some general

observations regarding the effects of temperature changes on aqueous

equilibria. As it is desirable to attempt to establish a theoretical

basis for the empirical relations used in this work it may also be use-

ful to analyse further the factors likely to influence equilibria on the

basis of models of the properties of ions.

3.1. Results obtained using estimates of ionic heat capacity

It is apparent from the quantities in table 1 that, depending on

the magnitudes of the Kelley coefficients, the largest contributions to

the equilibrium constant are likely to be made by the proportional term

(298/T)log gk and the entropy term (1 -298/T) gS°/R. Thus devia-

tions from a linear dependence of log ,_k on l/T, in accordance with

the Van't Hoff isobar, are to be expected only when the Kelley coeffi-

cients, especially the b-coefficients, are large and when they are much

different for the constituents in the forward (reactants) and the reverse

(products) reactions.

For many substances the a-coefficient is between 10 and 30,

only for a few does it exceed 40. Similarly, the b-coefficient seldom

exceeds about 20x10 . The c-coefficient is often close to 1x10" . For

aqueous ions, however, as seen in table 4, the b-coefficients vary be-
-3 -3

tween about lOOx 10 and 300x10 for cations, increasing with charge,

and between about -150x10 and -400x10 for most anions. Thus the

magnitude of the increment to the equilibrium constant arising from the

heat capacity terms will often be determined largely by the contribu-

tions due to the ions taking part in the reaction. The increments (log

units) for some typical ions, given by the product of f4(T) in table 1

and the estimates of the b-coefficients for the ions obtained by means

of the correspondence principle» are given in table 5.

Clearly, the increment due to heat capacity can be expected to
be greatest for reactions in which there are more ions among the reac-
tants than the products, or conversely. The larger the number of un-



balanced ions, and the greater the difference between unlike balanced

ions, the greater will be the contribution of heat capacity to the equi-

librium constant and the error that would be introduced by neglecting

this contribution.

Some simple illustrations of this are given in the table below

which shows the errors (log units) that can be expected in the equili-

brium constants for some typical reactions at 350 C, estimated in two

ways. In the first, estimate 1, log _k has been calculated using equa-

tion (1.15) with the partial molal heat capacities of the ionic constitu-

ents set equal to zero. In the second, estimate 2, log^k has been cal-

culated using the Van't Hoff isobar. The values obtained using equa-

tion (1.15) with ATC estimated by means of the correspondence prin-

ciple have been taken to be the correct values of the constants and the

errors shown are the differences from them.

Table 12. Typical errors in estimates of equilibrium constants

due to neglecting heat capacity terms

Number of Reaction Estimate Estimate
unbalanced 1 2

ions

0 \ O2(g) + H2(g) ^ H2O(1) - 0.17

0 NH* t H+ + NH3(aq) - 0.34

1 AgCl(s) + e" £ Ag(s) + Cl" 3.21 1.50

2 H9O £ H+ + OH" 1.48 2.40

In figures 1, 3, 4, and 6, the values obtained for the equilibrium

constants of these reactions using equation (1.15), are compared with

those derived from data, reported in the literature, that have been ob-

tained by several different experimental methods. The curves in the

figures illustrate the results obtained on the basis of:-

1. The Van't Hoff isobar

2. Equation (1. 15) with the heat capacities of ionic species taken to

be zero

3. Equation (1. 15) with the heat capacities of ions according to

equation (2. 10) and the data in table 4.

The data on which the figures are based are collected in tables 6 to 11.



Table 5. Increments to equilibrium constants at various tempera-

tures arising from the heat capacity of ions

t°C

ION

+H

Fe

+
2+

3+
Cr

u 4 +

HSO

OH

SO

PO

2-

3-

103b

50 100 150 200

f4(T)b

250 300

1.33

1.68

350

1.71

2.16

0.092 0.02 0.15 0.37 0.65 0.98

0.117 0.02 0.19 0.47 0.83 1.24

0.194 0.04 0.31 0.78 1.38 2.06

0.279 0.06 0.45 1.12 1.98 2.96

0.295 0.06 0.47 1.18 2.09 3.13

-0.044 -0.01 -0.07 -0.18 -0.31 -0.47

-0.172 -0.03 -0.28 -0.6V -1.22 -1.82 -2.48 -3.18

-0.334 -0.07 -0.53 -1.34 -2.37 -3.54 -4.81 -6.18

-0.705 -0.14 -1.13 -2.82 -5.01 -7.47 -10.15 -13.04

2.79

4.02

4.25

0.63

3.59

5.16

5.46

-0.82

Table 6. Equilibrium constants for some reactions at infinite

dilution in water at 25 C

Reaction

2H+ + 2e~ =

= H2O(1)

+ = H+ + NH3(aq)

AgCl(s)+ e" = Ag(s) + Cl

H?O = H + OH'

l ° g 2 9 8 k

7.48h

83.11

-9 .25

3.76

-13.997

Reference

2

17

26

28

29

h. Estimated from Zv(i). A?q«G-(i)



3.1.1. The formation of water

The formation or thermolytic dissociation of liquid water may

be supposed to proceed via the two fundamental equilibria

(Ol)

| 2 (HI)

so that

i lH2(g)$lH2O(l) (Wl)

= i o g TkOl "

Figure 1 illustrates the values for log _k . obtained on this basis from

estimates of log Tko- and log kffl, given in tables 7 and 8, formed on

the basis of the arguments in sections 1.2 and 2.2.

It has been shown [24] that the values for the free energy of

formation of water vapour at temperatures between 298 and 2500 C,

obtained by calorimetric experiments, can be represented by the equa-

tion

ATG(H2O(g)) = -58900 + 13.4 T + 1000 (3.1)

Taken with values obtained from steam tables [25] for the equilibrium

constant of the process

H2O(1) * H2O(g) (W2)

l o g TkW2 =

equation (3.1) leads to values for log T k w i according to

= -ATG°(H2O(g))/2RTlnl0 - logTP(H2O) (3.2)

Some "experimental" point values for log_,kw. obtained using

equation (3.2) are indicated in figure 1. As is to be expected from the



general observations above, these points lie close to the curve defined

by the theoretical estimates of log—k^. and log—k^. .

Although it has not hitherto been stated explicitly, it is clear

that the Criss and Cobble relations define the potential of the standard

hydrogen electrode at temperature T K, relative to the potential of

the same electrode at the reference temperature which continues to be

assigned the value zero. The preferred parameter here is the corre-

sponding equilibrium constant log_k__ but as values of the standard

potential _e (H ) may be of interest in some connections the varia-

tion of this quantity with temperature is illustrated in figure 2.

Generally, corresponding values of log _k and _e (r) will be given

in TEMCON outputs, as in table 8.



Figure 1 . The variation with temperature of the formation constant for liquid water
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Figure Z. The variation with temperature of the potential of the

standard hydrogen electrode.
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Table 7. TEMCON output. Estimates of the equilibrium constant and standard potential for the reduction

of oxygen.

REDN OXYGEN

0.2502{G)

LOG298K =

TEMP C

50.00
75.CO
100.00
125.00
150.00
175.00
200.00
225.00
250.00
275.00
300.00
325.00
350.CO
375.00

REDN OXYGE

50.CO
75.CO

IOC.00
125.CO
15C.C0
175.00
2CC.C0
225.CO
250.0C
275.CC
3CC.CO
325.0C
3i>C.CC
375.00

!
1

• H+l •

20.768

TEMP K

323.15
348.15
373.15
398.15
423.15
448.15
473.15
498.15
523.15
548.15
573. 15
598.15
623.15
64 8.15

N, CP(I )=0

323.15
348.15
373.15
398. 15
423.15
448.15
473.15
498.15
523.15
546.15
573.15
596. 15
52 3. 1 5
648. 15

E-l =

SIGMA298

10E3/T

3.0945
2.8723
2.6799
2.5116
2.3632
2.2314
2.1135
2.C074
1.9115
1.8243
1.7447
1.6718
1.6047
1.5429

3.0945
2.8723
2.6799
2.5116
2.3632
2.2314
2.1135
2.0074
1.9115
1.8243
1.7447
1.6718
1.6047
1.5429

P.5H20

S = 1

VHCFF K

18.851
17.192
15.755
14.499
13.391
12.407
11.527
10.735
10.019
9.368
8. 774
8.230
7.729
7.2t>7

18.851
17.192
15.755
14.499
13.391
12.407
11.527
10.735
10.019
9.368
8.774
8.230
7.729
7.267

.10 SIGMA298H =

HEAT H

-0.535
-1.128
-1.780
-2.489
-3.257
-4.082
-4.966
-5.907
-6.907
-7.964
-9.079

-10.252
-11.483
-12.771

0.181
0.362
0.542
0.722
0.902
1.061
1.260
1.439
1.617
1.795
1.973
2.151
2.328
2.505

SIG TH

-34.695
-35.288
-35.940
-36.649
-37.417
-38.242
-39.126
-40.067
-41.067
-42.124
-43.239
-44.412
-45.643
-46.931

-33.979
-33.798
-33.618
-33.438
-33.258
-33.079
-32.900
-32.721
-32.543
-32.365
-32.187
-32.009
-31.832
-31.655

-34160.00

HEAT S

-1.722
-3.490
-5.296
-7.136
-9.004

-10.899
-12.817
-14.755
-16.712
-18.686
-20.675
-22.677
-24.693
-26.720

C.5 84
1.123
1.623
2.089
2.527
2.938
3.327
3.695
4.044
4.377
4.694
4.998
5.288
5.567

T*SIGTS

-0.200
-0.830
-1.564
-2.401
-3.343
-4.389
-5.542
-6.800
-8.165
-9.637

-11.216
-12.903
-14.699
-16.602

0.546
0.776
1.018
1.272
1.537
1.812
2.097
2.391
2.694
3.005
3.324
3.650
3.984
4.325

GIBBS K

19.184
17.783
16.543
15.435
14.433
13.520
12.681
11.906
11.184
10.509
9.873
9.273
8.703
8.160

19.203
17.855
16.695
15.668
14.805
14.026
13.334
12.715
12.160
11.658
11.203
10.789
10.411
10.065

E

1.
1.
1,
1.
1,
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

1
1
1
1,
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I

ZERO

2300
2284
2248
2193
2117
2021
19C5
1767
1609
1429
1228
1005
0760
0493

.2312
• 2334
• 2361
.2393
• 243C
.2471
.2517
• 2567
.2621
.2679
.2740
• 2605
. 2 bid
.29*3



Table 8. TEMCON output. Es t ima tes of the equil ibr ium constant and s tandard potential for the reduction

of hydrogen ion .

REDN HYDROGEN ION

• E - l

L0G298K *

TEMP C

50.00
75.CO
100.00
125.00
150*00
175.00
200.00
225.00
250.CO
275.00
300.00
325.00
350.00
375.CO

0.5H2(9)

0.0

TEMP K

323.15
348.15
373.15
398.15
423.15
448.15
473.15
498.15
523.15
548.15
573.15
598.15
623.1'-
648.15

SIGHA298S = 20.60 SIGMA298H >

10E3/T VHCFF K

0.0

3*0945
2.8723
2.6799
2*5116
2.3632
2.2314
2.1135
2.0074
1.9115
1.8243
1.7447
1.6718
1.6047
1.5429

0.0
0.0
0.0
0*0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

HEAT H

-0.630
-1.318
-2.064
-2.867
-3.728
-4.646
-5.622
-6.655
-7.745
-8.893
10.099
11.362
12.682
14.060

SIG Tl-

-0.630
-1.318
-2.064
-2.867
-3.728
-4.646
-5.622
-6.655
-7.745
-8.893

-10.099
-11.362
-12.682
-14.060

HEAT S

-2.029
-4.079
-6.146
-8.228

-10.324
-12.432
-14.550
-16.677
-18.813
-20.956
-23.106
-25.263
-27.425
-29.593

T*SIGTS

6.003
5.754
5.395
4.928
4.350
3.663
2.865
1.957
0.938

-0.192
-1.434
-2.786
-4.250
-5.825

GIBBS K

0.331
0.583
0.771
0.906
0.999
1.056
1.082
1.083
1.061
1.020
0.962
0.889
0.803
0.705

E ZERO

0.0212
0.0403
0.0571
0.0716
0.0839
0.0939
0.1016
0.1070
0.1101
0.1109
0.1094
0.1055
0.0993
0.0907

IJT223I



3.1.2. The protolysis of ammonium ion

The acid - base dissociation or protolysis of the ammonium ion

may be described by the formula

NH+ % H+ + NH3(aq) (N2)

and for dilute solutions,

] + logNH3(aq)

Figure 3 illustrates the estimates of log k obtained using equation

1.15 with the b-coefficients for the H - and NH.-ions given in table 4,

the heat capacity of NH~(aq) being approximated with that of the gas [2].

The experimental values indicated on the figure were obtained from

measurements of electrical conductance [26,27],

In accordance with the expectation that the effect on the equili-

brium constant of the heat capacity of the reactant ion will be nullified

by that of a similar ion among the products, equation 1.15 and the

Van't Hoff isobar lead to similar values for log _,k . The experimen-

tal values for this constant seem to lie close to the curve defined by

equation 1.15.



Figure i. The variation with temperature of the dissociation constant of the ammonium ion

(Full circles indicate the experimental results of Noyes[27l, open circles those of
Wright [26]).
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Table 9. TEMCON output. Estimates of the equilibrium constant for the protolysis of the ammonium ion.

ACID A

NH4+1 = NH3(AQ) • H+l

298K =

TEMP C

50.00
75.CO
100.CO
125.CO
150.00
175.00
200.00
225.00
25C.CO
275.00
3C0.00
325.00
350.00
375.CO

-9.250

TE^P K

323.15
348.15
373.15
398.15
423.15
448.15
473.15
498.15
523.15
548.15
573.15
598.15
623.15
643. 15

SIGyA298S

10E3/T

3.0945
2.8723
2.6799
2.5116
2.3632
2.2314
2.1135
2.0074
1.9115
1.8243
1.7447
1.6718
1.6047
1.5429

-o.

VHCFF K

-8.546
-7.943
-7.420
-6.963
-6.561
-6.203
-5.883
-5.595
-5.3 35
-5.098
-4.882
-4.684
-4.502
-4.334

67 SI

HEAT H

0.174
0.350
0.527
0.706
0.886
1.067
1.249
1.432
1.616
1.800
1.986
2.172
2.358
2.546

GMA298H =

SIG TH

12.594
12.770
12.947
13.126
13.306
13.4e7
13.669
13.852
14.036
14.220
14.4C6
14.592
14.778
14.966

12420.00

HEAT S

0.560
1.084
1.576
2.040
2.478
2.894
3.289
3.666
4.026
4.371
4.7C1
5.019
5.325
5.620

T*SIGTS

-0.035
0.144
0.338
0.545
0.765
0.997
1.239
1.492
1.756
2.028
2.310
2.601
2.901
3.208

GIBBS K

-8.541
-7.925
-7.385
-6.905
-6.477
-6.091
-5.741
-5.422
-5.130
-4.861
-4.612
-4.381
-4.165
-3.964

E ZERO

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0



3.1.3. The reduction of silver chloride

At present the best characterised electrochemical process is

the reduction of silver chloride in the silver - silver chloride electrode

reaction:

AgCl(s) + e" = Ag(s) + Cl" (Ag2)

for which, in dilute solutions,

pe =l°gTkA g 2 -logLCl"]

This electrode has been studied between 25 and 275 C by

Greeley et al. [28] in an extensive series of measurements of the emf

of the cell

Pt - H2 |H
+, Cl" |AgCl - Ag

AgCl(s) + \ H2(g) S Ag(s) + H+ + Cl~ (Agl)

The experimental results obtained by Greeley et al. , here ex-

pressed as logrpk. . at a number of temperatures, are indicated in
1 Agl

figure 4, which also illustrates the values given by

estimates of log—k. _ (and log.—k .̂.) being obtained from equation

(1.15) and the data in table 4 as previously described. Figure 5 illu-

strates the same results expressed as _6 (AgCl), the standard poten-

tial of the silver - silver chloride electrode at T K relative to the po-

tential of the standard hydrogen electrode at the same temperature.

There is good agreement between the experimental results and

the theoretical estimates over the whole range of temperatures. How-

ever, Cobble has found in a "third law" analysis of the experimental

results [29] that above about 125 C there is a slowly increasing syste-

matic deviation between these results and the corresponding estimates

formed on the basis of the principle of entropy correspondence.



Figure 4. The variation with temperature of the reduction (electrochemical) constant

for silver chloride
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Table 10. TEMCON output. Estimates of the equilibrium constant and standard poteatial for the reduction

of silver chloride.

REDN SILVER

AGCL(S) •

LOG298K =

TEMP C

5C.00
75.00
100.00
125.00
150.00
175.00
200.00
225.00
250.00
275.00
300 ~*
325.v,
350.CO
375.00

REDN SILVER

50.00
75. CC

ICC.CO
125.CC
15C.C0
175.CO
20C.C0
225.CO
250.CO
275.CO
3cr.cc
325.CO
35C.CC
375.CC

CHLORIDE

fc-1 =

3.76C

TEMP K

323.15
348.15
373.15
398. 15
423.15
448.15
473.15
498.15
523.15
548.15
573.15
598.15
623.15
648. 15

CHLCR1DE

323.15
348.15
373.15
398.15
423.15
448.15
473.15
498.15
523.15
5*9.15
573.15
598.15
623.15
64R.15

AGIS) •

SIGMA298

10E3/T

3.0945
2.8723
2, 6799
2.5116
2.3632
2.2314
2.1135
2.C074
1.9115
1.8243
1,7447
1.6718
1.6047
1.5429

, C P U )=0

3.0945
2.8723
2.6799
2.5116
2.3632
2.2314
2.1135
2.0074
1.9115
1.8243
1.7447
1.6718
1.6047
1.5429

CL-1

S =

VHGF

3.
2.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

-0.

3.
2.
2.
I.
1.
1.
1.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

-0.

5

F K

209
737
328
971
655
375
125
900
696
511
341
187
044
087

209
737
328
971
655
375
125
900
696
511
341
187
044
087

.41

HE

-1
-3
-4
-6
-8

-10
-12
-15
-17
-20
-22
-25
-2R
-31

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-2
-2
-2
-2

S

AT H

.50 5

.129

.869

.725

.695

.778

.973

.279

.696

.223

.861

.609
466

.157
• 325
.502
• 685
.874
.067
.263
.463
.665
.869
.075
.282
.49 1
.700

IGMA298

SIG

- 1 1 .
-12.
-14.
-16.
-18.
-20.
-22.
-24.
-27.
-29.
-32.
-35.
-38.
-41.

-9.
-10.
-10.
-10.
-10.
-10.
-10.
-11.
-11.
-11.
-11.
-12.
-12.
-12.

H =

TH

225
8 49
589
445
415
498
693
999
416
943
531
329
186
152

877
045
222
405
594
787
983
183
3e5
589
795
002
211
420

-9720.00

HEAT S

-4.844
-9.682

-14.509
-19.322
-24.119
-28.399
-33.664
-38.413
-43.146
-47.865
-52.569
-57.261
-61.939
-66.606

-0.506
-1.007
-1.496
-1.972
-2.431
-2.874
-3.301
-3.713
-4.109
-4.490
-4.857
"5.211
-5.552
-5.881

T*SIGTS

0.183
-1.487
-3.395
-5.539
-7,917

-10.527
-13.368
-16.440
-19.742
-23.271
-27.029
-31.014
-35.226
-39.664

1.585
1.533
1.46C
1.369
1.261
1.136
0.998
0.846
0.681
0.504
0.317
0.119

-0.088
-0.305

GIBBS K

3.520
3.238
2.923
2.582
2.218
1.837
1.442
1.033
0.615
0.187

-0.248
-0.690
-1.138
-1.590

3.556
3.374
3.209
3.058
2.918
2.789
2.669
2.556
2.449
2.348
2.253
2.162
2.076
1.993

E ZERO

0.2257
0.2237
0.2164
0.2039
0*1863
0.1634
0.1353
0.1021
0.0638
0.0203

-0.0283
-0.0819
-0.14C7
-0.2045

0.2280
0.2331
0.2376
0.2415
0.2450
0.2480
0.2505
0.2526
0.2542
0.2554
0.2562
0.2566
0.2567
0.2563

! i T.V3 !



3.1.4. The protolysis of water

Figure 6 illustrates the results obtained by applying equation

(1.15) and the data in table 4 to the protolysis of water

2 (W3)

log T k w 3 = log [H+] + log [OH"]

The experimental values for log _,k indicated on the figure are those

obtained by No yes et al. [27] from conductance measurements. In the

calculation of log Tk the currently accepted value - 13.997 at 25 C

has been used instead of that found by Noyes, - 14.086.

Up to 218 C, at least, there is acceptable agreement between

the theoretical estimates of log_k and the experimental values. It

is not yet clear whether the relatively large deviation between the theo-

retical curve and the experimental value for 306 C reflects an error in

the estimates of the partial molal heat capacities of the H and OH

ions or an error in the experimental data. However, despite this dis-

crepancy, it is seen that the results for the protolysis of water, like

those for the other equilibria examined, confirm the validity of the

method described here for estimating equilibrium constants, and the

general observations made at the beginning of this section.



Figure b. The variation with temperature of the dissociation constant of water
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Table 11. TEMCON output. Estimates of the equilibrium constant for the protolysis of water.

ACID WATER

H20 = H+l

L0G298K = -

TEMP C

50.00
75.00
100.00
125.00
150.00
175.00
200.00
225.00
250.00
275.00
300.00
325.00
350.CO
375.00

• OH-1

13.997

TEMP K

323.15
348.15
373.15
398.15
423.15
448.15
473.15
498.15
523.15
548.15
573.15
598.15
623.15
648.15

SIGMA298

10E3/T

3.0945
2.8723
2.6799
2.5116
2.3632
2.2314
2.1135
2.C074
1.9115
1.8243
1.7447
1.6718
1.6C47
1.5429

S = -19.

VHOFF K

-13.239
-12.590
-12.027
-11.536
-11.102
-10.717
-10.372
-10.062
-9.782
-9.527
-9.295
-9.082
-8.886
-8.705

24 S

HEAT H

-1.076
-2.201
-3.377
-4.604
-5.881
-7.207
-8.585

-10.012
-11.490
-13.018
-14.596
-16.225
-17.904
-19.633

IGMA298H =

SIG TH

12.294
11.169
9.993
8.766
7.489
6.163
4.785
3.358
1.880
0.352
-1.226
-2.855
-4.534
-6.263

13370.00

HEAT S

-3.463
-6.818

-10.079
-13.260
-16.369
-19.415
-22.405
-25.345
-28.239
-31.092
-33.907
-36.688
-39.438
-42.158

T*SIGTS

-7.336
-9.072

-10.941
-12.940
-15.068
-17.323
-19.704
-22.210
-24.839
-27.589
-30.461
-33.453
-36.565
-39.795

GIBBS K

-13.269
-12.699
-12.254
-11.908
-11.645
-11.448
-11.307
-11.212
-11.157
-11.136
-11.143
-11.176
-11.230
-11.303

E ZERO

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

ACID WATER, CP(

50.00
75.CC
100.00
125.00
150.00
175.00
200.00
225.00
2 50.00
2 7 5.CC
30 J. 30
3-1:".:0
3 ö :•..•; 0

3 ̂ . : r«

3 2 3 . 1 5
349.15
373.15
398. 15
423.15
448.15
473.15
498. 15
5 2 3.15
54a. lr
5 7J.lv
5 -J c. . 1 5
=??.!=
0 ** :•• . 1 :i

3.0945
2.P723
2.6799
2.5116
T.3632
2.2314
2.1135
2.0074
1.9115
1.82 4 3
1.7447
1.671B
1 . fc C 4 7
! . 5 4 2 v

-13.239
-12.590
-12.027
-11.536
-11.102
-1C.717
-10.372
-10.062
-Q.7S2
-9.527
-9.295
-"J.0 82
-'?. ?36
-0.70 5

-0.451
-0.901
-1.352
-1.803
-2.254
-2.704
-3.155
-3.606
-4.057
-4.507
-4.958
-5.409
-5.860
-6.310

12.919
12.468
12.018
11.567
11.116
10.665
10.215
9.764
9.313
8.863
3.412
7,961
7.510
7 .060

-1.452
-2.795
-4.046
-5.215
-6.313
-7.348
-9.327
-9.255

-1C.138
-IC.979
-1 1 .734
-12.553
- 1 3.292
-14.001

-6.687
-7.672
-8.689
-9.737

-10.813
-11.915
-13.043
-14.195
-15.369
-16.565
-17.781
-19.017
- 20.2 72
-21.545

-13.252
-12.636
-12.121
-11.688
-11.320
-11.006
-10.738
-10.506
-10.306
-10.133
-9.983
-9.953
-0.7^0
-9.641

0.0
0.0
CO
0.0
o.c
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.c
O.G
0.0
o.c
o.c
0.0



4. FURTHER ANALYSIS OF AQUEOUS EQUILIBRIA AT ELEVATED

TEMPERATURES

It seems likely that it will be possible to obtain much improved

estimates of equilibrium constants for aqueous systems at elevated

temperatures, better than those formed using Criss and Cobble's empi-

rical relations, only when extensive experimental determinations of

ionic heat capacity have been carried out. However, a better under-

standing of the factors effecting ionic reactions and, perhaps, some-

what improved estimates of equilibrium constants, might be obtained

by an approach based on some model of ion - solvent interactions. One

such quasi-the rmodynamic analysis of aqueous ionic equilibria, based

on the separation of thermodynamic quantities into hypothetical electro-

static and non-electrostatic terms, has been presented by Helgeson

[30]. In a complete analysis the effects of changes of pressure on ionic

equilibria must also be taken into account.

4 .1 . The free energy of solvation

Helgeson supposes that the entropy of dissociation of aqueous

complexes, A TS , is made up of two terms, A_,S/ » and A_,S/ >, which

respectively account for electrostatic and non-electrostatic interactions.

Thus,

TS(e) + Ä TS(n)

The first term is evaluated from the electrostatic free energy of solva-

tion of the complex using a form of the Born equation such that

where ™D is the (bulk) dielectric constant of water and A is a constant

(A = - A _.S/ y/g(Tl)). The non-electrostatic term is evaluated from

the non-electrostatic contribution to the heat capacity of dissociation:

T
A TS(n) ' A TlS(n) + 1 T / TCP(n) d l n T



43

On this basis the free energy of dissociation and the equilibrium

constant are obtained by an argument which may be reduced to the fol-

lowing,

+ A/ T D

• T

TI

-fl
T O A O° A C O

T r " " RT R + g(Tl)RTTD

' T1S?,
TI

In the application of equation (4.4) to any particular reaction

AT1H and AT1S may be expected to be known, the dielectric con-

stant is to be evaluated by any one of the several empirical expressions
-1 f(T)

that have been proposed for this quantity, for example, _D = D e N ,

and the non-electrostatic heat capacity is to be expressed by the empi-

rical equation

ATCP(n) = a +

The constants AT,S/ *, a, and 3, which are characteristic for the re-

action in question, are to be obtained by a least-squares procedure fit-

ting equations (4.4) and (4. 5) to such experimental values as may be

known for log k at different temperatures.



For each of the several dissociation equilibria examined by

Helgeson, equations (4.4) and (4.5) together lead to a curve which fits

the experimental data over the whole range of temperatures. Other

assumptions for A_C . . than (4.5), such as A ^C-,-,/ \ = 0 and
o T P(n) T P(n)

A_Cp/ » = a constant, do not lead to a good fit. Helgeson concludes

that the assumptions in the argument leading to equation (4.4) are valid

and that equation (4. 5) describes the non-electrostatic part of the heat

capacity of dissociation.

Continuing his analysis, Helgeson considers the variation with

temperature of the total heat capacity of dissociation, made up of elec-

trostatic and non-electrostatic contributions:

c ° = T —
T P r 3T

Because the differential in equation (4.6) contains terms in T and T ,

as do the corresponding differentials obtained with other empirical ex-

pressions for TD , A C p cannot vary linearly with T but must

pass through one or more turning points. Helgeson concludes that al-

though ArpCp/ x will usually increase with temperature, the total heat
(n)

capacity of dissociation will usually pass through a maximum and then

rapidly decrease because of the decrease in the dielectric constant

(AT,S/ \ is usually negative). Whether or not this will be the case de-

pends on the relative magnitudes of the linear and non-linear terms in

equation (4.6). The data for D reported by Akerlöf and Oshry [32]

indicate that 3 ( l / D)/9T Jp varies only slowly with temperature up

to about 200 C, when it is about five times as large as at 25 C. Above

about 250 C the differential increases very rapidly until at 330 C it is

ten times as large as at 200 C. The corresponding change in the elec- j
i

trostatic contribution to the heat capacity of dissociation can be expec» j

ted to be significant in at least some reactions. It might be the cause {

of the discrepancy between the experimental values for the dissociation \

constant of water and Ihe estimates formed on the basis of the corre- ]
i

spondence principle. \



Even if Helgeson's approach to aqueous equilibria at elevated

temperatures is valid, which, because of the inadequacy of the Born

model [16, 31, and the references therein], is not clearly the case, in

practical applications it requires at least a partial study of each reac-

tion of interest and so is even more disadvantageous than the approach

suggested by Naumov. However, whatever the merits of this particular

treatment, it is likely that a good understanding of the heat capacity of

aqueous reactions, and so better estimates of log_k from limited num-

bers of data, will eventually be obtained by a detailed study of the seve-

ral components of the free energy of solvation of ions.

4.2. The effect of pressure

In the present study, as in other studies of aqueous equilibria at

elevated temperatures under the ambient press» v. of v/ater [13, 28, 30],

the effect of pressure changes has been neglr ,-d. This variable, which

affects the activity of water, the partial mc.dl volumes of the substances

involved, and the activity coefficients of dissolved species, has been

discussed recently by Cobble [29] and by Hills and Ovenden [33] who

conclude that in most cases it will be of secondary importance. Data

given by Owen and Brinkley [34] for the effect of pressure on a number

of aqueous equilibria support this conclusion and suggest that the effect

of pressure decreases with increasing temperature. Figure 7 illustra-

tes the data for the variation with pressure and temperature of the ioni-

sation constant for water.



Figaro 7. The variation with pressure of the dissociation constant of water.
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CONCLUSION

At present, estimates of equilibrium constants for reactions in

aqueous media at elevated temperatures, useful in studies of corrosion

and mass-transport in water-cooled power plant, can best be obtained

from free energy and entropy data for 25 C and empirical expressions

for the heat capacities of the reacting species. The results obtained

by the method described here for some typical equilibria are in reason-

able agreement with the experimental data. For some equilibria above

about 250 C the agreement may be less satisfactory, but there does

not yet seem to be any simple basis for improving the estimates. How-

ever, a study of the several components of the free energy of hydration

of ions might provide such a basis.
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AN AUTOMATIC DIVIDED-FUNCTION AUTOCLAVE AND CELL

WITH FLOWING LIQUID JUNCTION FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL

MEASUREMENTS ON AQUEOUS SYSTEMS.

Kerstin Johnsson, Derek Lewis and Marian de Pourbaix

SUMMARY

I

Apparatus is described that has been developed for electro-

chemical studies of aqueous systems at temperatures above 100 C.

It consists essentially of an electrically heated experimental cell

enclosed by a separate pressure-vessel the walls of which are kept

cool. This construction eliminates or reduces the problems of

sealing electrical connections and of the corrosion of the pressure

-vessel, that commonly arise with conventional, externally-heated

autoclaves. Pressure is applied to the cell by means of compressed

air, diaphragm valves at the electrolyte outlet automatically main-

taining the pressure in the cell about 1 atm lower than that in the

pressure-vessel.

Two independent streams of electrolyte can be pumped into

the experimental cell a special form of which has been developed

in which may be formed a galvanic cell with a continuously regen-

erated flowing-liquid junction. In this form the apparatus enables

experiments with, for example, one molal chloride solutions with

pH 1 - 10, at temperatures up to about 250 C and under pressures

up to about 40 atm.

The apparatus has been tested in experiments in which some

classical measurements of the conductance of aqueous electrolytes

have been repeated. Good agreement with the earlier results has

been obtained.
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INTRODUCTION

Relatively few studies of electrochemical processes in

aqueous systems have involved measurements at high temperatures.

Thus of the references to work published between I960 and 1963

made in a review of investigations of electrolyte solutions [1]» only

30 (7.5 %) were concerned with such measurements. Notable con-

tributions in the field, after the classical studies reported by Noyes

[2] , have been made by groups of workers led by Lietzke and

Stoughton (emf and solubility) [3], Frank (conductance) [4], and

Marshall (phase studies) [5], Currently, attention is being paid

to aqueous systems above 100 C by a number of workers some of

whom have been listed by Marshall [6], The number of experi-

mental data published is, however, still small compared with that

for systems at about 25 C.

That only few such studies have been made is at least partly

due to experimental difficulties. These difficulties include that of

the construction of autoclaves that withstand extremes of pH and

high concentrations of such anions as Cl , and so do not contami-

nate the solutions they contain. In emf investigations the develop-

ment of suitable reference and probe electrodes is also difficult.

An account of experimental methods that have been used in attempts

to overcome these difficulties has been given recently by Hills and

Ovenden [7] .

In the construction of autoclaves for electrochemical studies

at high temperatures two limiting principles can be distinguished:

1. The experimental cell and the pressure-vessel are combined in

a single heated unit.

2. The experimental cell, which may be of light construction, and

apparatus for heating it are enclosed in a separate, cool pressure-

vessel.

The first form of autoclave is that which has been used by

most workers. It is mechanically simple and reliable. However,

the massive pressure-vessel must usually be constructed of a more

or less corrodible metal and, until recently, it has been difficult

to construct connections through the pressure-vessel, such as in-

sulated electrical contacts, that tolerate high temperature, high

pressure, and a corrosive environment. Corrosion of the autoclave

has most often been eliminated by lining it with a material which is
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inert to the electrolyte being studied. Lietzke and his coworkers |

[8] have used a fused silica vessel, Franck and his coworkers have J

used a liner of platinum - 25 % iridium [9], and other groups have I

used "Teflon" or alumina vessels [10], I

The second, "divided-function", kind of autoclave has re- I

ceived little attention hitherto. Fogo, Copeland and Benson [11] j

have described an apparatus consisting of a small platinum - iridium \

cell enclosed in a larger vessel containing nitrogen at a pressure

which is manually adjusted to equal the pressure in the cell. More

recently, Franck, Hartman and Hensel [12] have described a simi-

lar apparatus in which kerosene is the pressurising medium. How-

ever, in both cases the whole apparatus is heated by placing an oven

around the pressure vessel. Ruther of the Argonne National Labo-

ratory seems to have been the first to construct an autoclave that

is strictly of the second kind defined above. Information [13] about

this apparatus, which contains steam in a heated thin-walled tube

automatically pressurised externally with argon, initiated work on

the development of a divided-function autoclave for the electro-

chemical studies of aqueous systems reported in this series of

publications.

A description of the automatic divided-function autoclave

(ADA) and the component electrochemical cell (ADAM) to which this work

led is presented here together with results from simple conductance

experiments carried out to test the apparatus.
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1. THE AUTOMATIC DIVIDED-FUNCTION AUTOCLAVE

The work reported here stemmed from a need for apparatus

with which a variety of electrochemical experiments relevant to

studies of corrosion could be performed with moderately dilute

aqueous solutions under conditions close to those in modern water-

cycle power-plant. Measurements of the emf of reversible or

pseudo-reversible galvanic cells were expected to be the most

common of these experiments and the apparatus was designed to

enable them with solutions with pH 1 to 10, and containing, for

example, up to one molal chloride, at temperatures up to about

250 C and pressures up to about 100 atm. Provision was to be

made for the continuous circulation of the electrolyte solution in

the cell so as to enable its composition to be simply controlled and,

in some experiments, to be changed stepwise as in a titration.

1.1. General description of the autoclave

A schematic illustration of the disposition of the principle

components of ADA is shown in figure 1. The apparatus consists

essentially of an experimental cell (Gl) surrounded by an oven (G2)

and placed in a large pressure-vessel (G3) which is filled with com-

pressed air.

The pressure in the apparatus is controlled by two diaphragm

valves (G4 and G5) on the exhaust side, connected in tandem so that

the hydraulic pressure generated in the electrolyte loop and the

pressure of gas in the pressure vessel are kept automatically at

predetermined values.

Preheater elements (G8) are situated in the oven before the

cell to raise the temperature of the solution to the chosen value, and

a heat-exchanger (G9) is situated immediately after it to cool the

solution before it passes out of the autoclave.

Solution is pumped continuously through the apparatus, two

separate input-streams meeting in the experimental cell. Twin reci-

procating pumps (G10) (Apparatkemiska Aktiebolag AKA, Stockholm 15)

with a common drive are used, with which flow-rates from 1 to 5 l/h

at 100 atm can be obtained.

Ancillary equipment including manometers (Gil), thermo-

regulators and automatic valves are provided for measurement,

control, and safety purposes.

•4S
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Figure 1. The arrangement of the principle components of the automatic divided-function autoclave system ADA
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i

1.2. The pressure control components

Pressure in ADA is controlled by a number of automatic

diaphragm valves that are modifications of a type of constant- f

pressure regulator manufactured by AB Atomenergi and widely •

used in autoclave systems. These devices, the principle parts j

of which are illustrated in figure 2, function by constricting the |

flow of fluid through the body of the regulator (PI) by means of |

a valve (P2) formed by part of a flexible membrane (P3). The i

degree of closure of the valve, and so the flow-constriction and ]
it

pressure in the fluid-line (P4), is regulated by movements of the f

membrane in response to changes in the difference between the )

force on the fluid-line side, arising from hydrostatic pressure, }

and that on the control-cavity (P5) side arising from the pressure j

in the cavity. The flow and response characteristics of each regu- ]

lator are determined by the dimensions of the valve seat and of ]

the constrictor (P6) in the control-cavity, j

In the most common usage of these regulators the pressure

in the control cavity is adjusted by means of compressed air so that

the desired pressure in the fluid-line is maintained. The regulator

(G6) used for fixing the operating pressure in ADA is operated in

this modei as are regulators (G7) in by-pass loops in the solution

line s.

In the tandem arrangement of regulators controlling the

pressure in the solution, the control cavity of the solution pressure

regulator (G4) is coupled to the fluid-line of the second regulator

(G5) which is connected to the pressure-vessel. The control-cavity

of the latter regulator is coupled to the high-pressure side of the

solution exhaust line. This arrangement enables the establishment

and maintenance of any chosen net pressure on the walls of the

experimental cell and the solution lines inside the pressure-vessel.

A pressure on the gas side about 1 atm higher than that in the solu-

tion is appropriate for most purposes and the characteristics of

the regulators in ADA have been selected so as to establish this

difference.

For some purposes, such as, for example, titrations in-

volving the continuous circulation of the solution, it is desirable

that all "dead-volume" in the solution loop be eliminated. In this
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Figure 2. The construction of the pressure regulator used in ADA. For key see text.
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case the second gas pressure regulator (G5) is removed; as are f
h

also the by-pass loops. Because the volume of gas in the pressure- |

vessel of ADA is large and the gas lines are of small bore, this f
i

makes the regulation of the pressure difference only slightly less

precise and prompt.

The pressure vessel has an internal diameter of 40 cms and

length 130 cms, one end being closed with a fixed dome and the other

with a detachable plane cover making a bolted flange-joint sealed

with an asbestos composition gasket. It has been made of mild

steel (by Degerfors Järnverk) for a maximum working pressure of

100 atm. About 25 % of its internal volume is occupied by solids

or liquids. The experimental cell and its ancillary heat-transfer

components are supported by a frame attached to the cover, a small

overhead hoist being used to lift this away from the pressure vessel.

1.3. The heat-transfer components

The primary heat-source in ADA is a tubular oven formed

with a 2. 5 kW "Canthal" element wound on a silicon carbide tube and

insulated with layers of silica-wool between stainless-steel radiation ;

shields. It has a diameter of 30 cms and is 45 cms long; the central

heated space has a diameter of 15 cms and is 33 cms long. The oven j

is held with its long axis vertical in the supporting frame. The upper ;

end of the oven is closed with stainless-steel plates insulated with

silica-wool packed around the parts of the experimental cell that j

protrude from the oven. j

The solution pre-heaters are formed of 30 cm lengths of |

1.0 cm o.d. copper pipe fitted with six 20 cm x 3 cm longitudinal

planes of copper sheet to improve heat-exchange with the gas in the

oven. Each pipe is lined with a close-fitting tube of high-purity

titanium. Stainless-steel sockets for 19 mm hemispherical coup-

lings have been attached to the titanium liners with leak«free joints

formed by thermal shrinkage. Corrosion of the metallic parts,

including stress-corrosion cracking and pitting, is expected to be

negligible because only small areas of the stainless-steel, which

is of an acid-resistant type (Sandviken 6R60), are exposed to the

hot electrolyte, and titanium has a good resistance to attack by

most electrolytes [14].



1.4. Operating experience

The electrolyte and pressure-control components of ADA

have operated as designed except for some initial difficulties due

to leakage at hemispherical joints. This leakage was most pro-

nounced at the metal-to-glass joints between the preheaters and the

experimental cell, but also occurred at the other, glass-to-glass,

joints inside the oven. In part it seems to be due to thermal instabi-

lity in hemispherical joints lapped to contact from the lip of the cup

to its base. Truncation of the ball so that contact is restricted to

a zone just below the lip of the cup has been found to give a joint

which remains leak-free through many cycles of temperature.

Lubrication of these joints is desirable to facilitate movement

of the components to take up thermal expansion. No completely satis*

factory lubricant for this purpose has yet been obtained. Silicone

The heat-exchanger (G9) for cooling the electrolyte before it i

passes out through the autoclave wall consists of a 2 m length of |

1. 5 mm wall thickness glass tube to contain the electrolyte, wound |

I
in a tight spiral close to a second spiral of stainless-steel pressure |

tube through which coolant-water is passed continuously at the J

pressure of the main supply. The two spirals are immersed in f

a tank of paraffin-oil to improve the transfer of heat between them; I

the oil is under the same pressure as the gas in the autoclave. *

Hemispherical couplings held by spring-loaded clamps are

used to join the various components of the electrolyte circuits, J

the two parts of each joint being carefully lapped into each other. ?
I

To ensure that no leakage occurs at these ball and socket joints, I
I

particularly those where a glass ball is fitted to a metal socket, J

it has been found to be essential to grind off about 1 mm from the ]

front of commercial glass balls so that the joint is made only in

a 2 mm zone immediately below the lip of the socket. A thin layer

of petroleum base grease (APIEZON M, distributed by the Shell Oil

Company) is a satisfactory lubricant for the cool joints on the input

side of the circuit but only a molybdenum sulfide grease (Rocol Ltd,

Leeds, England, ROCOL MT-LM) has been found suitable for the

joints inside and immediately above the oven.
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greases would be acceptable chemically in that most experimental

systems would not be disturbed by the small quantities of grease

that inevitably pass from the joints into the electrolyte. However,

those available so far are not thermally stable at the highest tem-

peratures (300 « 400 C) encountered in the ADA oven. The molyb-

denum sulfide grease now used has good thermal properties but

it is likely to be incompatible with some of the experimental systems

of interest.

More difficulty has been experienced with heat-transfer in

ADA and the full design performance of 375 C in the electrolyte at

flow-rates up to about 3 l/hr has not been attained. The loss of

heat from the oven to the heat-exchanger tank and the walls of the

pressure-vessel increases rapidly with pressure. This is illustrated

by curves 1 and 2, and 3, in figure 3 which show, the variation with

pressure of the maximum temperature attained by the heating-element

and by the electrolyte, the flow-rate being 1.6 l/hr.

Calculation of the heat-loss from the oven by conduction by

the pressurising gas, based on the methods and data in the literature

[c.f. 15 and references therein], indicates that this, like loss by

radiation, is not likely to be large. If this is so, as is suggested by

the only marginal increase in the temperature of the oven which has

been obtained by increasing its insulation, then convection currents

must be responsible for the greatest part of the observed heat-loss

and the performance of ADA cannot be greatly improved without

much altering its construction.

It can be seen from figure 3 that temperatures can be attained

in the electrolyte in ADA up to about the boiling-point of water under

the prevailing applied pressure provided this does not exceed about

40 atm. Increase of pressure above this limit, corresponding to

a boiling-point of about 250 C, results in a large decrease in the

temperature of the electrolyte. The form of experimental cell used

does not significantly affect this temperature.
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Figure 3. The variation of temperature in ADA with pressure.

1. Heating element temperature with 2500 W.

2. Heating element temperature with 1 250 W.

3. Maximum temperature in solution, 2500 W, 1.6 1/h.

4. Boiling point of water.
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2. THE CELL WITH FLOWING LIQUID JUNCTION

Electrochemical measurements using electrodes joined

through a liquid junction in a pseudo-reversible galvanic cell can

be expected to be the predominant experimental method in studies

of redox equilibria. Galvanic cells in which the electrode compart-

ments are separated by a membrane might also be used, but the

nature and magnitude of the several components of the membrane

potential, and their variation with temperature, may be difficult

to define.

In exploratory experiments with static systems at atmos-

pheric pressure it was found to be difficult to eliminate or compen-

sate for differential expansion which, for large changes of temper-

ature, may lead to the mixing or dilution of electrode solutions

otherwise separated by a salt-bridge opening through capilliaries

or coarse porous plugs. An additional disadvantage of static systems

is the serious contamination in them that may arise from the rapidly

increasing dissolution of the container material. For these reasons,

and because extensive experience of dynamic autoclave systems had

already been gained in this laboratory, it was decided to develop

a cell with flowing electrode solutions making a continously regene-

rated liquid junction.

Cells formed with liquid junctions between flowing electrolyte

solutions were used in early emf work [16] and were subsequently

examined in several classical investigations including that on the

antimony trioxide - antimony electrode carried out by Roberts and

Fenwick [17],

In one apparatus, developed by Lamb and Larsson [18] and

by Maclnnes and Yu Liang Yeh [19], the junction is formed by bring-

ing together two streams of solution so that there is an acute angle

between their directions of flow and a stable laminar boundary is

formed between them. At flow rates sufficiently high that diffusion

across the boundary is negligible the liquid junction potentials formed

with this apparatus are reproducible to within a few hundredths of

a millivolt.

The junction in the apparatus developed by Roberts and Fen-

wick is made at a small hole in a thin mica plate down the opposite

sides of which the two streams of solution flow. This eliminates



the mixing which might occur in the other apparatus because oi

differences in density between the two solutions. Roberts and Fen-

wick found that the junction potential in their apparatus was repro-

ducible to within at least 0.2 mV, and that, when it was small it

varied by less than 0.05 mV over a period of several days.

2. 1 . General, description of the cell

The final form of the cell ADAM-6 developed for electrochemi-

cal experiments with ADA is illustrated schematically in figure 4.

A view of the cell assembled with the solution preheaters, a gas

electrode, and a solid-phase electrode, is reproduced in figure 5.

The two separate streams of solution are pumped into the

input legs of the cell(at Cl and C2). A pocket (C3) for a resistance

thermometer or a thermocouple is formed in one of these legs;

a pocket in the joint outlet leg(C7)is unsatisfactory because of the

position of the cell in the oven and because, in some experiments,

a stream of bubbles of gas is vented through this leg which would

reduce heat-transfer to the pocket. Silicone oil (Dow Corning

Corp., Midland, Mich., USA, Fluid 703) is a satisfactory fluid

for heat-transfer from the pocket to the thermometer jacket.

After passing through compartments into which electrode

components are inserted ( C4 and C5) the two streams of solution

are brought together(at C6)and passed out from the cell (through C7).

Gas-vent legs (C8) are used to fix the level of the meniscus in the

electrode compartments and to prevent the collection of gas in the

annulus around the thermometer pocket.

The cell is made of Pyrex glass (by Werner-Glas AB, Stock-

holm) with standard Quickfit SI9 hemispherical couplings, modified

as described previously. This glass is attacked and appears de-

vitrified after prolonged contact with solutions at high temperatures,

but cells made of it can be replaced cheaply. Other materials and

other forms of cell which might be better suited to other kinds of

experiment could easily be incorporated in the ADA system.

2.2. Typical electrode assemblies

The construction of some electrode assemblies that have

been used in the cell ADAM-6 for various electrochemical experi-

ments is illustrated in figure 6; a, b, and c. Those in figure 6(a)
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Figure 5. View of the cell ADAM-6 with preheaters and electrodes
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phases , and (c) sys t ems with gaseous components .



have been used in conductance experiments and they are described

in the report of these experiments which follows below.

In emf experiments with electrodes including several solid

phases, such as metal oxide/metal or oxide/oxide electrodes, it is

essential, as has been shown by Br^nsted [20] and by Roberts and

Fenwick [21], that the electrolyte solution be perculated through

a bed of the solid phases before it makes contact with the electrode

sonde. This is, of course, also the case for electrodes formed with

a sparingly soluble salt, such as silver chloride, particularly when

a large range of temperature, and so, perhaps, of solubility, is

concerned. The electrode assembly in figure6(b)is intended for

such experiments, the bed of solids being held on a sintered-glass

filter in an inner electrode compartment through which a small

proportion of the flowing solution passes. A small hole in the wall

of the inner compartment facing the outlet legs of the cell ( C6)

serves to vent the compartment, some control of the flow through

the compartment being obtained by the choice of filter porosity,

the size of this hole, and the proportion of the bore of the cell occu-

pied by the inner electrode compartment. In the apparatus described

here a flow appropriate for most experiments is obtained with a G3

porosity filter and a 1 mm vent-hole. The sonde for these electrodes,

usually a specially coated or treated platinum wire, is held above the

bed of solids by a glass tube into which it is sealed and which is fixed

in the inner electrode compartment through an S. 13 hemispherical

joint.

A Hildebrand type hydrogen electrode is readily formed as

shown in figure6(c). The gas is passed into the cell through a tube

into which is sealed a platinum wire to which is attached the usual

catalyst-sonde foil. This is held so that it is immersed partially

in the gas and in the solution, the meniscus moving up and down as

bubbles of gas pass out through the vent-legs (C8).

2.3. The characteristics of the liquid junction

The form of the ADAM-6 cell at the join ( C6) between the

solution legs is similar to the apparatus developed by Lamb and

Larsson, and Ma c Inne s and Yu Liang Yeh, and a stable laminar

boundary is formed between the two solutions like that described

by these workers. This is illustrated in figure 7 in which are



reproduced views of the junctions formed between a solution of

potassium permanganate and a dilute solution of sulfuric acid with

the kinds of electrodes described above in the cell.

No indication has yet been found that the characteristics

of the liquid junction formed in ADAM-6 differ from those described

by Maclnnes and Yu Liang Yeh.



(b)

Figure 7. Views of the flowing liquid junction in the ADAM-6 cell with (a) filter tubes, and (b) a

Hildebrande type gas electrode.
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3. MEASUREMENTS OF THE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTANCE OF

SOME AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES

The operation of the ADA system and the cell with flowing

liquid junction has been tested in a series of experiments on the

electrical conductance of some aqueous electrolytes. Measurements

of conductance are well-suited to tests of electrochemical apparatus

because they are relatively simple and unambiguous, and accurate

data on the conductance of a number of electrolyte solutions are

available from the classical work of Noyes and his coworkers [2],

3.1. The preparation of solutions for measurements

at elevated temperatures

In the preliminary conductance experiments with ADA some

difficulty was experienced due to gases which dissolved in the solu-

tions at room temperature and formed bubbles about the electrodes

as the temperature was increased. This difficulty was overcome

partly by the inclusion of gas«vent passages in the construction of

the cell, as described above, and partly by the choice of the cover-

gas used in storing and transferring the water used for preparing the

solutions. Helium has been chosen as the cover gas because its solu-

bility in water at room temperature is low and because^ unlike other

common gases (which exhibit solubility minima) its solubility increases

continuously with temperature [22].

The water used for the solutions was doubly-distilled in a fused-

quartz apparatus (Heraeus Schott GMBH). Before use it was boiled and

a stream of helium was passed through it to remove traces of other

gases. It waf collected and stored in a tin-lined copper reservoir

constructed as shown in figure 8 with a close-fitting piston floating

on the water to reduce the surface exposed to the cover-gas and so

reduce the rate of dissolution of this gas. The specific conductance

of the water was 9. 5 x 10" ohm" cm" at 25. 0°C.

Solutions for the conductance measurements were prepared

with this water as follows:

0.01 m (molal) KC1: The theoretical quantity of pro analysi potassium

chloride was taken as received from the manufacturers, E. Merck AG,

Darmstadt, and dissolved in the water.

M
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elevated temperatures.
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0. 01 m NaCl; Sodium chloride, also Merck p. a. reagent, was dried

in air at 200 C to constant weight and the theoretical quantity of this

dried salt dissolved in the water.

0. 0125 m MgSO.: The theoretical quantity of Merck p. a. magnesium

sulfate heptahydrate was dissolved in the water.

3.2. The experimental procedure and apparatus

The final conductance experiments were carried out by measur-

ing the resistance, R, of a volume element of a chosen electrolyte

solution which was circulated through the cell under a pressure of

30 atm, the temperature of the cell being changed stepwise. For each

of the several solutions used, namely 0.01 m KC1, 0.01 m NaCl, and

0.0125 m MgSC» , measurements were made in several cycles of

temperature. Several different cell assemblies were used in these

experiments the cell constant, k, of each of which was determined by

measurements with 0. 01 m KC1, the cell then being kept in a 25 C

thermostat and the electrolyte not being circulated. For one assembly

the cell constant was about 14 cm" , for another it was about 5 cm

Its variation with temperature was assumed to be negligible, an as-

sumption which is supported by calculations of the thermal expansion

of the apparatus over the temperature range studied.

In these experiments the electrodes were formed from two

similar plane pieces of platinum foil, 10 x 5 x 0. 5 mm, on platinum

wires sealed in Pyrex glass tubes, each rigidly supported in the centre

of one or other of the electrode compartments of the cell, below the

electrolyte outlet legs. They were platinised by electrolysis of

0.06 m H2PtCl, containing 0.002 m PbfCH-CoO) with a 100 mA

current for 90 sec.

The resistance measurements were made with the a. c. bridge

circuit illustrated in figure 9, the capacitance component of the

impedance of the cell being eliminated by compensation with the variable

capacitor. A high-precis ion decade resistance box (Cambridge Instr-

uments Ltd., England) was used as standard, and an oscilloscope

with a maximum sensitivity of 17 mV/cm was used as detector. All

measurements were made at 1000 Hertz.

Temperature was measured using a platinum resistance thermo-

meter with a nominal resistance of 100 ohm at 0°C (Bröckske K. G.,

Siichteln, D. B. R., type WP35) in the simple comparator circuit also
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illustrated in figure 9 . The potentials V and V corresponding to

the resistances R and R , respectively, of the thermometer element

and of the 1000 ± 0. 5 ohm wire-wound reference resistor (Daven Inc.,

Manchester, New Hampshire, USA, typ R1660) were measured using

a remote, digital voltmeter (Dynamco Ltd., Camberley, England,

model DM2022): this instrument is connected to a low leakage-current,

multi-channel switchbox so as to enable the centralisation of all the

measurements of potential made in the laboratory. Corrections were

applied for the voltage drop across the leads, the resistance of which

was about 1.5 ohm, and the temperature of the thermometer element

was determined graphically from the calibration data given by the

makers. The error in these determinations is about 0.1 C.

3.3. Results

The primary results obtained in these experiments are sum-

marised in tables 1,2, and 3, which show corresponding values of

temperature and resistance obtained with the three electrolyte solu-

tions.

Figures 10, 11, and 12 illustrate the variation with tempera-

ture of the corresponding values of the equivalent conductance, A,

calculated from the primary results using the equation:

. Q k 1000
tA = t 9 ' R " - " C "

where C is the concentration of the solution in equivalents per litre

at 25 C and 0 is specific volume of water at the temperature t C.

Values for the specific volume were obtained by interpolation between

the data collected in the "Handbook of Chemistry and Physics" [23] .

These results may be compared with those reported by Noyes

and his coworkers [2], interpolation between which leads to the full

lines in figures 10 to 12. There is seen to be good agreement between

the two sets of results*
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of 0.

Experiment

1

2

3

0

0.
t

«

0,
«
i

«

1

«

1

0.
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4

1

1

1 m KC1

V t

volt

.2639

.3201

.3386

.3811

.4042

.2647
,2859
.3023
.3147
,3340
,3779
,4001
,4260

,2621
,2811
,3035
,3313
.3507
,3764
,3973
,4158

under a

V
n

2.4015
2.3828
2.3776
2.3625
2.3549

2.4012
2.3943
2.3888
2.3847
2.3781
2.3639
2.3563
2.3477

2.4019
2.3955
2.3882
2.3787
2.3725
2.3641
2.3569
2.3507

pressure of 30

t

°C

25.4
88.8

111.0
161.0
189.0

26.2
50.0
68.6
83.0

105.5
157.0
184.0
216.0

23.4
44.5
70.0

100.0
125.0
156.0
181.0
203.0

R

ohm

10740
4480
3340
2770
2509

10550
8040
5700
4430
3680
3166
2640
2470

10500
7500
5700
4360
3340
3150
2690
2470

atm.

(ohm cm)

1.409
3.332
4.470
5.390
5.950

1.409
1.855
2.619
3.370
4.057
4.715
5.655
6.044

1.409
1.991
2.619
3.424
4.470
4.739
5.550
6.044
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Figure 1 0. The variation with temperature of the equivalent

conductance of 0. 01 m KCl under a pressure of 30 atm.

Three experiments, indicated by O, ^ , and # .
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Table 2. Primary results from experiments on the conductance
of

Experiment

1

2

0. 01 m NaCl under

Vn

volt

0.2652
.2755
.2887
.3033

0.2644
.2775
.2916
.3127
.3288
.3608
.3780
.3893

2.4009
2.3975
2,3931
2,3885

2.4014
2.3971
2.3925
2.3857
2.3803
2.3697
2.3639
2.3603

a pressure of 30

t

°C

26.7
38.4
53.2
69,9

25.8
40.6
56.2
80.6
98.8

137.0
157.0
171.0

R

ohm

10100
8350
6950
5440

10270
7660
6450
5000
4100
3060
2720
2540

atm.

io3
t^r

(ohm cm)

1.256
1.519
1.825
2,331

1.236
1.657
1.967
2.538
3^095
4. 147
4.665
4.996
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Figure 11. The variation with temperature of the equivalent
conductance of 0. 01 m NaCl under a pressure of 30 atm.
Two experiments, indicated by O



Table 3. Primary results from experiments on the conductance
of

Experiment

1

2

0.0125 m

V t

L MgSO,, under a pressure

Vn

volt

0.2537
.2609
.2685
.2796
.2971
.3175
.3293

0.2604
.2723
.2889
.3075
.3260
.3492
.3726

2.4046
2.4019
2.3997
2.3958
2.3903
2.3840
2.3797

2.4023
2.3984
2.3929
2.3868
2.3807
2.3729
2.3653

t

°C

14.1
22.0
30.6
43.5
62.8
86.0
99.7

21.6
34.7
53.4
74.6
95.7

123.0
151.0

R

ohm

7100
5900
4800
3900
3180
2500
2320

5900
4540
3580
2870
2400
2290
2320

of 30atm.

io3
t<f

(ohm cm)

0.840
1.010
1.242
1.528
1.875
2.384
2.569

1.006
1.307
1.658
2.068
2.473
2.592
2.558
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Figure 12. The variation with temperature of the equivalent

conductance of 0. 01 25 MgSCK under a pressure of 30 atm.
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CONCLUSION

Apparatus of the kind described here is well-suited to studies

of aqueous systems at elevated temperature. The divided-function

autoclave is simply constructed from readily-available components

and it enables the elimination of problems, such as those of corrosion

and electrical insulation, that severely restrict the usefulness of

conventional autoclaves. The cell with flowing-liquid junction makes

possible a variety of electrochemical measurements with solutions

having a closely-controlled and readily-variable composition. It can

be made of a cheap material such as Pyrex glass, and can easily be

replaced. The results of conductance experiments carried out with

the apparatus are in good agreement with those from careful measure-

ments carried out previously by other workers using different appa-

ratus .
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THE POTENTIALS OF OXIDE/OXIDE AND OXIDE/METAL

COUPLES OF IRON, NICKEL, COPPER, SILVER, MERCURY I

AND ANTIMONY IN ALKALINE SOLUTIONS UP TO 100°C. I

Karin Johansson, Kerstin Johnsson, and Derek Lewis

SUMMARY

Results are reported from experiments with cells formed with

2 O 3 /Fe 3 O 4 , F e O ^ / F e ^ , NiO/Ni, Cu2O/Cu, Ag2O/Ag, HgO/Hg,

and Sb2O_/Sb, electrodes and the hydrogen electrode in borax buffer

solutions at temperatures up to 100 C. They indicate that in moderately

alkaline solutions, at least, systems including these oxide/oxide and

oxide/metal couples reach equilibrium only very slowly. All the

electrodes except those formed with nickel and antimony seem to be

reversible, but only the HgO/Hg electrode and, perhaps, the Cu-O/Cu

and the Ag2O/Ag electrodes are likely to be useful for reference

purposes.



INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the thermodynamics of oxide/metal and oxide/oxide f

couples is of great technological importance. In the power industry, for ;
I

example, the establishment of the appropriate conditions of pH and redox f

potential is vital to the formation and maintenance of the passivating I
•i

films that protect structural metals from corrosion [ l ,2] . The same is

true of the inhibition of the transport in the working fluid of oxide

impurities, such as those derived from corrosion, and of their deposition i

on heat-transfer surfaces [3,4J , which by decreasing thermal conductance f

may lead to mechanical failure. j
|

Another aspect of these couples i s that they might provide a basis ]
for the robust and well-characterized reference electrodes that are neces- |

sary for electrochemical measurements in the technical control of aqueous i

systems at elevated temperatures, as well as in fundamental research on

these systems. Some metal oxide electrodes have long been used in second-

ary cel ls but details of their operation that may be important for the

efficient storage of energy remain only incompletely understood |5,6J.

Further study of oxide couples may lead to the development of improved or

new storage c e l l s .

A considerable number of electrochemical studies relating to metal-

oxide/metal and oxide/oxide couples in aqueous systems have been published

[see l\ and several metal-oxide/me tal electrodes, such as the Sb^O./Sb |

electrode, have long been used in technology. Some of the data in the

literature relating to them, however, are inconsistent. For example, the ]

data reported by different authors lead to values for the equilibrium

constant for the reduction of iron (III) oxide hydrate to magnetite

3FeO«,H(s) • H* + e" ** Fe,O.(s) • 2H,O(t)

between 10~9 and 10 + 2 1 at 25°C [8].

Considerations such as these have prompted an investigation at this

laboratory of the electrochemical thermodynamics of several systems of

metals and their oxides in aqueous media at temperatures up to the critical

temperature [?,10,ll]. This report describes an exploratory study carried

out to examine the reversibility of important oxide couples in some of

these systems and to obtain values for the equilibrium constants of the

electrode reactions concerned, at temperatures below 100°C.
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1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

I t i s c lear from the large body of data that have been col lected i

on them that reproducible and the »»dynamically cons is tent results can be |

obtained with oxide e lectrodes only when each of the s o l i d phases involved |

i s in a wel l -def ined and s table s t a t e . The Transition of a s o l i d from |

a metastable modification to a s table one w i l l usual ly be slow at moderate •

temperatures and w i l l be ref lected in a s t ead i ly dr i f t ing po tent ia l . :
ii

Each solid phase in such electrodes must also be present in a suit- I

able form, and in sufficient amount, to prevent polarisation of the elec-

trode during the measurement of its potential. Electrodes formed with

films of oxide on the metal substrate seem often to be unstable and poorly,

if at all, reproducible. Among other things, the oxide may include more
i

than one oxidation state of the metal and transfer of ions through the film 1

may be so slow that, even i f a single, thermodynamically reversible e lec-

trode exists i n i t i a l l y , the current drawn by common measuring instruments i

leads to an effectively large electrolyt ic change and persistent polari- I

sation. \

The most reliable form of oxide electrode, best satisfying these

conditions, seems to be that developed by Brfasted \l2}, and by Roberts ;

and Fenwick Q.3] . This consists of a bed of an intimate mixture of the {

solid phases through which the electrolyte solution slowly perculates,

close to the outlet of which the electrode sonde i s placed. With this

form i t i s possible to give each solid phase separately careful treatment

to bring i t to a well-defined state»

For most of the oxide couples examined in this study the electrodes

have been constructed in a form essentially similar to that used by Br4n-

sted and by Roberts and Fenwick. The experimental work has thus been con-

cerned largely with the preparation and characterisation of the electrode

components and with the development of a suitable c e l l .

1.1. The electrode components

A l i s t of the oxides and metals examined in this study and a summary

of the method used for preparing each of them i s given in table 1. X-ray

measurements with a diffractometer (Phillips 42201) with a sc int i l lator

detector and chart strip recorder were used for the characterisation of

these materials. The d-spacings corresponding to the spectral peaks

observed for each material are illustrated in figure 1. Several of the



Table 1. Characteristics of the oxides and metals used in the

emf studies.

Specimen Nominal X-ray-
Composition Analysis

10 F e 3°4 «"Fe3°4
+ Fe

Method of Preparation

H2O(g)

Fe(s) F e3°4
600 C, 1 atm

14

16 F e
3 ° 4

0.5 M Fe(NO3)y

H 2 / P t Fe (II)

Fe(ni)

NH4OH
F e 3°4

HCl(aq)

Fe(s) > Fe(Il)

H2°2

NH4OH

Fe(Il) + Fe(in)

F e 3°4

Fe(NO3)3 '9H2O

560°C, 1 atm

17 FeO2H

Heat

0. 1 M Fe(NO 3 ) 3 • a - F e O 2 H

1 M

18

Heat

0. 1 M

1 M NaHCO.

19 Ni Ni

1 M NaOH

0.4 M Ni(NO3)2 *Ni(OH) ;

Ni

650°C



Table 1. contd.

Specimen Nominal X-ray
Composition Analysis

19a NiO NiO

Method of Preparation

o2(g)
Ni(s) • NiO

600°C

21

22

Cu

Cu2O

Cu

Cu2O

+ Cu

Commercial Electrolytic 99.7%

Commercial, Reagent Grade

Ag

4a

4b

25

Hg

HgO

HgO

Sb

Ag.O

(HgC)

(HgO)

Commercial Refined 99.9%

0. 2 M NaOH

2 M AgNO3 * Ag2O

(a) Distn.

Hg(l)

20% HN0

Commercial Red HgO

Commercial Yellow HgO

Commercial Sb

26 Sb2°3

H2O

cub. Sb O S b C 1 SbOCl

vacuo
» cub. Sbo0_

470°C 2 3



materials were also examined with an electron-microscope (Japan Electron

Optics JEM 6A).

1*1» 1 . 0 £ F e , O .

———3-4

Several methods for the preparation of magnetite have been tried,

involving the oxidation of metallic iron or precipitation from a 1:2 molar

mixture of iron (11) and iron (111) in aqueous solution. Only precipita-

tion methods "lave been found to be satisfactory.

Spectrographically (x-ray) puxe magnetite for the experiments de-

scribed here has been prepared by the following method:-

(a) 0.5 mole of iron powder (Merck p. a. "ferrum re due t am", or Fluka

puriss "carbonyl-eisenpulver") i s dissolved in a solution of 1.7

mole hydrochloric acid (Merck, "titrisol") in boiled-out, doubly-

is filtered off, washed with dilute ammonia, and dried over silica*

gel in air at room temperature.

dis t i l l ed water saturated with argon. The reaction

Fe(s) • 2H* + Fe+2 + H

i s carried out in a flask closed with a Bunsen valve, the flask

being gently warmed during the final stage of the dissolution.

(b) Two thirds by weight of the solution so prepared i s taken and added

to an excess of dilute aqueous hydrogen peroxide (from Merck p .a . ,

100 volume "perhydrol")• The oxidation

Fe*2 • \ H2O2 • H* * Fe+ 3*H 2O

i s completed and excess hydrogen peroxide eliminated by boiling

the mixture•

(c) The iron (111) so obtained i s completely transferred to the untreated

portion of the solution of iron (11) and sufficient i s added of a

concentrated solution of ammonia, freshly prepared by dissolving

the gas in d is t i l l ed water saturated with hydrogen, to make the pH of

the mixture about 10. The precipitate, the formation of which can

be described by

2Fe* • Fe+ • 4H.0 -> FeJ).(s) • 8H*



An x-ray diffractogram for one specimen of magnetite prepared by

this method i s reproduced in figure 2(a). An electron micrograph of the

same material i s shown in figure 3(a). It i s seen that this material

consists of agglomerates of roughly spherical grains with diameters close
—8

to 1x10 m, and that i t s diffractogram exhibits the five principle lines

for o-Fe.,0, l isted in the ASTM index Q.4], namely for the d-spacings

2.53, 1.48, 2.97, 1.62, and 2.10 A. No other lines can be distinguished.

A very similar material i s obtained by precipitation from a nitrate

solution containing the stoichiometric amount of iron ( I I ) , prepared by

the reduction of iron (III) with gaseous hydrogen in the presence of a

platinum catalyst. Figure 3(b) ihows an electronmicrograph of a specimen

of such a material.

The oxidation of iron-powder with steam, a method used by Sweeton

and Baes in a study of the solubil ity of Fe~0, [l5] , was found to give

a material which s t i l l contained iron even when the oxidation had been

repeated several times. Contact between the phases was maintained for

periods of six hours at 600°C, the steam being replaced with oxygen-free

nitrogen during cooling periods and the product being finely pulverised

between each oxidation treatment. After five steps the product s t i l l

contained a detectable amount of metallic iron, and i t was contaminated

with arfeJO^ due, presumably, to traces of oxygen present in the steam.

Diffractograms for the materials obtained after the f irs t stage and after

the fifth stage of the oxidation are reproduced in figure 2, (b) and ( c ) .

' K '>

i

1.1.2. ct-Fe^O.

The haematite used in these experiments was prepared by igniting

F«(NO3)3 • 9H2O (Merck p.a.) for six hours at 56OPC in a streanr of 60Z

by volume of oxygen mixed with nitrogen, the pressure being 1 atm.

Figure 4 i l lustrates the x-ray diffractogram of this material, and

an electron micrograph of one specimen of i t i s shown in figure 5. The

diffractogram exhibits the principle lines for or-Fe.O,, namely for d •

2.69, 2.51, 1.69, 3.68, 2.20, 1.84, 1.48, and 1.45 A. The material con-

s i s t s of sintered aggregates of roughly spherical grains with diameters

about 4xlO~ m.



(a). Copper K<j , no filter. I

(b). Cobalt Ka, iron filter. The peaks marked with open circles
arise from CL ~ Fe.

-4

^U*/^lflJf r ^^W( i

(c). Cobalt K<j, iron filter. The peaks marked with full circles
arise from <*

Figure 2. X-ray diffractograms for specimens of a-^ e3^4 made by
(a), precipitation from a partially oxidised solution of chlorides,
(b). oxidising iron powder with steam» and (c). treating the
oxidised iron powder in four further cycles of pulverisation and
oxidation with steam.



(a), microscope magnification 56000 x (b), microscope magnification 71000x

Figure 3. Electron micrographs of specimens of 0f~Fe3°4 made by precipitati -n from (a), a partially
oxidised solution of chlorides, and (b). a partially reduced solution of nitrates. The scale
markers indicate 10 mm on the original microscope plates.
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Figure 4. X-ray diffractogram for a
Cobalt Kot» iron filter.

prepared by the ignition of iron (III) nitrate.
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Figure 5. Electron micrograph of a speciment of a - F e2^3 PrePare<*
by igniting iron (III) nitrate. Microscope magnification
52000x.
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sections of about 15x10* to 30x10*" m and lengths at least twenty or

Specimens of the material often described as beta basic iron oxide,

B-FeO(OH), but which probably has a composition close to Fe(OH). _C1Q _

Q.6J, were prepared as follows:-

To 100 g of a 0.1 m solution of iron (III) chloride (Merck p.a.) in 0.7 m

HC1 was added, slowly and with thorough stirring» so much of a solution

of 8.4 g NaHCO- (Msrck p.a.) in 100 g of water that the colour of the

mixture changed front yrt How to red. The solution was then heated gently

until i t began to appear cloudy. I t was then cooled and i t s pH increased

to about 7 by adding slowly with stirring sufficient of a solution of 84 g

tfaHCO. in 1 kg of water. Finally the precipitate go obtained was washed,

isolate:', and dried in the sane way as o-FeO.H.

The material thus prepared i s a fine yellow powder. None of the

several specimens that were prepared yielded a well-defined x-ray diffrac-

togram, the best of them being that il lustrated in figure 8. Although

poorly-defined, lines are seen in this diffractogram corresponding to

the d-spacings, 3.33, 2.55, 2.28, 1.63, 1.94, and 5.3 Å, l isted for the

The goethite used in these experiments was precipitated from a

solution of iron (III) nitrate as follows:-

8 g Fe(NO3>3 • 9H.0 (Merck p.a.) was dissolved in 200 g water and the

solution heated gently until i t began to appear cloudy. The solution

was then cooled and i t s pH increased to about 7 by adding, slowly and

with thorough stirring, sufficient of a solution of 84 g NaHC0_ (Merck p.a.)

in 1 kg of water. The precipitate was washed by de can ta tion ten times with <

100 ml portions of 0.01 m borax and then once with d i s t i l l ed water.

Finally the precipitate was isolated on a coarse paper (Munk tel Is No 3)

and dried over s i l i c a gel in air at room temperature. ;

The material obtained by this method i s a fine yellow-brown powder -

yielding the x-ray diffractogram illustrated in figure 6. The lines in

this diffractogram correspond to the d-spacings 2.63, 2.45, 1.67, 3.54, (

2.16*, 1.81, 1.47, and 1.44 Å, which i s consistent with the spectrum \

l isted in the ASTM index for alpha basic iron (III) oxide. An electron j

micrograph of a specimen of the material, shown in figure 7, indicates i

that i t consists of a tangled mass of fine thread-like grains with cross-

sections of about '

thirty times th is .



Figure 6. X-ray diffractogram for ex. - FeO?H prepared by precipitation from nitrate solution.
Cobalt Kct» iron filter.

oc
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Figure 7. Electron micrograph of a specimen of a - FeCLH
prepared by precipitation from nitrate solution.
Microscope magnification 26000 x.
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Figure 9. Electron micrograph of a specimen of p - FeOuH
prepared by precipitation from chloride solution.
Microscope magnification 68000x.
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spectrum of beta iron oxide hydrate in the ASTM index. The electron

micrograph of this material shown in figure 9 indicates that i t consists

of aggregates of uniform needle-like crystal l i tes about 75x10 m in

cross-section and between 500x10 and 800x10 m long.

1.1.5. Nickel.andJjiO

Nickel powder and nickel oxide were prepared from the hydroxide

which was precipitated from a solution of the nitrate .

Sufficient of a one molal solution of NaOH (Merck p.a.) was added

to a solution of 50 g Ni(NO3)2 • 6H20 (Mallinckrodt, A.R.) in 400 g of

water to precipitate the nickel as Ni(0H)2. This was washed with dis-

t i l l ed water, isolated, and then heated for six hours at 650°C in a stream

of dry oxygen-free hydrogen which was also maintained during cooling.

The nickel thus obtained was stored in air over s i l i c a gel . Nickel oxide

was prepared from one such specimen of the metal by heating i t for s ix

hours at 600°C in a stream of oxygen.

The x-ray diffractogram yielded by the nickel prepared in thif way

is reproduced in figure 10. I t exhibits the three principle lines listed

in the ASTM index for nickel, corresponding to d-spacings of 2.03, 1.76,

and 1.25 A, and only these l ines . An electron micrograph of a specimen

of the precipitated Ni(0ti)2 i s shown in figure l l (a ) and an electron

micrograph of a typical grain of nickel made from this material is shown \

in figure l l ( b ) . The hydroxide has the form of thread-like grains, closely j

similar to those observed for a-FeOJl. In the reduction to the metal, how- \

ever, there seems to have been considerable ordered crystal growth; the

grain i l lustrated, which is about 8x10 m long, appears to contain some

crystall ites with edges about 8000x10 m long.

U1 .6 . Copper and̂ Cû O

Copper powder (Kebo, 99.7 Z electrolyt ic copper) and copper (I)

oxide (Matheson Coleman and Bell, reagent grade) were used as received

from the manufacturers.

The x-ray diffractogr&io obtained for the oxide i s shown in figure

12. It exhibits seven of the lines l isted for CuJO in the ASTM index,

namely for d-spacings 3.03, 2.47, 2.14, 1.75, 1.51, 1.29, and 1.23 A,

and weakly the principle line for copper, corresponding to d - 2.09 A.

Electron micrographs of the metal and of the oxide are shown in figure 13,

I

|



Figure 10. X-ray diffractogram for cr - Ni prepared by reduction of Ni(OH)_. Copper K Q , nickel filter.

o



(a), microscope magnification 68000x

n;

(b). microscope magnification 5800 x.

Figure 11. Electron micrographs of specimens of (a). Ni(OH) 7 precipitated from nitrate solution*
and (b). nickel prepared by the reduction of the Ni(OH)2 with hydrogen.
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Figure 12. X-ray diffractogram for the copper (I) oxide used in this study. Copper KQ, no filter.



(a), microscope magnification 6800 x (b). microscope magnification lOOOOx

Figure 13. Electron micrographs of specimens of (a), copper, and (h). copper (I) oxide» used in
this study.

c
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The mercury used in these experiments (Merck p.a.) was washed imme-

diately before electrodes were made with i t by passing i t in a stream of

fine droplets down a column, Kike that described by Hills and Ives [_18j,

containing 20 % HN0~ above a layer of CC1,. In a few experiments a speci-

men of mercury was used that had been obtained newly in another laboratory

by disti l lation; no difference was found between electrodes aade with

the different specimens of the metal.

Mercury (II) oxide in the red modification (Merck p.a.) and the

yellow modification (Grave p.a.) were used as received from the makers.

x-ray diffractograms and electron micrographs obtained with these mate-

rials are shown in figures 16 and 17 respectively. The diffractograms

for the two materials are closely similar although two lines, corre-

sponding to d • 1.73 and 1.38 A, appear only in that for the red modifi-

cation; the agreement with the data in the ASTM index is poor. The

materials differ in grain size by about one order of magnitude.

(a) and (b). The metal grain i s teen to take the form of an aggregate

of dendrites that are a few microns long, while that of the oxide con-

sists of »intered spheres with diameters about one micron.

1.1.7.__Silver and Aĝ O

Silver powder (Kebo, minm. 99.9 Z Ag) was used as received from

the makers.

Silver (I) oxide was prepared by adding the equivalent quantity

of a dilute solution of sodium hydroxide free of carbonate to a concen- |
i

trated solution of silver nitrate (Merck p.a.) in water free of carbon f

dioxide. The precipitate was washed with water ten times by decant at i on j

and stored in water under air free of carbon dioxide. The x-ray diffrac- f

togram obtained with this material i s shown in figure 14. J.z exhibits

the principle lines listed for Ag~O, corresponding to d-spacings of 2.73,

2.36, 1.67, 1.43, and 1.37 A, and no other l ines. An electron micrograph

of the oxide i s shown in figure 15.

Electrode sondes formed of an intimate mixture of silver and j

silver (I) oxide were prepared by partial reduction* of a layer of the j

oxide supported on platinum, as described by Hamer and Craig Q.7) .
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Figure 15. Electron micrograph of a specimen of the -Ag2O used
in this study. Microscope magnification 730(7
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Figure 16. X-ray diffractograms for specimens of mercury (II) oxide used in this study.
Cobalt KIQ , no filter.
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(a), microscope magnification 2200 x (b), microscope magnification 34000 x

Figure 17. Electron micrographs of specimens of (a), red mercury (II) oxide, and (b). yellow
mercury (II) oxide, used in this study.
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1.1.9. Antimony and Sb.O>

The antimony used in these experiments (Fisher A.R.) was treated
with dilute hydrofluoric acid and well washed with water before use.

The stable cubic modification of antimony (III) oxide was pre-
pared as described by Roberts and Fenwick fl3] . A mixture of the orthor-
hombic and cubic formst obtained by the hydrolysis of antimony (III)
chloride (Merck p.a.) , was heated in vacuo for 24 hours at 470°C.
Roberts and Fenwick found that only the cubic form is present after
this treatment. The x-ray diffractogram obtained with this material is
illustrated in figure 18; i t corresponds very closely with the pattern
for synthetic Senarmontite given in the ASTM index. An electron micro-
graph of one grain is shown in figure 19.

Throughout these studies the borate buffer system was used as the
basis of the solution phase in electrochemical cells formed with the
various oxide electrodes. The solutions used were those with pH numbers
8.089 9.18, and 11.08 at 25°C. They were prepared from boric acid, borax
(both Merck p.a.) and sodium hydroxide (Merck titrisol) according to the
following table

pH a t 25°C

Componen t

H3BO3

NaOH

8.08

5.06

0.6

9.18
millimole/kg water

-

10

11.08

-

25

50

1.2. The electrochemical cell

A new apparatus has been developed for the studies reported here,
that satisfies the requirements for measurements with oxide electrodes
described by Brfastedt and by Roberts and Fenwick and enables the elec-
trodes to be combined conveniently with the hydrogen electrode. Although
the reversibility of the chosen oxide couples might be examined and values
for their equilibrium constants obtained by measurements with cells formed
by combining them with any well-characterised reference electrode, cells
formed with the hydrogen electrode were preferred because their emf is
formally independent of pH and i t leads directly to the magnitude of the
equilibrium constant on an internationally accepted scale*
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Figure 19. Electron micrograph of a specimen of Sb^O, prepared
as described by Roberts and Fenwick, A/fic ros cope
magnification 12000x.
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1,2.1, General_description of the apparatus

The final form of the apparatus developed for these studies i s

illustrated schematically in figure 20.

It consists essential ly of four parts: the reference electrode

assembly (Al) with i t s associated gas-saturator; an electrolyte reser-

voir (A2), also provided with a gas-saturator; the oxide electrode

assemblies (A3); and a simple entrainment pump (A4) using bubbles of

the cover gas in the reservoir to circulate the electrolyte solution

slowly through the beds of solids in the electrodes. The reference e lec-

trode compartment i s connected to the reservoir by means of a standard

Quickfit B.10/19 taper joint , a G.3 sintered-glass f i l t er (A5) between

the two serving to restrict the intermixing of the solutions they con-

tain. The apparatus i s made of Pyrex glass with platinum wires for e lec-

trical connections and rubber stoppers to hold and to close the oxide

-electrode assemblies.

electrode

In the in i t ia l experiments the reference half-cel l used was of

the kind suggested by Schuhmann Q.9] in which the hydrogen i s introduced

as bubbles below the catalyst-sonde which is always completely immersed

in the electrode solution. The emf of cel ls formed with this electrode

and an oxide electrode did not show short-term variations greater than

10 V. However, slow increases in emf were found to occur when the

stream of bubbles was replaced by a current of hydrogen in the gas space

above the solution. A new steady emf, between 30 and 50 mV more positive

than the in i t i a l value, was attained about two hours after the stream of

bubbles had been stopped. This i s shown by figure 21 which i l lustrates

some data obtained with a Schuhmann electrode and a a-Fe0.H, a-Fe-0,

electrode.

Because of this phenomenon, which i s probably due to supers a tura-

tion of the solution by small bubbles of gas, the Schuhmann electrode

was replaced with a conventional Hildebrand electrode [_20] as shown in

figure 20.

Two catalyit-sondes were used, freshly prepared for each experi-

ment. Each was formed of a rectangle of platinum f o i l , 10x5x0.5 mm,

held on a 0*75 mm platinum wire sealed through the stopper closing the

electrode compartment. One was platinised according to Bates method [2l'J



Figure 20. The construction of the cell for measurements with oxide electrodes.
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by electrolysis of a 0.75 M solution of hexachloroplatinum (IV) acid ;

(Kebo purum) containing 0.002 M lead (II) acetate (Merck p . a . ) , 0.1 A |

being passed for 1.5 min so that an even black deposit was obtained.

The other was platinised according to Hills and Ives method [22J using

a 2 Z H.PtCL- solution and a current of 0.01 A for 15 minutes so that

a thin gold-coloured film was deposited.

Ho significant difference between the emf obtained with the

different sondes was observed except after many days use, more quickly

in experiments with the mercury oxide-mercury electrode, when the . |

seemingly more easi ly poisoned Hills and Ives electrode became erratic.

1.2.3. The oxide electrodes and solution pump

Each oxide electrode was formed with a 1:1 molar mixture of the

solid phases in question held on a G.4 sintered glass f i l t e r in a tube

partially immersed in the buffer solution. The sonde completing the

electrode was a 0.75 mm diameter platinum wire formed into a 10 mm dia-

meter circle at i t s lower end, which was covered by the mixture of sol ids .

In early experiments i t was conditioned by brief electrolysis in a solu-

tion containing the metal of the electrode. Later, gold-plated sondes,

formed by the electrolysis of ca 0.025 M K Au(CN)̂  with 0.002 A for 2 h

[ l 8 j , were found to give a more stable emf and they were used in a l l

subsequent experiments.

Two such electrodes were prepared and studied together in every

experiment.

The solution pump consisted of a cruciform glass tube, as shown

in figure 20, one end of which was held in the electrolyte solution above

a smaller tube from which a steady stream of bubbles of the cover-gas

was passed. Solution was entrained by the bubbles so that i t was carried

up the pump-tube and overflowed through i t s side-arms into the electrode-

tubes. The level of the solution in these was kept about 5 mm above that

in the reservoir by suitably placed vent holes.

By means of this device a slow flow of solution through the beds

of solids in the electrodes was maintained, and the solution was contin-

uously purged of such traces of dissolved hydrogen as might diffuse from

the reference electrode compartment*



1,3. The methods of measurement

Two series of experiments were carried out with most of the

oxide couples; micropolarisation measurements and measurements of the

so-called equilibrium potential at various temperscures from 25.0 C to

87.5 C. The s i lver , mercury, and antimony couples were studied in less

detai l .

The temperature of the ce l l was controlled by means of a paraffin-

o i l thermostat bath the temperature of which could be maintained within

+ 0.1°C of any desired value between about 20°C and 100°C. Mercury-in-

glass thermometers calibrated by Deutsches Amt fur Messvesen und Waren-

priifung, Ilmenau, D.D.R., were used in most of the work; in later exper-

iments they were replaced with platinum resistance thermometers used in

a simple comparator circuit as described elsewhere Q.Ö] .

1^3jl«. Microgolarisation experiments

The reversibil ity of the oxide electrodes was assessed in micro-

polarisation experiments with a typical electrode of each kind. In these

experiments corresponding values were determined of the current, i £ ,

passed by the electrode and the difference from the zero-current value

of i t s potential relative to the hydrogen electrode. The circuit i l l u -

strated in figure 22 was used for this purpose, the current passed by
—8the oxide electrode being changed stepwise from about 2x10 A in one

direction to about the same amount in the opposite direction by changing

the resistance, R , in the potential-divider loop. A platinum wire in

place of one of the oxide electrodes in figure 20 was used as the counter

electrode•

The measurements in these experiments were made with a digital

voltmeter (Dynamco Ltd., Camberley, England, model DM 2022); part of

the centralised measurement system of the laboratory. In the ranges used

in these studies the input impedance of this instrument i s greater than

2.5x10 ohm so that the measurement current i s negligible in comparison

with the polarisation current. The polarisation current was determined

within 10 A by measuring the potential across a 5x10 ohm precision

resistance and the relative electrode potential was measured directly

within + 0.1 mV.

In addition to steady polarisation, the effects on typical e lec -

of 10* coulomb pulses ai

trode-sonde were also examined.

trodes of 10 coulomb pulses and of mechanical disturbance of the e lec-
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Figure 22, The circuit used in the micropolarisation experiments
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As indicated, the potential of each oxide electrode relative to

the standard hydrogen electrode, the so-called equilibrium potential of

the electrode, was determined by measurement of the open-circuit (virtual)

emf of cells that may be generally described by the formulae:

Pt,H2(g)|pH buffer|MOm/2(s),MOn/2(s)

^ In 10) - l o g ^ - logTkH1 • j log P(H2)

where E is the emf (volt) and k_. is the equilibrium constant for the oxide

electrode reaction

• H+ • e- «> -JJLJ. «0n / 2(s) • \ H20

fMOn/2>l o 8 fim 1 + PH + pe

The other symbols have the meanings previously assigned to them [Vj .

The emf was measured with the digital voltmeter described above.

The partial pressure of hydrogen in the experiments was evaluated from

the difference between the prevailing atmospheric pressure, which was

measured with a precision diaphragm-type barometer (Paulin AB, Stockholm,

Sweden), and the vapour pressure of water at the temperature in question

In each experiment and at each of the chosen temperatures, usu-

ally 25.0, 37.5, 50.0, 62.5, 75.0, and 87.5°C, the emf of the cell was

observed over a long period, in some cases many days, until i t appeared

to have attained a steady value.
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2 . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments with the various oxide couples have given informa-

tion on four aspects of their electrochemical behaviour, namely:-

1. The change with time of the emf of the galvanic c e l l at 25 C af ter

the assembly of the components of the oxide e lectrode . This has

been taken to indicate the time required for the establishment of

equilibrium between these components.

—2
2 . The change with time after the passage of a 15 s pulse of 5x10

-2A s m (sonde area) of the potent ia l of the oxide electrode at

temperatures up to 82 C re lat ive to a similar electrode at equi-

librium. This has been used to assess the time required for the

re-establishment of equilibrium after the discharge of the ions

in the diffusion layer.

—8
3 . The variation with a small (ca 10 A) steady e l e c t r o l y s i s current

of the potent ia l of the oxide electrode at 25°C re lat ive to the

standard hydrogen e lectrode . This has been taken as a measure of

the charge-transfer resistance and exchange current density of the

electrode, and has been used to assess the revers ib i l i t y of the

electrode and the polarisat ion due to the measurement current.

4 . The magnitude at temperatures between 25 and 87 C of the n u l l -

current (v irtual) potential of the oxide electrode re lat ive to the

hydrogen electrode at the same potent ia l . This has been used to

form an estimate of the equilibrium constant of the electrode

reaction at each temperature re la t ive to that for the standard

hydrogen electrode at the same temperature.

Although the analysis of the large number of data obtained from

these experiments has not yet been completed, the main features of the

behaviour of the oxide couples can be described.

Many experiments were carried out in which the emf of c e l l s formed

with the various oxide electrodes was observed at intervals during periods

of time. The results show c lear ly that at 25°C, at l e a s t , a long time i s

required for the attainment of a steady emf in systems including these

metal oxides* Thus, for example, more than 8 days were required for the

iron and the nickel systems to attain an emf with a long term s t a b i l i t y

within 0.1 mV. Typical data on the variation of emf with time are i l l u -

strated in figure 23 which shows results obtained with different iron
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oxide electrodes. The sane s tabi l i ty i s attained by the Cu.O/Cu electrode

after about 2 days and by the HgO(yellov)/Hg electrode and the Ag2O/Ag

electrode after about 24 hours. The Sb^O./Sb electrode, which was exam-

ined only cursorily, was not found to attain a stable potential.

Electrodes formed with yellow HgO were found to be markedly more

reproducible and stable than those formed with the red oxide. The repro-

ducibility of both kinds i s greatly improved i f , l ike the improved mercury

halide electrodes described by Hills and Ives Q.8), they are prepared by

f irs t interacting the oxide and the metal in the dry state , and the elec-

trode vessel i s rendered hydrophobic by treatment with a s i l i cons .

However, even when carefully prepared, the electrode formed with the red

oxide i s unstable. This i s clear from the data for the two kinds of

electrode illustrated in figure 24.

The Ag~O/Ag electrodes prepared by Hamer and Craigs method [li\

were found to be only poorly reproducible (± 5 mV) and often to be stable

for only a few days. Better results were obtained when the platinum foi l

sonde was first coated with metallic s i lver by the Rochelie sa l t process.

The slow attainment of a stable emf in these experiments indicates

that, even i f the solvent i s repeatedly perculated through a bed of solid,

solubil i ty equilibria in systems including metal oxides are established

only very slowly. I t may be dif f icult to maintain the other parameters

of any such system constant for a long time. For example, the pll of poorly

buffered systems may be changed significantly by impurities introduced by

the dissolution of glass containers during the course of an experiment.

Thus the accuracy of many of the results obtained in studies of systems

including metal oxides may be low.

At higher temperatures than 25°C equilibrium may be expected to

be established more quickly. The results obtained in the pulse polarisa-

tion experiments, exemplified by those for one iron oxide electrode that

are shown in figure 25, are consistent with this view, but these results

primarily reflect changes in the diffusion component of the electrode

process.

The iron, nickel, and copper electrodes are relatively easi ly

polarised, the iron electrode particularly so, and marked electrochemical

hysteresis effects were observed in the uicropolarisation experiments with

these electrodes. Typical results from such experiments are illustrated

in figure 26.
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Figure 24. The change with time of the emf of cells formed with the

hydrogen electrode and HgO/Hg electrodes made with the

yellow and the red oxides in borax buffer solution (pH 9. 18)

at 25°C.
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Despite these hysteresis effects it seems likely that single

electrode reactions predominate at the iron and copper electrodes.
-2 -2The exchange currents at these electrodes are about 10 A in and

10 Am respectively. The micropolarisation curve for the nickel

electrode, on the other hand, exhibits a sharp break at the point corre-

sponding to the reversal of anodic polarisation, which points to the

occurrence of more than one charge transfer reaction at this electrode

leading to a thermodynamically irreversible mixed potential.

The values found for the equilibrium constants for the various

electrode reactions, expressed as one-electron reactions and measured

relative to the equilibrium constant for the standard hydrogen electrode

reaction at the same temperature, are shown as a function of temperature

(T K) in figure 27. These and other results obtained in this study

will be discussed in a subsequent report.
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CONCLUSION

Careful measurements with oxide/oxide and oxide/metal couples

of i ron , n i c k e l , copper, s i l v e r , mercury, and antimony, show t h a t , when

i t occurs at a l l , e lectrodes formed with these couples in moderate ly

alkaline solutions attain a steady potential only a long time after

their assembly. The HgO/Hg electrode, prepared with the yellow form

of the oxide, i s the most reproducible and stable of those studied and

only i t , and, perhaps, the Cu-O/Cu and Ag~O/Ag electrodes, can be ex-

pected to be useful for reference purposes in aqueous systems at e l e -

vated temperatures.

I
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MOLTEN SALTS IN THE NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY: ELECTRO-

CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS AND HOMOGENOUS REACTORS.

Derek Lewis

SUMMARY

Aspects of molten salts relevant to the nuclear power industry

are discussed briefly and an approach is presented to the theoretical

description of the electrochemical thermodynamics of corrosion,

mass-transport and deposition processes in power-plant working on

the water-cycle.

Diagrams are introduced, based on the parameter pe instead

of the usual redox potential j£ = RTF In 10. pe, that are useful for

illustrating equilibrium data for aqueous systems at temperatures up

to the critical point and for molten salts.

Finally some illustrations are given of the unique suitability of

molten salts as the basis of homogenous reactors in which the fuel,

instead of being in the form of a solid material enclosed in a more or

less inert claddings is dissolved ii a fluid which can be circulated and

processed continuously.



Introduction

Molten salts first became of interest to us in the metallurgy and chem-

istry sections of AB Atomenergi because of some corrosion problems

that it was thought might arise through the deposition of salts on the

heating surfaces of the Marviken station and other power-plant based

on the water-cycle. However, there are a number of other good reasons

for our fundamental studies of molten salt systems as well as their rel-

evance to the water-cooled thermal reactors that are the basis of the

generation of power plant now being installed in Sweden.

Some of the many industrial uses of molten salt systems are summarised

in table 1. The general properties of molten salts on which these many

uses depend include their great thermal and electrochemical stability,

which makes them widely useful solvents, and their (in most cases) low

vapour pressure and viscosity coupled with relatively high thermal con-

ductivity and heat capacity, which makes them very effective heat-transfer

fluids (1).

So far, molten salts have been used in practical power generation only

in fuel-cells, These devices directly convert chemical free-energy to

electrical energy by the continuous oxidation of a fuel in a galvanic cell.

They have proved to be very successful in applications, such as genera-

tors for spacecraft, requiring only moderate outputs from units with a

high power/weight ratio (2). However, no fuel-cell seems yet to have

been developed that permits the continuous generation of large quantities

of electricity from cheap fuels for a capital investment as low as that of

power-plant using indirect thermal conversion.

A much more important use of molten salts in the power industry is

likely to be in homogeneous reactors generating heat by nuclear fission.

Several considerable advantages could be gained if instead of using a

solid fuel enclosed in an externally cooled can, as in contemporary re-

actors, one dissolved it in a fluid which could be circulated so that it

functioned as a primary coolant and permitted continuous processing of

the fuel. The practicability of such homogenous reactors with molten

salts as the primary fluid phase has already been clearly demonstrated

by an american burner reactor (3) and the use of molten salts in the now



projected generation of breeder r eac to r s is being actively examined in

a number of other countries including Poland (4), West Germany (5)

and England (6).

Table 1. Some technological aspects of molten sal ts

_1_. Extraction metallurgy:

Electrolytic refining

^ P u + 3 (10% w/w in 1:1 molar NaCl:KCl, 700°C) + e" = ̂  Pu (1)

Production of common metals in USA (i960)

Al 2. 106: Na 1. 105: Mg 3. 104 tons

Reductive extraction

ZrCl 4 (800°C) + 2 Mg = Zr + 2 MgCl2 ( t vac. 850°C)

JL P roces s metallurgy:

Surface t reatment

Ba(CN) (20%NaCN, 30% NaCl, 10% Na CO. , 40% BaCK, 850°C)

+ 3 Fe = F e 3 C + BaCN2

Nitriding. Fluxing. Descaling. Corrosion (fuel ash).

Heat t reatment .

Martensite transformation in 1:1 molar NaNO-,: KNO~

Maintenance of closely controlled tempera tures in an inert medium.

\ Synthesis media:

Petrochemical chlorination

CH = CH (g) + HCI ( g ) + j o ? ( g ) - C H 3 = CHC1 (61%) + H_O
W t . Cm C* C- C*

KCl - CuCl2 medium at 300 to 500°C. Copper and iron chlorides function

as catalysts. In other uses salts function as dielectric media.

4. Fuel cells:

Oxidation of hydrogen, propane, or methanol with air.

Air - Porous metal / MgO (s) - LiNaCO3 (1) , 600°C / Porous

metal - Fuel 500W/m2. Life 250 days.



JL High-temperature ba t t e r i e s :

Rechargable cells for automobile propulsion (i. c engine 300 Wh/kg)

Li + j Cl 2 ( ternary eufcectic, 400°C) LiCl

Output of present cells about 200 Wh/kg.

£. Homogenous nuclear r e a c t o r s :

Thermal burner

2 3 3 U (n, fission) 9 2 Mo + 1 3 9 B a + 2 n

Burner - breeder

? 3 3 U (n, 2n) F . P . : 2 3 2 T h (n, 2 ) 2 3 3 U

7 L i F - BeF-, "solvent". F a s t r eac to r s with Na 3 7 Cl "diluent". 700°C
3

at 1 atm. ca. 100 MW/m .

Par t ly because of the special requi rements of nuclear r eac to r s and

partly because of the increased operating t empera tu res and p r e s s u r e s

necessary to increase the efficiency of future generating plant, the

atomic energy industry is quite heavily engaged in metal lurgical r e sea rch .

Molten salts are potentially valuable in this connection because of their

usefulness in studies of the thermodynamics of solid and liquid alloys

by emf - methods. In this application, the molten salt behaves like a

more or less inert reaction medium in an electrochemical cell with e lec-

trodes formed with the alloy of in te res t and one of i ts pure components.

The emf of such cells gives information about the chemical potentials

and entropies of the components of the alloy (7). Emf methods might, in

principle, also give information on interfacial phenomena relevant to

corrosion (8).

Although basic or academic r e sea rch can only seldom be a pr imary

activity in industry some people believe that fundamental knowledge

can and should be obtained from property conducted technological r e sea rch .

Molten salts are likely to be par t icular ly profitable in this respect . Com-

pared with molecular liquids they remain li t t le studied although they

are likely to be valuable in the development of a general theory of liquids.



Because of their relative simplicity, increased knowledge of their

thermodynamics will lead to a better understanding of solutions (9).

As solvents they make accessible a greater range of thermal and

electrical stability for the study of phenomena in solution such as

electrode processes and complex formation (10). Quite new phenomena,

such as the molecular solubility of metals and the existence of un-

familiar oxidation states (H) appear first in molten salt systems.

This is briefly the background to our interest in the rapidly developing

field of molten salt chemistry. Now, some of the fundamental and

practical aspects of the field that are of particular interest to us can

be taken up in a little more detail.

J_. The deposition of impurities in wacer-cycle power plant

It is commonly found that deposits are formed in various parts of

water-cycle power plant, particularly on heat-transfer surfaces where

they may sometimes lead to catastrophic failure. These deposits may

be placed in one or other of three classes, namely (a) water-side de-

posits of corrosion products, (b) water-side deposits of impurities

contained in the boiler feed-water, and (c) fire-side deposits of im-

purities derived from the fuel. In contemporary nuclear power plant

only the first two of these classes are important.

The sub-critical water-cycle power-plant now most used consists

essentially of a heat source from which energy is transfered directly

or indirectly by steam to a turbine backed by a condenser. In the various

parts of such plant foreign deposits are likely to be formed as a result

of mass-transport phenomena like those illustrated in figure 1 (12, 13).

Particularly important among these phenomena, because of the introduc-

tion of anions such as chloride and sulfate, is likely to be the inevitable

leakage of coolant into the working-fluid in the condenser.

An illustration of the magnitudes of some of the factors that are involved

in the formation of such deposits is given in figure 2., which represents

the main features of a hypothetical 500 MWt boiling-water reactor system.

Leakage of sea-water, which is a commonly used heat-sink, into the
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Figure 1. Transport phenomena in subcritical power cycles.
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primary loop may be up to about 700 kg/vear. Most of the salt that

leaks in may be expected to be removed by the main-flow filters and

ion-exchangers but a finite though small amount will pass through them.

This residual salt would be expected to concentrate in the boiler, and the

secondary filter and ion-exchange loop is designed to prevent this.

However, in the worst -ase, some surfaces of the structural metal in

the intermediate zone between the liquid and vapour phases would be

exposed to a wet deposit of solids or molten salts containing chlorides

and sulfates.

The exact nature of the deposits that may be formed will vary from plant

to plant. The feed water of open-cycle plant and the condenser coolant

of closed cycle systems contain residual salts that vary with location,

and different stations contain different materials that release corrosion

products into the boiler. However, at firs, it can be supposed that we

are largely concerned with mixtures of iron and nickel oxides from

corrosion (14) and sodium chloride together with a little magnesium

chloride and sulphate from sea-water.

The effects of such deposits may also be expected to vary from plant

to plant, although they are likely always to be deleterious. Among the

effects that have been observed are localised changes in heat-transfer

properties leading to rapid thermal-mechanical failure, and accelerated

local corrosion leading to stress-corrosion cracking.

In a first attempt to treat them systematically the water-side deposits

of (a) corrosion products, and (b) impurities, may be supposed to form

separately and to resemble, respectively, mixtures of metal oxides

in equilibrium with liquid water, and either mixtures of molten salts

or the very concentrated solutions, like hydrate melts (15), that may be

produced in crevices by wick-boiling (16). It is then a natural step to

start by considering the electrochemical thermodynamics of aqueous

solutions.

—•— — — Electrochemical^ojiUibria^ i£ jigujeous^ sy^tems_at elevated_

ternger at ur e s__

Equilibria in aqueous media involving an oxidised species, A, and the

conjugate reduced species, B, may be described generally by the formula:



aA + hH+ + e" = bB + wH2O (r)

and the equilibrium constant at T K:

For dilute solutions a reasonable approximation is obtained when con-

centration £ ], is substituted for activity, { }, so that

k r = pe + hpH - log [ A f • [B]"b (1. 1)

where p denotes the operator -log

For largely historical reasons the free energy changes accompanying

reactions in electrochemical cells have usually been expressed in

terms of the Nernst relation. Thus, for the half-cell (electrode) re -

reaction (r)

Te = T e°+ RTF" 1 In 10.log [H+]+ RTF" 1 In 10.log [A]a [B]" b

Here e represents electrode potential (volts), otherwise the symbols |

have their conventional meanings (17). I

An often more advantageous formulation of electrochemical phenomena,

consistent with the general treatment of chemical equilibria and compa-

rable with that of the (hydrated) proton, is obtained when the electron

is treated like any other anion. Thus,from (1.1)

pe = pe° -hpH + log[Af [B]" b

where

pe = (RTF"1 . In 10)" 1 • Te

pe° = (RTF"1 . In 10)" ^ e »

As well as improving logical consistency the use of electron activity

instead of electrode potential simplifies calculations and the construc-

tion of equilibrium diagrams by eliminating the factor RTF In 10.

It also eliminates the risk of treating standard electrode potentials as

independent of temperature.

It has been shown elsewhere (18) that, on the basis of the relations of

classical thermodynamics and by means of the empirical equations



describing the variation of ionic entropy with temperature obtained by Criss

and Cobble (19,20), reasonable estimates can be made of the equilibrium

constants for reactions in aqueous systems at temperatures up to close to

the critical temperature.

1. 2. 1 The stability domain of water

The simplest redox reactions in aqueous systems are those that lead to

the oxidation and to the reduction of the solvent itself, namely,

2 2 (Ol)

pe = logTKo l - pH + ̂ log P(O2)

(HI)

pe = logTKm - pH - j log P(H2)

A scale of potential is defined according to equation (Hi) with , .IC,, = 1
c jo ri L

Clearly, water is thermodynamically stable only between those limits of

pe corresponding to its oxidation and its reduction. The numerical values

of these limits, which are dependent on pH, are determined by the conven-

tional hydrogen scale of potential and the magnitude of the equilibrium con-

stant for the oxidation. At 25 C and 1 atm pressure log?goKfll = 83. 16/4,

and the stability domain of water at 25 C under partial pressures of hydro-

gen or of oxygen of 1 atm extends between the lines:

pe = - pH, and pe = 20. 79 - pH

If a metal more electropositive than hydrogen is immersed in water then,

provided that the reaction products are not continuously removed or access

of water to the metallic surface is prevented, it will be oxidised until the

redox equilibria that are possible have been established. The nature of the

principle reaction products and of the predominant equilibria will depend on

the properties of the metal and its compounds, and on the conditions, such

as temperature, pH, and pe, in the system. Usually, a great number of

variables must be taken into account in a theoretical analysis of such systems,

I
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1. Z. Z Equilibrium diagrams for aqueous systems

When many data must be made available quickly and in an easily digest- .

able form it is often most convenient to represent them diagrammatic- ;

ally. It follows from equation (1. 1) that for a given ratio of concentra- •

tions (activities) of A and B in equilibrium, a graph of corresponding s

values of pe and pH will describe a straight line. Quite generally, the | |

several equilibria in which a metal (or other central species) may be |

involved can be represented by a system of lines on one or another kind

of logarithmic diagram.

Several different kinds of diagram have been used for aqueous redox

systems but the most valuable in connection with corrosion problems -|

is that which was developed by Marcel Pourbaix (21). Hitherto, Pourbaix |

diagrams have been constructed with redox potential (volts) as the ordi- -|
%

nate. However, as noted above, a number of advantages are gained |

when electrochemical equilibria are instead formulated in terms of |

electron activity. Consequently, in the following the equilibrium dia- |

grams will be constructed with pe as the ordinate. The diagrams so ob-

tained are essentially similar to those developed by Pourbaix and his

name is retained to designate them.

1. 2. 3 The stability domains of iron species

Although molten-salt systems are the main topic here it may be of in-

terest to consider briefly the iron-water system at elevated tempera-

tures. A Pourbaix diagram for this system at 250 C. illustrating the

concepts developed here, is shown in figure 3. The field of the diagram,

like that of the classical Pourbaix diagram for the system at 25 C (21),

is divided by the lines representing various equilibria into a number of

zones or domains. Within the limits of pe and pH corresponding to the

domain boundaries, the species indicated is the sole or primary thermo-

dynamically stable form of iron. In the construction of this diagram

Pourbaix' practice has been followed and the corrosion limit has been

taken as 10 molal metal ion. The domain of stability of the solvent

water is defined by the broken lines on the diagram. Just as in the classi-

cal diagrams, the extent to which any of the several species of iron

shares its domain of stability with water describes the extent to which it

is thermodynamically stable in water.
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Figure 3. Pourbaix diagram for the iron-water system at 250°C
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It is seen that the predominent form of iron (III) in solution is the

hydrolysed species Fe(OH)^. The ion Fe does not exist in appreci-

able amounts. Depending on the conditions of pe and pH, the pre-

dominent form of iron (II) in solution may be Fe , or Fe(OH) , or

HFeO?. By far the most widely stable solid species in the system is

iron (HI) oxide and deposits of ^/-Fe?O, can be expected to form over

wide ranges of conditions.

1. 3 An approach to salt-like deposits

Except for the use of pe in this connection, and the methods for esti-

mating equilibrium constants for aqueous systems at elevated tempera-

tures, the approach to the description of equilibria in aqueous systems

summarised here has been well-established for about twenty-five years.

The development of analogous methods for molten salt systems, however,

seems to have started only about ten years ago. Consequently they are

less-well established. Despite this an approach to the description of the

effects of salt-like deposits in water-cycle power-plant can usefully be

started by considering the thermodynamics of simple molten-salt systems.

_2L A description of the electrochemical thermodynamics of simple

ionic and oxyanionic molten salt systems.

If molten salts are regarded as infinitely concentrated aqueous solutions

it is a natural step to try to formulate a description of redox equilibria

and corrosion in them on the basis of concepts like those that have been

developed for aqueous solutions. A relatively simple system which can

be examined first is the chloride mixture that may often be a predominant

part of the deposits of impurities in water-cycle plant.

The first thermodynamic treatment of molten salt systems, like Pourbaix'

treatment of aqueous systems, seems to be that published by Edeleanu

and Littlewood (22). Although there seems to be some confusion between

thermodynamic and kinetic arguments in this work, and some weaknesses

in its basic assumptions have subsequently become apparent, the treat-

ment provides a basis for a description of the electrochemical thermo-

dynamics of molten chloride systems.
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2. 1. 1 The stability range of the solvent

The stability of a metal chloride as a solvent, like the solvent water,

is limited by the redox processes corresponding to its oxidation and

its reduction. In pure chlorides, however, unlike aqueous solutions,

there will usually be no acid-base process which, coupled with the redox

process, permits the definition of a two dimensional domain of stability.

Oxidation of the metal chloride MCI may be described by
m

i c i 2 (g) + e- = Cl

- log fCl"] + ilogP(Cl2) (Cll)

By the convention TK r 1 , = 1 a scale of pe may be defined according

to (Cll) with ?ero when the partial pressure of chlorine is unity.

Reduction may be described bv -*
I
1

i M + m + e" = 1 M"
m m

pe = loe rr,K.,, log [M } [MT1"1 * (Ml)
r ö T Ml m to

and at equilibrium

TKCll ' " 6 T"M1 " m

c.f. ,

l o g TKCll ' l o g TKM1 = m l o g [ M + m ] ^ ' [ + l o g f C 1 " }

- MCI (s) = - M(s) + \ Cl. (g)
m m ' m v ' 2 2 & /

If pure MCI is taken as the standard state of M , K is equal to

the dissociation constant of the salt, account being taken of the changes

of free energy accompanying melting.

The analogy between the molten salt and an aqueous solution is disturbed

by the term in M for the metal dissolved in the melt. For the present
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purpose it may be supposed that this term is constant so that it may

be included in the equilibrium constant, but for some systems where

the solubility of the metal is high (11) this assumption might lead to

large errors .

2. 1. 2 Contamination of the solvent by oxides

In practice very pure salts are often difficult to obtain. Oxide-ion, for

example, can be expected to be a common contaminent introduced in-

to molten salts by interaction with oxygen or water vapour or oxides

from container materials. Equilibria may then be supposed to exist such

as, for example,

- e
1 ~ / x 1 ~4 O2 (g) = j O

pe = log TKQ . + | p O " 2 + ̂ log P(O2) (Oi)

c. f. , for aqueous systems,

pe = log T K R 1 - pH - I log P(H2) (HI)

Regarding -e as an acid in the Lux-Flood sense (23, 24) it may be

seen that acid-base equilibria involving the O -ion provide a basis

for Pourbaix diagrams for molten chloride systems, similar to those

for aqueous systems. Each possible reaction may be represented by a

straight line relating the concentrations of the reacting species at

equilibrium and pe andpO" . The latter parameter is a measure of the
-2

acidity of the system, which increases with increasing pO

In the absence of other redox couples the pe of the melt is determined

by its own redox equilibrium, thermal dissociation of MCI leading to

a fixed partial pressure of chlorine in the vapour phase, so that redox

neutrality corresponds to the condition

pe = -log T

-2
Similarly, pO is determined by the partial pressure of oxygen in 1
the vapour phase and acid-base neutrality corresponds to the condition
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PCf2= - | (log TKO . + | log P(O2) - log 2)

Clearly, in the same way that the pe of the system can be varied by
_2

adding a redox couple to it, so canpO be varied by the addition of

a sparingly-soluble condensed oxide, such as V O_ or MgO, as well

as by changing the partial pressure of oxygen.

When the oxide of the solvent cation, MO /_, separates equilibrium
-2 + m m / 2

will be established between O and M according to:

i - l o g T K M 1 =

c.f. ,

l o«TKMO , = -
m/2

Thus if the pure oxide is taken as the standard state of the oxide-ion

then, in a working hypothesis, the formation constant of this ion,

_,K_., is equal to the ratio between the formation constant of the oxide
T Oi
and that of the chloride.

The validity and practical usefulness of these concepts clearly depends

on the reversibility of the oxygen electrode, as defined by equation (Oi).

One must note in this connection that, in a study of the oxygen electrode

in molten salts (25), Wrench has found that the potential of this electrode

in LiCl-KCl eutectic, at least, can be explained only by taking into

account the formation of peroxide and other ions, as well as oxide ions.

More recently similar results have been obtained for molten nitrates (26).

Nevertheless, in a first approximation it may be supposed to be sufficient

to consider only the oxide ion.

2. 1. 3 The oxidation of metals in molten chlorides

If the metal N which forms the chloride NCI is immersed in molten
n

MCI it will be oxidised according to

N + e *
n n

fN+n}
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The standard state of N+n is taken to be pure NCI so that, on the
r n

standard chlorine electrode scale of pe, TKN 1 is equal to the dissoci-

ation constant of this salt, as follows:

- N + n (MCI ) + e" = ^ Nn v m n

i A TG° (N) - ^A T G° (N+ n(MClJ) - A TGO(e") = O

similarly,

)

i i TG° (N) - ^4 TG° (N+n(NCln)) - ATG° (e") = O

so that, for the same metallic state and redox potential,

£^G° (N+n(MClJ) = - RTlnTKN1 = ATG° (N+n(NCln))

In the absence of impurities the oxidation of N will be accompanied by

the reduction of a corresponding amount of the solvent cation, and

equilibrium will be established according to

1 w + m 1 TVT 1 w , 1 Tvr + n
M + — N =— M + — Nm n m n

so that, if the activity of the metals is unity,

k log {N+n} = log T K M 1 - log T K N 1 +± log {M+m}

Thus the overall reaction corresponds to a simple displacement

equilibrium. If corrosion is to be negligable, say {N }< 10 {M }

then the dissociation constants of the metal chlorides must stand in the

numerical relation

l o g T K M l - l ° 8 T
K N l < - |

In the presence of oxygen, water or other reducible oxides the cathodic

reaction accompanying the oxidation of the metal N may be represented

by
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pe = log TKO . + | pO"2 + * log P(O2) (Oi)

and, at equilibrium,

jr log [N+n} = log K - log K + j pO"2 + { log P(O,)
11 X V-/1 X IN * £• ~ *-

The activity of oxide ion in the melt, and hence the activity of N at

equilibrium, will be determined by the solubility of the least soluble

of the oxides that may be present.

2. 1. 4 The solubility of metal oxides in molten chlorides

Assuming ideal solution behaviour the solubility product of the metal

oxide NO /~» in the solvent MCI may be estimated from the dissociation
n/2 m 3

constants of the oxide and the corresponding chloride NCI , and the

value of log T K n . for the solvent. Thus

— NO /-.(s) = — N + — O
n n/2 n 2

2 (s )

= log TKO . - log T K N 1 + \ log P(O2)

and

\ N(s) + i O,(g) = i- NO, „ (.)
n

T K N O . ' - - k l o S P ( O 2 >n/2

so that,

log TK s = log TKO . - log T K N , - log T K N O

n/2

For the construction of equilibrium diagrams it may be more convenient

to suppose the reaction
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- N O /0 ( s ) + e " = - N ( s ) + 4 °
n n/2 v ' n v ' 2

T K NO n / 2 /N = '°g T K NO n / 2
 + l o g TKOi

\ 1.5 Pourbaix diagrams for molten chloride systems

In the construction of Pourbaix diagrams for aqueous systems a simple

model (Debye - H'uckel) of electrolyte solutions is assumed so that the

activities of the dissolved species that participate in electrochemical

equiHbria can be equated with their concentrations on one or another

scale. The molal scale, which for low concentrations is little different

from the mole fraction scale, is particularly convenient in this connection.

For molten salt systems no single, wholely-satisfactory theoretical

model of ideal solutions seems yet to have been conceived or, otherwise,

generally accepted. An reasonable approximation is obtained, however,

if ideal behaviour in mixtures of salts is consistently defined in terms

of the Temkin model of interpenetrating ionic lattices (see 27). This model

extended by F^rland, leads to a relation between the chemical potential

of any given component of a mixture and the concentration of its con-

stituent? expressed as cation or anion equivalent fractions, X. Thus

ii (A C \ - ,P (A C \ 4- PT ^Va^A\ VC (r\\

so that,

r. 1 _ y/ A \ _ no. of equivalents of the cation A

total no. of equivalents of all cations

and,

fC ] - x(C) - n o - °f equivalents of the anion C

total no. of equivalents of all anior*s

For dilute solutions, concentrations of ions on the mole-fraction scale

are proportional to the corresponding ion-equivalent fractions. However,

the proportionality constant is related to the charge number and so the

order of the series of standard potentials of different electrodes may be

different for the two scales of concentration. The molal scale of con-

centration is unsuitable for molten salt systems because of the large
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differences of molar weights in the wide range of otherwise comparable

systems of salts.

The kind of Pourbaix diagram to which the preceding considerations

lead is exemplified by that for the iron- lithium chloride (27 mole%)

- sodium chloride (63) system at 600 C shown in figure 4. For the

construction of the diagram for this system it is supposed that (c.f. ,

Flood, Fj^rland and Grj/theim, Z. anorg. allg. Chemie 276(1964)289)

the equilibrium constant for a reaction such as the formation of oxide

ion in the mixture can be evaluated from the corresponding constants

for the single salts according to:-

log TKr(A, B, . . . , Cl) =X(A)log TK r(ACla) + X(B)log

The field of the diagram, as in the analogous diagrams for aqueous

systems, is divided by lines representing equilibria into a number of

areas corresponding to the domains of thermodynamic stability of the

species indicated. The solvent, LiCl(27)-NaCl(63), has a domain of

stability corresponding to the area bounded on the pe axis by the broken

line describing the oxidation of Cl -ion to chlorine gas with a partial

pressure of one atmosphere, and that describing the eduction of Na

to liquid sodium. This domain is also limited by tiv. lormation of
-2

solid Lî O» for which pO = 4. 2, and by whatever may be the practical

limit of detection of the oxide ion.

Although the extent to which the stability domain of the solute coincides

with that of the solvent describes the extent of their mutual compatibility

this is likely to be of less interest in discussions of molten salt systems

than in those of aqueous systems. Few metals are likely to reduce the

solvent sodium chloride, no matter what the temperature. Instead it may

be more profitable to regard the bolvent as a more or less inert medium

that facilitates reaction between other components of the system. Thus,

for instance, figure 4 is best regarded as illustrating the equilibria that

may be established between various iron species, and between these
-2

species and O -ion derived from oxygen in a gaseous phase above the

chloride melt.

From this point of view iron in the system under consideration behaves

as a noble metal over a wide range of pe and pO~ As in aqueous systems

above about ?00°C, Fe is the stable simple ionic form of iron, and
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Figure 4. Pourbaix diagram for iron in LiCl (27 mole %) - NaCl (63)

at 600°C.
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Fe is not expected to occur normally. As might be expected from

the phase diagram for the iron-oxygen system, FeO is barely stable

in the solvent at 600 C and the predominent oxides are magnetite and

haematite.

Whether or not a particular oxide will form a passivating film on a

metal immersed in a molten salt, like in an aqueous solution, depends

on other factors such as morphology, as well as on solubility Thermo

dynamic data cannot directly give information about such factors but

they can indicate the possibility of passivation in molten salts.

Following the work of Edeleanu and Littlewood on chloride systems,

treatments of electrochemical equilibria in mixtures of molten salts

containing other anions have beer described by a number of authors. A

better understanding of the effects of deposits of impurities in power

plant may be obtained by extending these treatments in terms of the

concepts applied here to chloride systems.
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2.2 Electrochemical equilibria_in_molten_carbonates^

A the rmodynamic treatment of molten carbonate systems closely re-

sembling the earlier work by Pourbaix on aqueous systems and Little-

wood on chloride systems, has been described by Ingram and Janz L28 j .

It may be conveniently reformulated as follows.

2.2.1 The stability range of the solvent

The carbonate ion may be supposed to be formed according to

icO2(g) + lo2(g) + e- = i c o ; 2

pe = log TKC1 - I log {CO"2} + I log P(CO2) + I log P(O2) (Cl)

Experiments [24, 29] have shown conclusively that the O~(g) - CO2(g)

electrode in carbonate melts is reversible and that its pe (potential)

is described by equation (Cl). A practical scale of pe for carbonate

systems can thus be defined according to this equation with zero

when CO2(g) and O2(g) are present in the stoichiometric ratio and

the total pressure is unity so that P(C(X,) = 2 P(O2), and

= +0.21

Two cathodic reactions seem to be feasible in carbonate "solvents"

namely the reduction of the cation

— M+m + e"^— M (Ml)
m m v '
pe = log T K M ) + L log {M + m }

and the reduction of carbon dioxide

pe = log T K C 2 - I log {COJ2} •+ | log P(CO2) (C2)
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It is not yet clear for all common systems which of these is the l imit-

ing process . For the present purpose it is probably adequate to sup-

pose that only the cation is reduced but, in a complete analysis the

reduction of carbon dioxide and the possibility, pointed out by Rahmel

[31 ] , of the formation of metallic carbides in the domain of stability

of graphite ought to be considered.

At redox equilibrium in the carbonate M(CO~) /7,
5 m/ c

log TKC, - log TKM, = JL tog {M+m} + I log {CO;2}

- j log P(CO,) - j log P(O,)

c. f. .

K C O , / C O =I 1 0 * P<CO2> + iT^CO3 /CO2
= 2 l o g ^ ^ 2 ' + 4 i O g ** ̂ 2} I

-0 2so that, if T K r i = 1 0 , and the pure carbonate is taken as the
+mstandard state of M , T K M 1 is given by 1. 6 times the dissociation

constant of the carbonate.

I
2 .2 .2 The fundamental acid-base equilibrium in molten carbonates §

It can be seen that the O2(g) - CO2(g) electrode reaction (Cl) is equiv-

alent to the resultant of the oxygen electrode reaction

. ^ 1 _2

log T K O . = pe - IpO" 2 - I log PO 2 ) (Oi)

and the fundamental Lux-Flood acid-base equilibrium in carbonate
systems

base 2 C O 3 ^1°" + 7C O2(g) o x i d e " i o n + conjugate acid

l o8T
KCO2

 s!l<>g P(CO2) " I

logTKQi s
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Taking the standard state of the oxide-ion to be the pure oxide of the

solvent cation. MO / , , as in the chloride system, then its forma-
m/c '

tion constant» -p^Oi' *S e<lua^ t o * • ̂  tiroes the ratio between the

dissociation constant of the corresponding carbonate and that of the

oxide.

-2
The pe or redox potential and the pO or acidity of a molten carbonate

system at equilibrium are thus related to each other and to the partial

pressure of oxygen and of carbon dioxide in the vapour phase. This

provides a basis for the construction of Pourbaix diagrams for metal

- molten carbonate systems analogous to those for aqueous systems

and for chloride systems contaminated with oxides. Clearly it also

provides the basis for the definition of a domain of stability for a pure

carbonate system, rather than the pe - range of stability of pure chloride

systems.

2. 2. 3. Pourbaix diagrams for molten carbonate systems.

Figure 5 illustrates the application of these principles in the construc-

tion of a Pourbaix diagram for the system of iron - lithium carbonate

(52 mole %) - sodium carbonate (48) at 600 C. In the construction of

this diagram, as in that for the analogous system of chlorides des-

cribed by figure 4, equilibrium constants for reactions in the mixture

have been evaluated from the corresponding constants for the single

salts. This assumption of ideality inevitably leads to considerable

similarities between the carbonate system and the system of chlorides

containing oxide ion.
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Electrochemi£al £5Qjilibriain jp<>lten sulfates

Recently, similar treatments of the electrochemical thermodynamics

of molten sulfate systems have been published independantly by

Bombara, Baudo, and Tamba [30] and by Rahmel [31 ] . These treat-

ments like the earlier treatments of chloride and carbonate systems

resemble Pourbaix* treatment of aqueous systems and may also be

usefully reformulated in terms of the concepts previously described

here.

2.3.1 The stability range of the solvent

The sulfate ion may be supposed to be formed according to

+ e" = |-

pe = log TKS1 - i log {SO-2} + I log P(SO3)

+ IlogP(O2) (SI)

The O2(g) - SO-(g) electrode in sulfate melts can f e expected to be

reversible [30, 32], as defined by equation (SI). A practical scale

of pe for sulfate systems can thus be defined according to this equation

with zero when SO-(g) and O~(g) are present in the stoichiometric ratio

and the total pressure is unity so that P(SO3) = 2 P(O2), and

logTKSJ = - (^ log^ + -5 logi) = 0.21

A number of limiting cathodic processes are conceivable for sulfate

solvents, such as the reduction of the cation

k
or the reduction of sulfur trioxide to sulfur dioxide [30, 33]

pe = log TKg2 - I log {O"2} - I log P(SO2)

+ 2-logP(SO3) ( S 2 )
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or the reduction of sulfur dioxide to sulfide,

pe = log TKg3 + I log P(SO2) - I log | s" 2 }

-I logP(O 2 ) (S3)

Discharge of the alkali or alkaline earth cations is not expected to occur

in sulfate systems so that the lower limit of stability of most common

molten-sulfate solvents may be supposed to be determined by the reduc-

tion of sulfur trioxide or of sulfate-ion.

The corresponding pure sulfate may be taken as the standard state of

any dischargible cation M , so that with the convention IC, = 10

the reduction constant _K . is given by 1. 6 times the equilibrium constant

for the dissociation of the sulfate to the metal.

log - log TKM ) = jL l o gT K M )

- i log P(O2)

c.f. ,

+ \ log {SO;2} - I log P(SO3)

= k M + I S O < > +

= Il0g

Similarly, the equilibrium constant for the limiting cathodic process

(S2) may be obtained from

log TKS1 - log TKg2 = I log {SO;2} - I log {O*2} - I log P(SO2)

log P(O2)

c.f.,

* k
KSO 4 /SO 2 " 110« P<SO2> + ?
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and that for (S3) from

; 2 } + Ilog T K S ] - log TKs3 = I log {SO;2} + I log P(SO2) - I log

- | l o g P ( O 2 )

c.f.

— M(SOj / - ^ — M S ,o + O,(g)m v 4'rr\/ZX^ m m/2 2Xo/

and

2. 3.2 The fundamental acid-base equilibrium in molten sulfates

The O (g) - SO-(g) electrode reaction (SI) may be seen to be the result-
ant of the oxygen electrode reaction

T K o . = pe -2-pO"2 - I l o g P ( O 2 ) (Oi)

and the fundamental Lux-Flood acid-base equilibrium in sulfate systems

base 2 S O 4 2 7 ° ~ 2 + JSOs^) oxide-ion + acid

l o g T K s o =^logP(SO3) - .£pCT2

log TKO . = log TKSC>3 + log TKS 1

Taking the standard state of the oxide ion to be the pure oxide of the
solvent cation, as in the chloride and the carbonate systems, then its
formation constant, rpK-,, is equal to 1. 6 times the ratio between the
dissociation constant of the corresponding sulfate and that of the oxide.

The relations between pe, pO~ , and the partial pressures of oxygen
and of sulfur trioxide provide a basis for Pourbaix diagrams for metal-
sulfate systems, analogous to those described for other systems. As
is the case with water and with carbonates, the intrinsic acid-base
dissociation of pure molten sulfates permits the definition of their
domain of stability as solvents.
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2. 3. 3. Fourbaix diagrams for molten sulfate systems.

The concepts described here are illustrated in figure 6 by a Pourbaix

diagram for the system of iron - lithium sulfate (40 mole %) - sodium

sulfate (60) at 600 C. The mixture is assumed to behave ideally, like

the analogous chloride and carbonate systems.

As pointed out in connection with the carbonate system, in consequence

of the assumption of ideality great similarities can be expected between

the diagrams for similar systems with different anions. Sulfate systems,

however, and nitrate systems, have the characteristic that the anion of

the solvent can be reduced by common metals. Thus corrosion in molten

sulfates may procede by a process having no counterpart in chlorides nor,

in many cases, in carbonates. For this reason a comparison between

molten salt systems and aqueous systems may be more useful in the case

of sulfates than of chlorides or carbonates.
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Figure 6. Pourbaix diagram for iron in Li2SO4 (40 mole %) - Na2SO4 (60)

at 600UC.
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2. 4 The thermodynamic_s _of_technologi£al ipjolteji-salt_systerns_

Although the preceding examples of chloride, carbonate, and sulfate

systems have been treated very incompletely they illustrate the wide

applicability of thermodynamic methods and equilibrium diagrams for

the description of molten salts. This is also shown by similar theoret-

ical treatments of molten nitrates and of molten hydroxides that have

been published recently [34, 35]. One may reasonably consider that

progress is being made in the development of a uniform and easily

comprehensible treatment of the thermodynamics of corrosion in mi-

lieu varying from dilute aqueous solution to simple molten salts.

It is clear that much effort will be required for the development of a

complete description of the thermodynamics of wet mixtures of salts

and oxides that occur in the deposits in water -cycle power-plant. How-

ever, a promising basis is being laid by the work on simpler model

systems. A more immediate application to technological systems of

the work on these models may be illustrated in connection with an

account of one of the newer and more imaginative of the practical uses

proposed for molten salts, namely as media in homogenous reactors.

3̂  Molten salt homogenous reactors

Before describing briefly some aspects of molten salts as the basis of

homogenous nuclear reactors I must make it plain that, although some

of us do so passionately, we are so far few indeed who believe that

these reactors can and should be the basis of the breeder-burner systems

that must be developed soon if a large proportion of the world-wide need

for power is to be met by using the limited amount of fissionable material

that is available. The only extensive effort that has yet been made to

develop a molten salt homogenous reactor is that of the U. S. Oak Ridge

National Laboratory and it is reported that the funds for this effort have

been reduced, despite the fact that the work done so far has been almost

spectacularly successful. What here follows is then, as far as I know,

only a part of AB Atomenergi' s activity to the extent that we in this

company try to keep ourselves well-informed.

Reactor systems with continuously reprocessed fluid fuels have attracted

attention since the start of the atomic energy industry. They offer consid-

erable advantages, including reduced capital and running costs, and im-

proved control and neutron economy because, among other things:
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1 . The initial and repeated costs of fuei-element fabrication are

eliminated and high burn-up is possibel

2. Only a srrall excess of fuel over that required for viability of the

core is required

3. There need be only a limited external hold-up of fuel

4. The large positive coefficient of thermal expansion of liquids

leads to automatic control of the reactor power level and inhibi-

tion of power excursions

5. Any required composition of fuel can be obtained by mixing

active and inactive components

6. Heat exchange can be external to the core, as well as internal,

and it may be by direct contact with a fluid coolant. This is an

unique feature of homogenous liquid reactors.

A number of different homogenous reactor systems have been suggested,

and the basic ideas for some of them have been tested experimentally.

Aqueous systems have been studied and rejected because of radiolytic

degradation and corrosion problems. Another system based on terphenyl

as the solvent seems to have failed for the same reasons. A more pro-

mising reactor type seemed to be that based on liquid metal solvents,

in particular molten bismuth. Even this idea has turned out to be im-

practicable, although it seems that much of the experience gained in

studying it may prove to be very useful in connection with molten

salt reactors. Incidentally, one may wonder whether perhaps some of

the failings of the liquid bismuth concept may not also be found in the

liquid-sodium cooled heterogenous reactor designs that are now the most

fashionable.

Of all the homogenous reactor concepts yet advanced, by far the most

attractive are those based on systems of molten halides. One of them

has in fact been shown to work, and work very well. Important charac-

teristics of molten halides as the medium for fluid-fuel reactors are:

1 . Halides of concievable fuels, reaction products and solvent salts

are miscible over practicable ranges of composition and temperature
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1. They are stable to heat and radiation, and are compatible with

some well-established structural materials

3. They do not react violently with air or water

4. They enable the attainment of high temperatures and, consequent

ly, high thermodynamic efficiencies at pressures near at ' ; -

phe ric

5. Most fluorides melt at higher temperatures than the correspond-

ing chlorides, but they have lower vapour pressures

6. Most fluorides are more inert (A?98^P than the corresponding

chlorides

7. The chloride ion is a less-effective moderator that the fluoride

ion and so molten chlorides are better suited to fast reactor

designs

Only either fluoride or chloride systems seem to be feasible for reac-

tor purposes, the former for thermal reactors and *:he latter for fast

reactors. Fluoride systems have been prefered in the United States

and chloride systems in Europe, probably on the basis of political, ec-

onomic and technological considerations like those that determined

the choice of systems, such as H?O instead of D?O, for the first gener-

ation of reactors.

—• J. _ J^0.!1- e_n_r (!UJ? Ii 4^ J^l? IPl^l -J? I® £.4£ L ^ ^FlPS 1. (M-f T. ?A)

Fluoride systems have been chosen as the basis of the breeder reactor

design being developed by the U.S. Oak Ridge National Laboratory

[3, 36, 37]. The main features of this design are illustrated schemati-

cally in figure 7.

The reactor is to be formed with a single stream of a mixture of fluo-

rides including the fuel salt circulated through channels in a graphite

moderator-mass and through an external heat exchanger cooled by a

secondary salt circuit coupled to water-cycle generating plant. The

best initial salt charge is likely to consist of

7LiF:BeF2:ThF4:U(35 % ̂ 5 U) F 4 = 72 : 1 6 : 1 2 : 0. 3 mole %
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The isotope Li (92 % of natural lithium), which must be used in the
o

carrier salt because of the large thermal c ross-section of Li, is a

by-product of weapons manufacture and seems to have been freely

available for experimental purposes. Ore estimate of its cost is

$ 120/kg, about ten times that of the fuel [37 j .

Breeding in this single stream design is to be ensured by reducing the

volume fraction of graphite from 87 % in the central region of the core

to 60 % in the peripheral region so as to promote neutron capture in

the latter, under-mode rated region by the fertile material. The sequ-

ence of reactions leading to breeding in thermal reactors may be written:

232Th(n,g) 233Th(B 23.3m) 233Pa(g 27d) 233U

The breeding ratio is likely to be about 1 .07 and the doubling time

about 1 5 years.

It is expected that this reactor would be commercially viable even if

the reactor charge were to be replenished by removing portions peri-

odically and refining them by the relatively crude batch methods which

must be used for the charges of solid-fuel heterogenous reactors. How-

ever, elegant reductive-extraction methods are being developed, involv-

ing partition of metals between the circulating molten salt charge and

liquid bismuth, that will make possible completely continuous operation

and, consequently, reduced operating costs.

The 8 MWt burner at ORNL which is being used to test the principles

of the MFTBR design has been operated succe ssfully for several long

periods. No serious corrosion problems had been expected, primarily

because the fluorides of the charge metals have larger negative free

energies of formation than those of common structural metals. This

expectation has been confirmed, general corrosion of the structural

metal (Hastelloy N, Ni:Mo:Cr = 79 : 1 2 : 7 %) being about one tenth of

that in water-cooled reactors. The reports of the experience gained

with the test reactor indicate that it is the most reliable and versatile,

and the safest, of all the reactors that have yet been constructed. The

projected commercial MFTBR seem likely to be equally successful.
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3.2 Molte_n_-chip ride fas^-bree_der_ reâ c_t̂ o_rs_(MCFB̂ R}

The chloride systems that have hitherto been the basis of european pro-

posals for molten salt homogenous reactors are exemplified by the pro-

posal of the British AERE, Harwell, illustrated schematically in figure 8

In this reactor design, which takes advantage of the possibility of inter-

nal direct cooling in homogenous reactors, the fuel is a mixture of UGL

and PuCl, in a Na Cl carrier kept at about 750 C. It is to be contained
•3

in a 14 m core and cooled directly with lead which may occupy about

half the core volume. Lead has been chosen as the coolant because it

does not react or form a stable mixture with the fuel. Its high density

promotes separation of the two phases. However, the specific heat of

lead is low so that, compared with the primary flow in the american de-

sign, the coolant must be circulated at a high rate. On the other hand,

very efficient heat-transfer is obtained in direct contact cooling and the

structure of the core is simplified.

A very similar design has been described by Gat in Germany [5 J.

Another design using a boiling salt (A1C1 ) as internal coolant

proposed by Taube et al. in Poland L4J is illustrated in figure 9.

The use of the isotope Cl (24. 6 % of natural chlorine) is necessary
35because of the large c ross -section of Cl. It has been considered

that the necessary isotope separation is difficult [36] and so Cl might

be as expensive as the Li which is necessary for the MFTBR.

Breeding in the MCFBR is to be attained in a separate stream of molten

chlorides containing the fertile material, isolated in a mantle about the

core. The sequence of reactions involved may be written

238TT, v 239TT/ , , c x 239.T , -, , , ,x 239~U(n,g) U(g 23.5 m) Np(g 2.33 d) Pu

There is not yet a great deal of information available regarding the

details of the MCFBR designs, but it is possible to discuss the

materials problems that are likely to be involved on the basis of the

thermodynarnic treatment developed here.
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3. 3 Corrosion problems in molten salt reactors.

In molten salt reactors there are no fuel cans that might swell,

corrode, or puncture, but it is necessary to contain the salt and

to transfer it from one vessel to another. As the operating pressure

in most such reactors is close to atmospheric, the most important

materials problems in them can be expected to be corrosion and

radiation damage of the containing vessels and transfer plant (and

of the moderator in the MFTBR).

In the discussion of the oxidation of metals in molten chlorides (2.1.3)

it was shown that for a metal N that forms the salt NCI , the concentra
n

tion of ions N in solution in another metal chloride varies with pe

according to the equation
1

pe = log T K N , + - log {N+n}

by convention the equilibrium constant »IC,, is equated with the dis-

sociation constant of NCI . Thus, for ideal solutions, the variation
n

with pe of the concentration of metal-ion in equilibrium with the solid

metal can be represented by a straight line on a logarithmic diagram.

Figure 9 illustrates this for the common metals that might be present

in the MCFBR. The broken vertical line corresponds to the conven-

tional limit for corrosion, which has been taken to be a cation fraction

of 1 0 . The broken horizontal line corresponds to the pe which would
+ 4

be maintained by the buffering action of U in a (arbitrary but likely)
.4

ratio of 1 :1 0 in a mixture of chlorides containing a large total concen

tration of uranium.

The thermodynamic data summarised in the figure can be seen to indi-

cate that alloys containing iron, cobalt, and nickel, should exhibit only

limited general corrosion in contact with the charge of the proposed

MCFBR. By contrast, manganese and chromium can be expected to

corrode so extensively that they ought to be excluded from the struc-

tural materials of the reactor.

Although, as the american molten salt reactor experiment has

shown, only limited corrosion is in fact observed, it must be

pointed out that there is at least one invalid assumption in this
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pe = log K + —log X
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Figure 9. Redox equilibria ot some metals in chloride media at 800~C

After Hamer et. al. (1956).
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simple thermodynamic argument put forward by Vveinber̂  . .

The point at issue is that in discussions of corrosion in molten salt

systems the appropriate standard state for the solute ion, N ' n , is not

the pure chloride, NCI , but a hypothetical solution in the solvent m
n

question in which the activity of the ion is unity. Many mixtures of

molten salts are non-ideal particularly those containing lithium and,

to a lesser extent, sodium. Thus in connection with corrosion it is not

directly relevant to compare the relative stabilities of metal salts as

measured by their standard free-energies of formation. Only experi-

mentally determined standard potentials for each system in question

provide a satisfactory basis. A change of medium, like a change of

temperature, may lead to large changes in equilibrium constants that

could be reflected in quite different orders for the electrochemical se-

ries of the metals.

3.4 A comparison of some different̂ eac_to_r__c_oncej)£s

Some of the characteristics of a number of the reactors that have been

proposed as the basis of future power generation programs are sum-

marised in table 2. The data are taken from a variety of sources and

some of them may contain large errors. They serve, however, to illus-

trate some of the factors that must be taken into account in comparisons

of different types of reactors.

Very approximately, the first group of parameters (lines 1 to 5) in table 2.

reflect the materials problems that are involved, while the second group

(6 to 8) reflect operating costs, and the third (9 and 10) reflect relative

capital costs. Only the molten-salt reactors, because of their negative

thermal coefficients of reactivity, are intrinsically safe. By contrast,

heterogenous reactors cooled with liquid metals are potentially unstable

because, when locally overheated, metals tend to "bump" or boil un-

steadily and, as in other heterogenous reactors, this might lead to

melting of the reactor fuel or its containers.

Although, as can be seen from these data, molten salt homogenous reac-

tors may well prove to be technically and economically superior to

other types there are some serious obstacles to their being given in

the foreseeable future the attention they seem to deserve. For example,

one may expect that, because in several countries seemingly unusual

reactor types have sometimes been expensively unsuccessful, propo-

sals involving the use of melts of salts of elements known to be very



Pa rameter/ Concept

Core volume, m

Power density, MWt/m

Core pressure, bar

Coolant flow, ton/sec

Exit temperature, C

Thermal efficiency, %

Breeding ratio

Doubling time, years

Fissile material, ton

Primary coolant, ton

Heterogenous Reactors

HFB

7

310

140

1

950

45

1 . 5

9

5

5

WFB

6

450

150

5

500

35

1 .2

15

5

-

SFB

5

600

1 3

1 3(20m3)

610

40

1 .4

10

4

-

MFTB

34

70

1

5(3m3)

700

44

1 . 1

21

1 .5

50(7LiF)

Homogenous

MCFB

14

150

1

80(8m3)

700

46

-

-

3

10(Na3?Cl)

Reactors

BCFB

12

1 70

20

3

800

48

-

-

-

-

HFB : Hel ium-cooled fast b reede r M F T B : Molten fluoride t h e r m a l b r e e d e r

WFB: Water -cooled fast b r e e d e r MCFB: Molten chloride fast b r e e d e r

SFB : Sodium-cooled fast b r e e d e r BCFB : Boiling chloride fast b r e e d e r

Table 2. Approximate c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of some typical 1000 MWe b r e e d e r reac tor concepts

- i
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r e a c t i v e w i l l o f t e n be t r e a t e d w i t h s o m e r e s e r v e . A p e r h a p s m o r e i m -

portant reason is that, in most of the countries engaged in nuclear-

eneigy programs, the greatest part of the resources available for the

development of new reactor systems has already been committed to

othe r type s, particularly sodium-cooled heterogenous reactors coupled

to water-cycle generators.

However, the american MFTBR concept has now reached so advanced a

stage of development [37, 39 to 441 that it is reasonable to expect that

in other countries molten-salt homogenous reactors should at least

continue to be given some thought. If one also takes into account the

many other possible uses of molten-salts, including, for example, their

potential as the heat-transfe r fluid in the secondary coolant loops be-

tween sodium-cooled reactors and their associated stearn generators,

it may be agreed that the attempt to understand their chemistry which

has been outlined here is a useful activity.
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REDOX MEASUREMENTS ON CHROMIUM, IRON, COBALT

AND NICKEL, AND SILVER IN MOLTEN NaCl -

Derek Lewis and Birgit Svensson

SUMMARY

o

Methods have been developed for the preparation of very

pure and dry metal chlorides. Using these materials measure-

ments have been made with pseudo-reversible cells formed with

Ag+/Ag, Cr + 2 /C r , F e + 2 / F e , Co+ 2 /Co and Ni+ 2 /Ni electrodes

and the chlorine electrode in NaCl - MgCl? eutectic between 450

and 600 C.

The results show that for mole fractions of the electro-
-4 -1

active ion between about 10 and 10 , at least, the electro-

chemical behaviour of chromium and the iron group metals can

be described accurately on the basis of the Temkin - Fjzfrland

model of molten salts. Thus the mole fraction of the ion or,

better, its equivalent fraction is a direct measure of its activity.

Silver, on the other hand, deviates considerably from this ideal

behaviour. Thus, although the Ag /Ag electrode appears to be

reversible, an activity coefficient greater than unity must be

ascribed to the Ag -ion.



Introduction

The Swedish atomic energy industry i s interested in molten sa l t s primarily

because of the undesirable changes and sometimes catastrophic failures that

may occur in water-cycle power plant because of foreign deposits on heat-

transfer surfaces. As a f i r s t approximation i t i s convenient to regard sore

of these rather complicated water-side and f ire-side deposits as molten sa l ts

We are, of course, also very much aware of the great advantages offered by

molten sa l t s as heat-transfer fluids and as a basis for honogenenous reac-

tors , particularly the coming generation of breeder reactors. Our primary

objective, however, must be to help resolve a number of more limited problems

Nevertheless, as we have chosen a fundamental approach to these problems, we

hope that some of our results wi l l be of more general interest and use.

The results we present here have been obtained in the f i r s t stage of our

work, which started from the zero of no experience of molten s a l t s . Some

of them conform with expectation and previous work, which suggests that our

methods are sound. Other of them conform with neither expectation nor pre-

vious work, which makes them interest ing.

The experimental system and methods

As our interest in molten sa l t s steins from deposits that may be formed in

power plants using the Balt ic as heat-sink, we are mainly concerned with

systems containing sea-water s a l t s . A simple representative system is then

NaCl: MgCU* MgSO, - 89.3: 5 .2 : 5.5 mole Z

Phase diagrams for mixtures similar to this suggest that i t s melting point

i s between 70O-800°C. To simplify the experimental problems that arise at

such re lat ive ly high temperatures, and because we are particularly interes-

ted in processes up to 600°C, we have chosen to do the exploratory experi-

ments in the 61:39 mole 7. NaCl-MgCl eutectic which melts at A5O°C.

The redox couples which we have chosen to study in the NaCl-MgCl- medium

are those that seem l ikely to be involved in the corrosion of the s ta in-

l e s s - s t e e l s now often used in reactor construction, e . g . ,
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Cr+2|'Cr(s); Fe+2 |Fe(s); Co+2|Co(s); Ni+2 |Ni(s).

Emf measurement with quasi-reversible cells has been our principle

method for studying such couples. I t is particularly appropriate

for our purposes because i t is easy to relate emf data directly to

Pourbaix-type equilibrium diagrams that are useful in discussions of

corrosion.

The cells we have used can be described by the formulae

M(s)|MClm, NaCl, MgCl^ NaCl, MgCl^ NaCl, MgCl2| Cl2(g), C(s)

In every experiment except some with silver the mole fraction of the
-4 -2

metal chloride MCI has been between about 10 and no more than 7 x 10
m

The net diffusion-potential has then been assumed to be zero and the cell

treated as a reversible cell described by the Nernst equation

E • E° + H l n 1 0 * l o 8 P(C1O) - ~ In 10 * log {M*m}£r £• mx

The kind of chlorine/chloride-ion electrode we have used is convenient

and reproducible to within ^ 2.5 mV between, at least, 450°C and 600°C.

The silver|silver-ion electrode, which in many other investigations has

been used as a secondary reference electrode, seems to reach a stable

potential in most molten salt systems and is certainly more convenient

than a gas electrode. However, some features of i t s behaviour in NaCl-MgCl̂

eutec>:ic, and perhaps in other salt mixtures, have lead us to reject i t as

a reference electrode.

Fig. 1 illustrates the cell and electrode construction we have developed.

They are made of Pyrex glass for temperatures up to 600°C and, although

the lower parts of the electrode compartments can usually be used only

once, tuey are relatively cheap and easy to replace. Similar construe-
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tions in fused silica have been used for experiments between 600 and

800 C. The whole assembly extends beyond the high-temperature region

and heat-shields have been included when necessary so that i ts open end

is relatively cool and Teflon bungs fitted with Neoprene o-rings can be

used to close i t .

The electrodes are variants of the type with a fritted-disc in which a

liquid-junction is established. A rod of metal or graphite, forming the

electrode proper, is attached to a platinum conductor with the joint in

the gas-phase. The potential of this thermocouple has been measured se-

parately. The resulting effect on the emf for the several raetals investi-

gated is +1.8, -2 .1 , +13.5, +10.7, -1.1 and +0.8 mV respectively. I t can

also be calculated from data available in the literature (1). The pla-

tinum wire is sealed into a tube which is immersed in the melt held in

the outer sleeve of the electrode compartment. Gas is passed down the

inner tube to stir the melt, and in the case of the chlorine electrode

to complete the cell.

The reference electrode probe consists of a rod of spectrographic gra-

phite, pretreated by ignition at 600 - 1000 C for 12 hours in a stream

of chlorine. It is immersed in the manner of a Hi1debrand electrode, part

in the NaCl-MgCl2 eutectic and part in the atmosphere of carefully dried

chlorine.

The metal|metal-ion electrodes are similarly constructed but there is

provision for the addition of small pellets of solid salt so that the

composition of the mixture in the electrode compartment can be easily

varied. Galvanostatic electrolysis has also been used for varying the

concentration of the metal-ion, M , stepwise anodic dissolution and

cathodic deposition of the metal being carried out successively in each

case.

The electrode compartments, which each contain about 5 g of salt , are

placed in a vessel containing about 150 g of eutectic which completes

the cell . A thermostat bath with molten KNÔ -NaNO. eutectic as the heat-
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transfer fluid is used to regulate the temperature of the cell . The tem-

perature of our bath varies within +_ 0.75 C of the chosen value. That of

the cell varies by about • 1 C.

For the measurement of temperature up to 600 C we use platinum resistance

thermometers in a simple comparator circuit w? th a precision resistor kept

at room temperature. As well as being simple and accurate this method has

made i t easy for us to make all our measurements on a central digital volt-

meter with a resolution down to 10 yV.

The preparation ot pure metal chlorides

One of the objectives of our work is to define halide systems in contact

with water vapour. Water, of course, gives rise to hydrolysis reactions

that may be supposed to introduce oxide-ion into chloride melts as a re-

sult of the equilibrium

2 H20(g) + Cl" + HCl(g) + -1 02"

In order to study this and related equilibria we have chosen to attempt

to prepare melts free from water, oxygen and hydrolysis products and to

add oxide to them under controlled conditions. Our first task ther has

been to synthesise salts that are very pure and very dry. No single

method, in our experience hitherto, is suitable for the preparation of

many different metal chlorides in a very pure and dry s tate . Usually,

each feasible method has special advantages in a few particular applica-

tions .

Of the several methods that have been suggested for the preparation of

pure dry MgC^, we have found the ammonium carnallite method to be the

most convenient. In this method HgCl_ • 6H_0 is recrystallised together

with NH.C1 and the ammonium carnallite so obtained is heated in a stream

of HC1 or A, dried by ^2
S0U and P-0..

The magnesium chloride prepared by this method usually contains a l i t t l e

oxide which can be removed by filtering the molten salt as can be seen

from the x-ray diffractograras in fig. 2. Filtration is particularly con-
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venient when an eutectic mixture is to be prepared, because of the

lower melting-point of the mixture and because i t makes possiMe the

simultaneous drying of the other sa l t s .

However, as we found out later, very pure anhydrous MgCl- is obtained

as a by-product of the isolation of zirconium by the reduction of ZrCl,

with magnesium, the MgCl_ being separated from the reaction mixture by

vacuum dis t i l la t ion. I t has been this material, kindly donated by Ugine

Kuhlmann, Paris, that has been used in most of our work.

A new method for preparing dry sa l t s , which might have a wide applica-

b i l i ty , has been developed on the basis of the observation reported by

Machin at the XI ICCC that the hydrated salts of a number of transition

metals are dehydrated when heated with tetramethylene sulphone (sulpho-

lane). In the preparation of NiCl?, for example, we pass sulpholane slow-

ly through a bed of NiCl. • 6H-0 contained in a column kept at about

200 C. The water is removed in the eluate, leaving the dehydrated sal t

in the column. The x-ray diffractogram of the product, also i l lustrated

in fig. 2, indicates that no crystal water remains if the sulpholane has

firs t been dried with active alumina. The method must be modified when

the metal chloride is appreciably soluble in sulpholane, e.g. CrCl_, and

i t cannot be used to dry such salts as FeCl» that are oxidised by sulpho-

lane.

The FeCl_ we have used we have prepared by the reduction of commercial

anhydrous iron (III) chloride with chlorobenzene at 128 to 139 C (2).

This method gives a high yield of water-free FeCl» in a convenient free-

flowing form,CoCl_, and other specimens of NiCl-, have been prepared by

the slow ignition of the corresponding hydrated salts to the sublimation

point in a stream of dry HC1, the sublimed anhydrous salts finally being

heated in vacuo, CrCl_ has been prepared by reducing anhydrous CrCl at

600 C with a stream of extremely dry and oxygen-free hydrogen; the CrCl»

having been prepared from the elements at 1000 C.

Silver chloride we have prepared by slow precipitation from 1 M AgNO.

with 1 M HC1. The precipitate was washed carefully and then dried, first

in air at about 200°C and then in vacuo at 100°C. It was carefully pro-

tected from exposure to l ight.
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Results and discussion

The principle results obtained in this study are illustrated in fig. 3,

which shows the enf at 475°C of the several cells studied, as a function

of the activity of the metal ion involved. As is customary the potential

of the chlorine|chloride ion electrode is taken to be zero when the par-

t i a l pressure of chlorine is one atmosphere, the activity of chloride ion

being assumed to be constant at unity. The Temkin model of the structure

of molten salt systems, as extended by Ftfrland, has been taken as describing

ideal behaviour so that the activity of the metal-ion is given by i t s con-

centration expressed as the cation equivalent fraction; i t being assumed

that all the metal present in the solution is in the form of the simple

ion M

Of course, for such dilute solutions as those here, concentrations on the

mole fraction scale are proportional to the corresponding ion-equivalent

fractions. However, the latter seems to be more rational and we prefer to

use it consistently as, because the proportionality constant is related to

the charge number, the order of the series of standard potentials of dif-

ferent electrodes may be different for the two concentration scales.

The differences between E values for a couple M '|M in various chloride

melts at 475 C calculated on the ion equivalent fraction scale, E . fl and

on the mole fraction scale, E ., are as follows:
* mf

,o - E
.0

mf

m

1

2

3

A

NaCl-MgCl2 =

61 - 39 mole %

- 26.6

• 9.1

+ 14.7

+ 15.6

univale
cations

0

+ 22.2

+ 23.6

+ 22.4

melts containing

it divalent

cations

- 44

0

+ 8

+ 11

.5

.0

.1

The cells formed with chromium, iron, cobalt and nick*»! together with

their respective dichlorides, behave reversibly. Thus, within the limits
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of experimental error, the slopes of the lines in fig. 3 corresponding

to these cells are 72.6, 74.5, 73.6, and 74.3, in reasonable agreement

with ihe Nernst theoretical slope for a two-electron reaction at 475 C

which i6 74.2 mV • mole . Further, the same potential is attained for

a given concentration of metal whether this is approached from a higher

or a lower concentration, by the addition of solid salt or by electro-

lysis. In this connection one might note that, except in the case of

chromium, the emf of these cells after electrolytic changes is less

stable than that attain€jd after an addition of solid salt; the potential

after cathodic deposition being less stable than that after anodic disso-

lution. As chromium is the only one of these metals that is not polymorphic,

one is tempted to ascribe this relative instability to surface effects at

the metal electrodes. Reversibility of the electrodes has been confirmed

by polarization measurements; no hysteresis being observed.

Although the metal, divalent metal-ion couples for these metals in NaCl-MgCl,

eutectic at 475 C may thus be supposed to be reversible, it is not clear

from our results that the mixtures of salts behave ideally. Thus, although

changes in the Nernst activity of the metal ions clearly correspond to

changes in the equivalent ion fraction, the standard potentials (on the

mole fraction scale), obtained by extrapolation differ significantly from

estimates of them, derived from some theoretical standard potentials in the

literature, calculated from tnermodynamic and heat capacity data. This is

seen in table 1, which lists the standard potentials obtained from these

experiments together with those obtained by Gaur and Jindal for similar sys-

tems. The third column in the table lists theoretical standard potentials

obtained by interpolation between the values calculated by Hamer and his

co-workers from the data given in NBS 500 and by Kelley. The fourth column

gives the values we have calculated ourselves from the data in table 2, most

of which is taken from the more recent compilations made by Kubashewski and

Evans.

It doe» not seem possible to decide on the basis of these results alone

whether these apparent deviations from ideality reflect interactions in

the salt mixtures or the uncertainties in the thermodynamic and heat capa-

city data that are apparent in the discrepancies between column 3 and 4



Table 1 Standard potentials for some M(s)| M couples in

mixtures of magnesium and alkali metal chlorides

at 475°C

M

- e volt

Cr

Fe

Co

Ni

Ag

(II)

(ID

(ID

(II)

(I)

1.499

1.262

1.104

0.912

0.861

1.472

1.259

1.046

0.868

0.756

1.533

1.283

1.156

1.087

0.903

1.540

1.263

1.123

0.811

0.930

1. This work; 61:39 mole % NaCl: MgCl .

2. Gaur and Jindalj 30:20:50 mole % NaCl: KC1: MgCl .

3. Hamer et alj theoretical standard potential for pure MCI .
m

4. This vorkj theoretical standard potentials for ideal mixtures,

calculated from the data in table 2.



Table 2 Thermodynamic constants and heat capacity parameters

for some components of ideal molten chloride systems

Species

ci2(g)

Cr(s)

CrCl2(l)

a-Fe(s)

FeCl2(l)

B-Co(s)

CoCl2(l)

B-Ni(s)

NiCl2

Ag(8)

AeCU(l)

" A298Gf
-1 3cal .mole x 10

0

0

79.6

0

65.1

0.0

57.6

- 0.1

50.8

0

24.A

A298Hf

0

0

89.3

0

71.2

0 .0

63.7

- 0.1

57.0

0

27.2

298'
b x 10 c x 10

53.3

5.7

34.9

6.5

39.4

8.0

39.3

7.3

25.6

10.2

27.3

cal.mole

8.82

5.84

24.0

4.18

24.4

3.30

29.0

6.00

24.0

5.09

16.0

deg

0.06

2.36

-

5.92

-

5.86

-

1.80

-

2.04

6.8

8.8

3.6



of Table 1. The regularity of the behaviour of the electrodes ami the

large differences in the deviations for the quite sirr.ilar retals ircr,

cobalt, and nickel, suggests that the latter is the r.ore likely expla-

nation. In any event i t seems that the Teak in model leads to a useful

approximation to the behaviour of dilute "solutions" of these first

transition period metal ions in the NaCl-MgCl_ eutectic.

A different situation exists in the case of silver. This is quite clearly

shown by our results for this metal which are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Like the analogous chromium, iron, cooalt, and nickel, couples, the po-

tential of the silver)silver-ion couple in NaCl-MgCl,, eutectic at 475°C

varies linearly with logarithm of the ion-equivalent fraction of the

metal-ion calculated fron the total amount of dispersed metal. The sane

line, within the limits of reproducibility of the reference electrode,

is generated whether one increases or decreases the concentration of the

metal with solid salt or electrolytically, again with the reservation that

cathodic deposition leads to less 6table potentials. Among the rather large

number of experiments we have carried out on this system there have been a

very few that have given different results from these but i t has usually

been possible to attribute the irregularities to inadequacies in the

apparatus one first used.

Unlike the other couples, however, the slope of the line generated by the

silver!silver-ion couple is not that expected from the Nernst equation,

i t being supposed that the electrode reaction involves one electron. Thus

for a one-electron reaction at 475°C the Nernst equation predicts a slope

of 148 mV mole , while our results for the silver electrode define a line

with a slope of 117 mV mole . One might add that Gaur and Jindal seem to

have obtained similar results for this electrode in NaCl-KCl-MgCl- eutec-

tic at 475 C, although their method of treating their data obscures this

and leads them to conclude that the electrode potential fits the Nernst

equation for the one-electron reaction•

As the silver|silver-ion electrode seems to satisfy at least some| though

not all,of the common criteria of reversible behaviour we have carried out

polarization measurements to further test its reversibility. The results
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from these experiments are illustrated in Fig. 5. They indicate that

the electrode is indeed reversible ami out raay conclude that the ob

served deviation from the Nernst equation reflects some kind of inter-

action in the salt system involving silver ion.

In a first attempt to analyse these results i t might reasonably be

assumed that the silver|silver-ion electrode follows the Nernst equa-

tion and that the chemical potentials of the other components of the

molten salt system are only negligably affected by the introduction of

small amounts of silver chloride. It is easily shown, however, that this

leads to the conclusion that the concentration of silver-ion inert ases

more rapidly than the total concentration of silver. One might, of course,

also express this by the statement that the activity coefficient of the

silver-ion is greater than unity. Alternatively, i t might be supposed that

the silver-ion requires fractionally more than one electron for its reduc-

tion to an atom of solid si lver. None of these concepts seems likely to be

very useful.

The concept of complex-formation between silver-ion and chloride-ion,

whether involving mononuclear or polynuclear complexes does not affect

these conclusions. However, a model which is consistent with the experi-

mental results obtained in our experiments can be developed from the con-

cept of the formation of mixed-complexes acccmpanied by an increase in

the activity or concentration of unbound anion.

Suppose, for example, that in the system studied here an interaction occurs

which can be described in terms of the formation of mixed metal, chloride-

ion complexes according to

MgCl2"r + Ag+ ^ MgAgCl3"q + (p-q)Cl"

Kpq « {MgAgCl^} {MgCl̂ -P}"1 {AgV 1 {Cl-} (p"q)

The formation of the complex MgCl by the solvent cation alone is de-

scribed by
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Mg+2 • pCl" -• MgCl2"P

"*" P

{MgCl2"P} - K {Hg+2}{Cl"}p

P p

On this basis i t can be shown that the variation of the potential of the

silver|silver-ion electrode with the total concentration of silver present,

|Ag|, is given by an equation having the form

2 ,

Thus, if the concentration of chloride-ion changes only slowly, then the

variation of the potential of the silver|silver-ion electrode with the to-

tal concentration of silver would be expected to approximate to a constant

with absolute magnitude less than RTF In 10. This is consistent with ex-

periment. It is not possible to identify the complexes involved solely

from the data obtained in this investigation. Unfortunately, the limita-

tions placed on our work by its essentially technological objectives pre-

clude our attempting to resolve this problem.

This concept of the formation of mixed-complexes accompanied by an in-

crease in the concentration of unbound chloride-ion, and, implicitly,

a rather large decrease in free-energy per mole of complex, is rather

unusual. However, i t permits the interpretation of the observations re-

ported here, and similar observations made by other workers, on the basis

of commonly accepted models of electrode potential and ion-ion interac-

tions* Although i t is incomplete, we hope that i t is interesting and will

be useful.
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CORROSION AND ELECTROCHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS:

A RESUMÉ OF A CITCE COLLOQUIUM.

Derek Lewis

SUMMARY

An account is given of lectures and discussions held during

a colloquium of the International Committee of Electrochemical

Thermodynamics and Kinetics, held in Istanbul, 12-16 September,

1967.

The topics treated in the sessions on thermodynamics were

mostly concerned with reversible phenomena in aqueous systems

and in molten salts, but heterothermal cells and boundary phenomena

were also discussed.

A special session was devoted to the diagrammatic represent-

ation of equilibrium data.

The sessions on corrosion were concerned with pitting- and

stress-corrosion, with corrosion in molten salts, with surface

layers on metals, and with the effects on corrosion of crystallo-

graphic orientation and the presence of impurities.



Introduction.

The latest colloqium of CTTrF <•/«« held at the I'niver-ity of

Istanbul, 12 - 1G September, 19G7. It continued a series of annual

meetin.es started in 1949 for the publication and discussion of *vrrk

on electrochemical thermodvnnmics and corrosion. A brief renort was

presented at this meeting from the "Corrission on Electrochenicrl

Nomenclature and Definitions".

1. Terminology and theory.

The report on nomenclature and definitions (1.10) reflected the

differences in preferred terminology that exist between workers thrt

use primarily either french or english. It is recommended by Commission

\'o. 2 of CITCE, that in english texts the term "potential" be replaced

by "tension" as in, for example, "electrochemical tension". Some

opnosition to the change has been made by english-sneaking workers,

perhaps partly because "potential" and "tension" have respectively

scalar and vector connotations. Similar opposition is reported to

the earlier recornmendrt ion thrt the Gibbs "free energy" function (C)

be termed "free enthalpy", the former term being used for the Helmholtz

work function (F), i.e., according to the recommendation

Free energy F = U - TS

Free enthalpy G = H - TS = F + PV

I'ntil international agreement has been reached >t is nrobably brst to

define the terms in a ch text with the appropriate eouation.

In connection with t .is report, Van Rysselberghe presented a

peper on a thermodynarv ic approach to electrochemical kinetics (1.11 i.

For this purpo-e, "thermodynamics" is regarded as a single discipline

incorporating both the classical relations for systems at-equilibrium

and the relations between fluxes and forces used for the analysis of

irrev-rsihle prorr=ses". An article summarizing Van Russelberghe's

several years of work on t:us topje has been published recently1.

Although this work is controversial, re?l electrical cells do involve

irreversible processes and trie methods of irreversible thermodynamics

rray be uspfui for describing them.

Theoretical studies of electrochemical thermodynamics were also



described by Piontelli who treated the ele< trochemic;1 potential of

charged species close to an electrode (l.(*7) and the thermodynamic

significance of overpotential (1.08), and by Sanfeld (1.14) who

related double-layer phenomena to ionic molar volume.

2. Electrochemical thermodynamics.

2. 1. Equilibrium diagrams.

The extension of the principles of the now classical potential-

pH diagrams for aqueous systems' to high temperature systems such as

salt melts and solid electrolytes was described by V. Pourbaix (1.02).

In the diagrams for the e systems, the change of free energy (AH) for

each reriox reaction, or the corresponding redox potential is represented

es n function of absolute temperature (T). The diagrams are established

in the case of systems including oxygen, for ex.mple, by means of graphs

relating the equilibrium partial pressure of oxygen to temperature,

e.g., RTln' (C9) vs T. A correlation exists between these diagrams and

the diagrams showing redox-potential as a function of oxide-ion

concentration that can be constructed for aqueous, molten selt, and

solid-electrolyte systens. In this connection it may be noted that

(insofrr as a reversible oxygen electrode is practicable) pOH is a more

rational parameter for the characterisation of aqueous systems than pH,

permitting a uniform treatment of systems containing oxygen.

Equilibrium diagrams for the fused-cryolite systems at 1300°C

used for the production of aluminium were described by V. Rey ( U"3 .

In diagrams for the pseudo-binary svctem VaF - NaAlF pF = - leg fF~]

is the appropriate parameter for the acid - base equilibrium, but for

the real sy-tems including alumina pO = - log [0 ] is appropriate.

A relation between pF and pO was suggested b.̂ sed on the supposition

of the <=olvation of oxide-ion by fluoride.

In t lecture (1.05) shared by M. Pourbaix and D. Lewis, work

was report'd on the est; blishment of potentir.l - pH diagrams for aqueous

systems nt elevated temperatures and pressures. Independently in Brussels

and in Stockholm, diagrams have been constructed for the H - 0 - I! 0

system and the H - 02 - VLO - Fe system at several temperatures up

to about 350°C, using the Gibbs - Helmholtz equation and dfita for 25°^'.
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Some differences were noted between the two sets of results, including

the supposition in the CEBELCOR wt>rk of a continuous variation with

temperature of the dissociation constant of water.

The equilibrium diagram for the H 2 ~ °2 ~ H2° " Ti 8ystem at 2 5 ° C

wrs supplemented by M. Pourbaix (1.06) using russian data for the

free energy of formation of titrnium hydride. For pH between 3 and

6 Tio0_ is the stable solid for potentials from -0.6 to -1.0 volt,

but below -1.0 volt TiH is the stable form.

2.2. Aqueous systems.

The standard potential? of r.et.llic electrodes in rnicous

systems were treated by "urgulescu and Constantinescu in a theoretical

ppper (1.22). They r- ort.eri that sftisf < ctorv agreerent is obtained

between experiment.! standard potentials and the values calculated

from thermochemical and spectroscopic (ionisationj d«- ta by me<ns of

a Born-Ilr.rber type cycle. * orgulescu and Vartires (1.21) reported a

study of the standard potentirl of the Cu,Cu couple, in which the

electrodes were formed with thin films of copper deposited Jji vacuo

on a variety of substrates. The standard potentials of such electrodes

differ from those for electrodes formed from the massive metal and

decrease with the heat of sublimation of the metal atoms as the thickness

of the films rlecrrases.

The thermodynamics of the systems CO - U S - H O - Ve (ve = Cd,

Tl, f-'n) was treated by Gpmsjäger (1.20). P.y combining solubility and

emf data the free energy of formation of metal oxides, hydroxides,

carbonates, and sulfides in various ionic media (perchlorate) h.-s

been obtained. A study of the hydrnlysis of beryliur in 2 " KNO, ar.

25°C was reported by Lanza and Carpeni (1.1.9), similar to a previous

investigation by emf measurement» in ionic-medium except th?t a

programmed automatic titration apparatus was used.

An interesting application of heteropolynucle?.r complex formation

was described by Luca (1.24). In this, a method for the determination

of the stability constants of a metal ion, &' , i? based on measurements

with the half-cell,

in which the auxiliary indicator metal-ion, M|m, and M*™ together form

n polynucleor complex including the ligand, A~a.



L. 3. Molten salts.

This section <vas opened bv ketelaar (1.28) with a report of studies

of "Daniell - type" concentrrtion cells:

Na / [1 - mx] NaX, n^ VX2 : [l - m2] NeX, m2 MX,, / M

with M - Zn, Cö, Pb; X = Cl, 3r, I. The emf of the cells was determined

as a function of concentration and of temperature, leading to values for

the free energy and the entropy of mixing from which the enthalpy (AH>

was derived. Analysis of the results showed that in these systems,

at least, the form;tion of complex ions, VX , is unlikely, and indicated
n

that changes in entropy, rather than enthalpy, are the best criterion of

complex-formation in molten salts.

Studies with s>milar concentration cells containing glass or quartz

membranes were described by Sternberg (1.51). The two types of nembrane

behave similarly. Measurements had also been msde with other cells in

which one of the metallic electrodes was replaced by a reversible

bromine or iodine electrode. The results from these show that the

transnort nurber for sodium decreases as the common-ion is changed from

Cl to Br to I , and that the membrane potential is negligible.

Exceptionally elegant and thorough work on the evaluation of

primary reference electrodes in fused alkali carbonate systems was

presented by Rorucka (1.29). Studies of the 0 / CO / Au electrode

relative to the CO / CO / Au electrode were based on experimental

confirmation of the validity of the Nernst equation over a wide ranee

of grs composition and temperatures up to 800°C. The emf obeved the

Nernst equation within _+ 2 mV. vicropolarisat ion tests were performed

to confirm the reversibility of the electrodes . The 0 / C0_ / Au

system is recommended as the primary reference electrode in fused

carbonates.

Reference electrodes in fused alkali hydroxides were discussed

by Royon (2.27). Cold foil electrodes used in early work were now

found to be irreversible and irreproducible. The Ag / AgCl / Cl"

electrode obeys the Nernst equation at mole fractions of Cl" (in

UNO - NaNO, at 19S°C) from 5 x 10"3. The behaviour of thip electrode
-2

is excellent for a mole fraction of 2 x 10 as shown by:-



(a) lrpressrd cur-ents do n< t cause pemnnent polarisation oi the

electrode,

(b) the emf of the electrode is stable within the precision of

the measurements for at le. st 24 hours,

(c) different specimens of the electrode have emf's within _+ 5 nV

of one another.

2.4. Boundary p h e n o m e n a .

For convenience a number of papers on interfacial phenomena

and heterothermal cells are surr.rarised under this heading.

Petre ( 1.1.1) reported n Fturiy of the effect of we; k acir! surfactants,

"A, on the surface tension at the air - solution interface of solutions

containing a strong base, KOH, and an indifferent electrolyte, KC1.

At the interface the adsorption of Cl and OH is supposed to be

negligible for solutions rich in A ant! the surfece tension is a

function of the (analyt i c ?i 1) concentrations of AH, K , nnd H . The

mepsurement of the surface tension then permits the determination of

the surface excess concentrr.tions of A , II , AHf K , KH, and so of the

dissociation constant of AH.

Ion-transport across arisorped monolayers was treated hy Vi 1'er

(1.16J who reported data for Cu and decylamine monolayers on mercury.

F.lectrocapi 1 larv curves had been obtained by double-integr; tion of

differential capacity r!ata and from them the surface tension and the

surface excels concentration had been derived for a variety of roncentr;''.-

ions aiid polarisations. The results are in general agreement with

current theor'es of the electrical double-layer.

Meterothirmal cells were discussed by Barbulescu (1.2G) who has

used them for the determination of the m e m activity of strong

electrolytes in aqueous solution. Results were reported for the

cc I ls:-

T T
] 2

i . - Ag / AgCKsj / m KC1 : m KC1 / AcCM s) / Ag + T < T

ii. - Ag / m AgNO3 : m AgNO3 / Ag +
 Ti > T2

With temperature differences about 70°C the emf cf such cells is

close to 2 mV. Th*rroelectric and Thomson effects is such cells

have been found to be equal ond opposite, and Sorret effects are

negligihle.



i. Corrosiuu.

In connection with the sessions on corrosion a re ort w«?

presented bv V. Pour >eix 12.32) on the codification of fundamental

methods for testing find controlling corrosion. A surrarv of this

report is given in appendix I.

i. 1. Pitting and stress-CDrrosion.

Studie? of loc^l corrosion of lPCr-r'M stainless steel in

0.5 V H 9S0 r0.5 V NaCl at 25°C were described by Hisamatsu I2.(j«i.

t'nder these conditions, hemispherical pits begin to form at a crit'.crl

potential close to -0.15 V (seel. For coarse grained material, pit

growth starts preferentially at sites remote fron the grain boundaries

on surfaces with orientations not near to particular crystnl!ogr;phIC

planes.

In other work t. 2.<"5l the same alloy \v;;s exposed to aere.-ted 40°.

CaCl at temperatures up to 90°C, sometimes under tensile stress.

The main cathodic reaction is the reduction of dissolved oxygen, its

r?.te being controlled by (among other things! diffusion of oxygen

through the surfrce film which grows according to a parabolic law.

Thr corresponding anodic dissolution leading to pitting corrosion

exhibits a maximum rate at 60°C. When the steel is under stress the

oxide film creeks and, when the nun ber of cr;cks reaches a part c iar

value corresponding to react ivo.t ion of the surface, it begins to

r«dissolve. Tt is sugp"1?" fd that oxygen in the solution not only

accelerates pitting by acting as deuolariser in thr cathortic r».-» u o n

brit also inhibits corrosion by stimulating the formation of the oxi;>

surfnee f ilm.

Work on titanium anodes used in hot chloride solutions w<:«

reported bv ^'azza (2.13). Tn this c?ce corrosion proceeds at. the

inner surfaces of crocks,le,ding to penetrftion of the met .1. The

critical cell voltage for breakdown is 7 V. Similar results hf>ve

been obtained at CEMELCOR (2.14).

The behaviour of aluninium under stress in seawater has been

studied by B. ;.wn and Groover (2.16), Frequently stress corrosion
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Kmf i n r « ' ! ? u r e r t . c n t s i n f u s e d a l k a l i h \ e ' . r o x H W - S W P I P (\ 1 ̂ c u s s c d i n

a p r p e r o n r r f r r r n c c e l e c t r o d r ? s u n m a r i s c d i n T . 3 , a n d i n o p a p ^ r

h v T o r d r s i l l a s ( 2 . 2 ^ ) o n t h e r o t a t i n g d i s c c l r c t r o d r . T h i s p a p r r

( ! r ; l t w i t h t h e r e d u c t i o n o f p e r s u l f .'•* e i o n a t a r o t r . t ' n r n i i i t m u r ;

d i s c i n k O l l . P o t e n t i o ? t ; . t i c p o l a r i s a t i o n c u r v e ? t u n ! b e e n o b t a i n e d

f o r v i i r i o u s t e n p e r ; t u r e s , c o n c e n t r t i o n s o f t h r c o r m o n e n t s , find

r o t ; t i o n s p e e d s . T h e y w e r e a n a l y s e d b y F r u r k i n s m e t h o d s .

C o r r o s i o n i " ' • ' - ' f i ' i i M a t n r s u s i n g h e n v v o i l cc:.! . u s t. i o n ^ r s r . ;

s e e ( ! p < i w i t h <• ' k a 1 i , a n d t t i e c h o i c e o f m a t e r i a l : ' r u c u *-.> o \ i d e *. e r r 1 •

i > f t s r d o n z i r c o r . i a f o r e l e c t r o d e s n n d h e a t e x c h f n j r r r s , ^ s <\i s c i s s e . ' s

b y V j l l e t ( 2 . 2 f > j . T h e r e s u l t s o b t a i n e d f r o m e x p e r - i r n ^ n t s w i t h s \ c » . "fr «•

o f f u s e r i s a l t ? a t . h i j r h t e m p e r a t u r e s a r e - i i s ^ f u l f o r L h r e v a l u a t i o n 01

r . n t e r i a l s f(>r u s f i n p l a s m a s .

5.5. C r y s t a l l o g r a p h i c and i m p u r i t y e f f e c t s .

S t u d i e s of t h e e f f e c t of c r y s t a l l o p r a p h i c o r i e n t a t i o n on t

c o r r o s i o n of 16Cr-Fe in c h l o r i d e s o l u t i o n s were d r s r r i b " r i by

Szklarska-Smia lowska ( 2 . 0 7 ) . In e a r l i e r work wi th p a s s s v a t e d

coarse- j r rn iner i 13Cr-Fe if heel been found t h a t p i t t i n g s t a r t e d ,



g r a i n b o u n d a r i e s f e . f . , H . I * a n d t h e t d u r i n g t h e i n i t i a ! s t n u e o f

g r o w t h t h e r r t e a r > p a r * n t l y d e p e n d e d on t h r c r \ s t e I i o g r r p r : i c o r i e n t -

a t i o n o f t h e c o r r o d i n g s u r f a c e . T h e n i t ? f o r m e d d u r i n g STR I v a n o s t , t I C

a n o d i c p o l a r i s a t i o n w e r e h r x n g o n a i . I n t h e p r e s e n t w o r k w i t h i o C r - r e

i t w a i c o n f i r m e d t h . ' t t l i e r u t t o f t h e f i r s t s t . e e ot p i t t i n g i s

d e p e n d e n t u p o n c r v s t a l l o g r a p h i c o r i e n t a t i o n . T h e p i t s f " t n d e e - 1

r e g u l a r p o l y h e d r a l c a v i t i e s .

T h e e f f e c t o f i n t e r g r a n u l n r s i l i c o n o n the c o r r o s i o n of a s e r i e s

o f s t a i n l e s s s t e a l s ' i f i O , 14 \ i , O . f . - f i .("»S i ) i n e l e c t r o l y t e » ; a n d h o t

g f s e s w a s d i s c u s s e d by E p c l b o i n ( 2 . 1 1 ) . E l r c t r o n m c r o s c o p e s t u d i e s

h a d b e e n m a d e o f c a r b o n r e p l i e n s o f s p e c i m e n s t h a t h a d b e e n a n o d i se r 1

a t 1 , 1 V ( s e e » i n 1 V H a S O , a n d h e a t e d i n a i r a t 1 0 r n ° c f o r 7 2 h o u r s .
2 4

Interprfiiular attack is affected by silicon through it? m f iuencr on

the intergranular energy which reaches a maximum at about 1"' silicon.

3.4. Passivation and surface effects.

In a paper on the corrosion of stainless steels mrier tension

in aqueous magnesium chloride, Colin (2.10) reported new results

confirming that there is an induction period before cracks fc - ,

The results show that passivation is a necessary, but not sui.icient,

condition for cracks to be initiated. Spinel-type oxides h?d been

identified in the passivation layer by x-ray and electron diffraction

methods.

Videm (2.15; also reported a study of the parameters nffectipp

localised corrosion of metals passivnted by an oxide film. Tn this

work, pure aluminium was anodisrd to give a well defined film which

wps then charrcterisrd by measurements of capecitnee and optical

diffraction. The specimens so prepared were then mnersed in chlorid

mileau under a constant impressed potential less than that necessnrv

for film growth. The time elapsing before the initiation of pitting

was then determined for a variety of film thicknesses and concentrations

of chloride ion. The results indicr.te that the critical electrical

parameter for pitting is not tic electrode potential but the field

strength, F, in the passivating oxide. An estimate of this parameter

c m be formed from the film thickness, x, the electrode potential, V,

and a "zero-potential", P = 3.2o V, that can be determined from

anodisation experiments, i.e.,

F - x" 1.(V - 3.25J
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THE WORKING GROUP

FUNDAMENTAL METHODS OF TESTING ANT CONTROL IN »-TV -' iv ..

)f i he European Federation or. .'orrosicr..

oy Marcel POURBAIX
Chairman

SUMMARY

1. Scone of the Working Group

2. General organization

3. Program of work

3-1 Introduction

3.2 Testing methods

3.3 Documentation

3.31 Codification of testing methods

3.32 Comparisation of the results obtained oy different

methods

3.33 Comparisation with behaviour in industrial service,

3.4 Tests and Research

4. Constitution of the Working Group.

1. SCOPE OF THE WORKING GROUP

The scope of the Working Group will be to promote the fui filing..
the following wish, which has been expressed by section n° 1 "Fundar.̂ tv' •.
Svudies" of M)*? 3rd Cong re £ of .he European Federation on Corrosion (Br-urru •'; •,
4-7 June, -]$€'•'':, ueld on the Uietpe "Methods of Testing and Control".

"it is desired that action be undertaken to codify fundamental n,̂  - ,.,.
of testing ana control relating to corrosion. These methods should lean t-.
reti'iits which .should be reproducible, selective and intorpretable from
scientific and technical points of view. They should oe achievea ^u.ier co;,:'-
tions allowing :

- an interpretation of the results of accelerated technological testr,

- an interpretation of the results of non-accelerated technological
tests,

- an interpretation of the conditions leading to good or bad behaviour
in service.

Annexe : Ouestlonary M7J. 1970b



"Remarks :

"1 . These fundamental methods would make particular use cf electrrvr.-.-

mical techniques, and of techniques to examine surface crr.aition.

Suggested for special cor..-i aeration are :

- potentiokinetic methoab,
- potent lostat ic methods,
- corrosimetric methods using electroce-poter.tial :::easure:rer'.

"2. The proposed work would be particularly oriented tcwarv.? the stuu

and the interpretation of the following testing methods :

(a) accelerated technological tests :

- STRAUSS-test for stainless steels.

- HUEY-test for stainless steels.

- Spray-tests (salt spray tests, and others.)

- jet-tests.

- rotating disc-test.

(b) non-accelerated technological tests :

- atmospheric corrosion-test.

- simple immersion-test.

- alternate immersion-emersion-test.

"3- The attempt at codification should lead to texts indicating caref
ly and accurately :

- the testi.Ag apparatus ana the procedure.

- examples of recalls, with indications ccrce;rr. rp '.

- the Turat ion of the Lest,

- Lhe reproduclbility of the results,
- the select?-/! ty of the results,
- the interpretation of the resulta,
- a comparison with results of allied techn-r. op_i -:ai PC.ZS,

- a comparison with service-behaviour under- K : •„ ?n -.̂ -iditiorv '

'•• GENERAL CRGANIZATTQN

e o;: :;-rAccording to the rules cf the European Federate
the Working Group ,/il] consist , in principle, of one nr two cc.i.e;-af.,.-;
of every country represented in the Federation. This number ma v be Lr..:x<?a-
sed for countries which contribute part icularly substant ial collabor^ti r,
to trie Working Group. The secre ta r ia t work will be oerformed -jy the
"Centre Beige d'Etude de la Corrosion" CEBELCOR, avenue Paul He^er, SH*. *\
n' 2, Brussels 5.



The duties of the delegates will consist : i in collect!.

for their respective countries, all useful information rela-.!:>- v

the scope of the A ork ing Group, ii) in communicating tnis ir.fcr~v-

to the other interested members of the Gr^up, i i i ana in r:1."".;*.::.

researcn in this area.

3. PROGRAM OF WORK

"V 1 Tr

The activity of the Working Q roue will consist in dc ̂r"̂ -" t.i-

tion, tests and research, and diffusion of results.

In the frame of its action of documentation, the l\
Group shall collect all presently available data within its ;.•::.>•

as well as newer results, from research in ;cr:-;":"-:cs cr in ; : '•

It shall 117 to promote examination of the :-e:uviour o: certifies

samples of metals ana alloys, unaer will defined conditions, in

the three groups of cases described earlier i.e. . accelerated

technological tests, non accelerated technological tests, and

behaviour in industrial service under well defined condition?.

The results of this activity will be made available in "progress

Reports" which will be published and discussed during special

meetings.

The collaboration of the "Commission des Etudes Fondamenta-

les et Applications" (Commission for Fundamental Studies ana

Applications) CEFA of CEBELCOR to this task is already assured.

3.2 Testing methods

The testing methods to be considered will provisionally :>e
classified as follows (see table 1 of Cuestionary '•iP.1970̂ ,

attached herewith.

1. Fundamental electrochemical methods

1.1 potentiokinetic

1.2 potentiostatic

1.5 intensiostatic

1.4 others

2» Fundamental non-electrochemical methods

(sub-classification to establish:

3. Accelerated technological testing-methods

3.1 Spray

3.2 Erosion

3-3 Stress-corrosion

J>A Rotating-disc



3-5 STRAUSS

3.6 HUEY

3.7 others

4. Non accelerated technological testing-methods

4.1 atmospheric corrosion

4.2 simple immersion

4.3 alternate immersion-emersion

4.4 others.

3.3 Documentation

The documentation of results will be related : ij to a codifi-
cation and an attempt at standardization of all of the testing methods
considered; ii) to a comparison of the results obtained with different
testing methods in given particular cases.

3.31 Systematization of testing methods

For all the testing methods considered, a documentation
will be provided, especially on the following points :

- apparatus and testing procedure, with particular refe-
rence to the devices and procedures under considera-
tion for standardization.

- examples of results relating to different particular
cases e.g., with mention of :

- the duration of the test,
- the reproducibility of the results,
- the selectivity of the results,
- the interpretation of the results.

3.32 Comparlsatlon of results obtained by different testing-
methods .

For different metals and alloys in contact with given
aggressive media, an attempt will be made to establish a
comparison between the results obtained with different
testing-methods.

3.33 Comparison with behaviour in industrial service

For different metals and alloys in the presence of sele.:
ted aggressive media, the difficult problem of establishing
a comparison between the results mentioned in section 3*32
and the behaviour in industrial service will be attempted.

For the comparative examinations mentioned in sections
3.32 and 3«33» the metals and alloys on one side, and the
areas of industrial use on the other .side, are provisionally
classified as follows (see table II of the Q.uestionary 1970a)



a) metals and alloys

1. Iron and non-alloy steels

2. low-alloy steels

3. high-alloy steels

4. cars iron

5. aluminium and alloys

6. copper and alloys

7. nickel and alloys

8. lead ana alloys

9. zinc and alloys

10. other metals and alloys

11. paints

12. plastics

13. others

3.4 Tests and Research

The promotion of tests and research with the purpose of improving
the presently existing documentation relating to sections 3-31» 3-32 and
3.33 above will be actively encouraged.

With this in mind, the secretariat of the Working Group will endea-
vour to put at the disposal of those organizations willing to perform
such tests and research, certified specimens of different metals and
alloys, as well as all useful information concerning suggested testing
methods.

k. CONSTITUTION OF THE WORKING GROUP

Organizations interested in participating in the activity o: V.-
Working Group "Fundamental Methods of Testing and Control in Corrosion" ?u^
invited to contact the secretariat of CEBELCOR, bj returning to it t •.-;
attached sheet !T. '1Q70b, completed ar follows :

At Table I :

Cross in columns 1 and ? the methods for which you are willing .

- to communicate documentation concerning the subjects laisea
in sections 3*31 (codification), 3«32 (comparison between
methodsj and 3'33 (comparison with behaviour in service;,

- to carry out tests and research as mentioned in section 3--l«

At Table II :

Put a cross in columns 1 to 11 for each of the different metals
and alloys for which :

• ••/•••



you are willing to supply certified specimens (with indica-
tion of chemical analysis, heat-treatment, surface treatment,
etc.).

The shape and dimensions of the specimen will be establishes
later. (column 1,

you are willing to communicate a documentation relating to
subject 3.3 of the present note. (column 2)

you are willing to perform tests and controls, as mentioned
in section 3.4. We beg to indicate the shape, de dimensions
and the number of specimens which are desired.(column 3)

you are willing to carry out examinations and/or to communica-
te information relating to the behaviour in service, under
conditions of industrial use as well defined as possible.

(columns 4 to 11;

Needless to say, taking into account the magnitude and the .iversity
of the task to be fulfilled, this task will only be completely sueoessfull
with the cooperation of much good will, and will preferably result from very
close collaboration with organizations which have been working for a long
time on given parts of the above mentioned program. Special care will be
taken of a close collaboration with the A.S.T.M.. It thus seems appropri-
ete that the Working Group acts mainly as a coordinator of decentralized
actions, each of which will be achieved by organizations which possess im-
portant facilities in given areas.

Such organizations, willing to achieve such action; are incited •".
make themselves known.

As mentioned here above, the "Commission des Etudes Fondamentaier,
et Applications" CEFA, which serves members of CEBELCOR to whom corrosion-
problems are particularly important, intends to conduct a very special
effort in testing and research in the field of activity of the Working
Group. This effort will be particularly directed to the optimalisation
aad practical applications of electrochemical methods of testing and
control in corrosion.

The first meeting of the Working Group will taKe place during i e
colloquium "Corrosion" and "Electrochemical Thermodynamics" of CITCE,
which will be- held in Istanbul, September 12-16 1967.
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PROGRAMME DES SEANCES

Mardi, 1? Septembre

THERMODYNAMIQUE ELECTROCHIMIQUE

A. Diagrammes d'équilibres électrochimiques

10h45 A. 1.01 R. BUVET, J. PERICHON - Les diag-
rammes thermodynamiques d'équilibre et
l'analyse des mécanismes réactionnels
complexes en cinétique chimique et élec-
trochimique (40 min.).

Ilh35 A. 1.02 M. POURBA1X - Diagrammes poten-
tiels d'Electrode-Températurc. Un cadre
thermodynamique pour les réactions élec-
trochimiques aux températures élevées,
en présence d'Electrolytes liquides et
solides (25 min.)

12h A. 1.03 M. RE Y - Diagrammes des équilibres
électrochimiques dans les bains d'-
électrolyse de l'aluminium (20 min.).

14h30 A. 1.04 J. PERICHON, R. BUVET - Données
préliminaires sur la thermodynamique des
réactions en solution dans les amides
(20 min.).

14h55 A. 1.05 J. VAN MUYLDilR, M. POURBAIX
Diagrammes d'é^.-usî'rjs •.•ie'.r »chimiques
ea pjc-eiice de suintions aq:u:>.ises ù
température^ et pressions 0!< VÎXS (20

15h2O A. 1.06 M. POURBAIX - Complément aux diag-
rammes d'équilibres électrochimiques du
système titane-eau. Sur la stabilité de
l'hydrure de titane (20 min.).

B. Généralités

16hl0 B. 1.07 R. PIONTELLI - Quelques problèmes de
thermodynamique éiectrochimique. I) Con-
ditions d'équilibre (20 min.).

16h35 B. 1.08 R. PIONTELLI - Quelques problèmes de
thermodynamique. 11) Applications cinéti-
ques (20 min.).

17h B. 1.09 L. H. JENKINS - Some effects of struc-
ture of single crystalline copper electrodes
on dissolution and deposition in per-
chlorate solutions (20 min.).

Ph25 B. 1.10 VAN RYSSELBERGHE - Tensions:
Electric, chemical, electrochemical (20
min.).

17h5O B. 1.11 VAN RYSSELBERGHE - Thermodyna-
mic approach to electrode kinetics (20
min.).

CORROSION

A.I Fer et aciers ordinaires

16hl0 A.l 2.01 K. SCHWABE - Über die Ursache der
primären anodischen Passivierung insbe-
sondere der Eisenmetalle (30 min).

17h A.l 2.02 J. R. MEYERS, M. M. MOTTERN -
Anodic polarization behavior of Iron-
Cobalt alloys in sulfuric acid solutions
(30 min.).



17h25 A.I ?03

i?h50 A.I 2.04

G. DA VOLK), G. GAV1OLÎ - Inhibitive
action of phenyincthylsulphoxide on cor-
rosion of mild steel in sulfuric acid
solutions (10 min).

M. DORUK • Einfluss von Wechsels-
pannungen auf die Potentiale und die
PolarizatïonsnHgung von metallelektroden
und einige Schlussfolgerungeu mit Ruck-
sicht zu dem Vorgung der Schwingriss-
korrosion (20 min.).

Mercredi, 13 Septembre

THERMODYNAMIQUE ELECTROCHIMIQUE

B. GENERALITES

9h30 B Ï.12 E. VIANELLO, G. FARNIA, G. MEN-
GOLI - Substituent effect on the elec-
trochemical, thermodynamic and kinetic
properties of nitrobenzene free radicals
(20 min.).

9h55 B 1.13 B. MAZZA - liquid junctions in elec-
trolytes (20 min.).

10h20

UhlO

C. COUCHIIS INTERFACJALES

C 1.14

C

A. SANFELD, C DEVILLEZ, M. LU-
BELSKI - Influence des volumes molaires
et de la polarisation sur la répulsion
entre deu.\ couches planes diffuses (15
min.).

G. P' TRI - (\dso',->tion à l'ntaî'ace air/
sok:r/>n 'ir Lfi*>'l'X:(:tit iiVii^O I T solut ion

I lh35

!2hO5

12h25

14h30

14h55

15h20

15h45

16h35

17h

C 1.16 I. R. MILLER - Transport of Depolaris-
ers across lipid monolayers adsorbed at
the mercury water interface (30 min.).

C 1.17 M. M. JAKSIC, D. R. JOVANNOVIE,
I. M. CSONKA - Sodium amalgam de-
composition by depolarization with cobal-
tized graphite in the mercury cell process
(15 min.).

D. SOLUTIONS AQUEUSES

D 1.18 A. ZEREN, S. AYBAR- Über die akti-
vitetskoeffizienten der starken elektrolyte.

D 1.19 E. LANZA, G. CARPENI - Recherches
sur le point isohydrique fi '*• /MM;'»*» —
de condensation ou association. Etude
électrométrique de l'hydroxocomplexation
du cation [Be . aq]2+ alcalinisé avec KOH,
en solution (K+)NO^ =•-• 2 M, à 25 C
(20 min.).

D 1.20 H. GAMSJAGER - Zur thermodynamik
der Systeme : Me*+ - CO, - H2S - H2O (20
min.).

D 1.21 I. VARTIRf.S, I. G. MURGULESCU -
Sur le potentiel standard des films minces
de cuivre (20 min.).

D 1.22 E. CONSTANTINESCU, I. G. M'JR-
GULESCU - Contribution à l'étude des
potentiels normaux d'électrode (15 min.).

D 1.23 M. MARINESCO - Sur l'attaque des
métaux et l'électron en solution (20 min.).

D 1.24 C. LUCAS - Electrodes métal-complexes
tributaires de plusieurs états coexistants
de cnmplexution du métal éketrodique
(20 min.).



E. PILES NON ISOTHERMES

17h25 E 1.25

17h50 E 1.26

9h3O A.2 2.05

J. CHANU, L. MOUSSELIN - L'entro-
pie de transfert des halogénures alcalins
et la solvatation ionique (20 min.).
F. BARBULESCU, E. CONSTANTI-
NESCU, I. G. MURGULESCU - Acti-
vités thermodynamiques déterminées à
l'aide des éléments thermodynamiques
(15> min.).

CORROSION

A 2 • Aciers alliés

GO. OKAMOTO, N. SATO, T. SHIBA-
TA, S. HAYASHI-Cathodic reaction of
pitting corrosion and stress corrosion
cracking of 18-8 stainless steels in hot
chloride solutions (20 min.).

Y. HISAMATSU, H. TAKAO - Pitting
corrosion of 18 Cr-8N1 stainless steel -
Spherical pits and orientation-pits (20
min.).

10h20 A.2 2.07 Z. SZKLARSKA-SMÎALOWSKA, M.
JANIK-CZACHOR - Local corrosion of
monocrystals of 16 Cr-Fe alloy in solutions
containing chloride ions (20 min.).
J. M. DEFRANOUX - Sur le comporte-
ment des aciers inoxydables en présence
d'eau de mer froide et chaude (15 min.).
H. COR1OU, S. BRU NET, O CETT-
OUR, l . GRALL, C. MAHJFU, M.
PFLRAS - Ftudo cKi comportement d'
alliages :u;ucrvtiques •Kr-f'miire-Nic-
kel p iun:.es i. u .»cii,;ucn.i-..r en milieu
nur., (iù r- !::.).

9h55 A.2 2.06

10h45 A.2 2.08

Ilh35 A.2 2.09

12h A.2 2.10 PH. BERGE, D. COLIN, M. CUNHA
BELO, J. MONTUELLE - Phénomènes
superficiels liés à la corrosion sous tension
des aciers inoxydables dans le chlorure
de magnésium (20 min.).

12h25 A.2 2.11 M. FROMENT, A. DESESTRET, I.
EPELBOIN, P. GUIRALDENQ - Sur
la comparaison des faciès d'attaque
é'ectioiytique et thermique d'aciers inoxy-
dables ausvénitiques à teneur variable en
silicium (20 min.).

A 3 Titane, Aluminium, Silicium

14h30 A.3 2.12 O. RADOVICI - Some aspects of pitting
corrosion of titanium and aluminium
(20 min.).

14h55 A.3 2.13 F. MAZZA - Anodic breakdown and
localized corrosion of titaniu» (20 min.).

15h2O A 3 2.14 P. VAN LAER, J. VAN MUYLDER -
Sur le comportement d'anodes en titane
platiné en présence d'eau de mer synthéti-
que (15 min).
K.VIDEM - The effect of electrical field
strength in the oxide film on the initiation
of pitting in super pure aluminium (20
min.).

B. F. BROWN, R. E. GROOVER - The
effect of electrochemical potential en
stress corrosion crack propagation in
aluminium alloy 7039 in sea water (20
min.).

17h A.3 2.17 B. LOVRECEK, K. MOSLOVAC - Ano-
dic passivity of sillicon single crystals
(21) min.).

15h45 A.3 2.15

16h35 A.3 2.16



A 4 Platine, Rhodium, Iridium, Palladium, Or

17h25 A.4 2.18 S. ÜNER1, M. KABASAKALOGLU -
The rest potentials of platinum, rhodium
and iridium electrodes (IS min.).

17h5O A 4 2.19 S. UNERÎ, M. KABASAKALOÖLU -
The rest potentials of gold and palladium
electrodes (15 min.).

Jeudi, 14 Septembre

THERMODYNAMIQUE ELECTROCHIMIQUE

F - Electrolytes solides

9h30 F 1.27 B. OWENS, G. R. ARGUE-A New
Class of High Conductivity Solid Elec-
trolytes (20 min.).

G - Sels fondus

9h55 G 1.28 J. A. A. KETELAAR, C. G. M. DIJK-
HUIS, B. VOS - Electrochemical ther-
modynamics of NaX-(Zn, Cd, Pb)X2 sys-
tems (20 min.).

10h20 G 1.29 A. BORUCK A - Tharmodynamic and
micropolariïation stiidits «;f the O2/CO2

and CQ/CO, gaz eiectroJes in molten
aikali carbonates (20 min.).

10h45 G 1.30 A. UORUCKA, M. M. SUG1YAMA -
Thermodynamit study of the H,/CO2

electrode in molten alkali carbonates
(20 min.).

Mh35 G 1.3Î S. STFRNBERG, C M F P D I I C K A -

l'onoentration e<\îs v, it h qua* t? mi nbrane
in Malten salus. Tiv. s\sterna
NaX uul NaX' SaX" (20

12h00 G 1.32 H. LATREILLE - Structure pseudocris-
talline de la croylithc fondue (10 min.).

CORROSION

A 5 Nickel, Cuivre et divers

9h3O A.3 2.20

9h55 A.5 2.21

10h20 A.5 2.22

10h45 A.5 2.23

9h30

9h55

10h20

M. C. PETIT - Etude de la transpassivité
du nickel en milieu sulfuriquc (20 min.).

G. TRABANELLI, G. GILLI, F. ZUCC-
II - Influence des conditions expérimen-

tales sur la passivation anodique du
nickel (15 min.).

I. GUILLAUME, J. BRISOU, J. C.
LEMAIRE, G. VALENS! - Contribution
à l'étude de la corrosion du cuivre et du
nickel par un milieu bactérien marin
(15 min.).

B. LOVRECEK, K. MOSLAVAC - Kine-
tics of growth in anodic formation of
non conducting layers (20 min.).

Vendredi 15 Septembre

CORROSION

B - Sels fondus et plasmas

B 2.24 F. COLOM, A. BODALO - Iron corro-
sion in KCl-LiCl melts (20 min.).

B 2.25 K. GRJOTHEIM, C. KROHN - On the
corrosion of metals in molten halides
(15 min.).

B 2.26 J. DUBOIS, J. MILLET - Problèmes de
corrosion à haute température en conver
sion magnéto-hydrodynamique à cycle
ouvert (15 min.).

rv
rv
rv



11M5 B 2.27 J. ROYON, L. LACOURCELLE, M.
BONNEMAY - Electrode de comparai-
son utilisable on milieu hydroxydes al-
calins fondus dans un domaine de tempé-
rature compris entre 198 et 455 C (15
min.).

12h B 2.68 I. M. TORDES1LLAS, J. L. SAIZ -
Electroréduction des persulfates sur l'-
électrode à disque tournant (15 min.).

C. Corrosion dans l'industrie de la construction

Uh35 C 2.29 M. POURBAIX, A. POURBA1X - La
lutte contre la corrosion dans l'industrie
de la construction (20 min.).

12h00 C 2.30 J. VAN MUYLDER, P. VAN LAER,
A POURBAIX, J. MEUNIER, M.
POURBAIX - Comportement électrochi-
mique et corrosion d'acier et de cuivre
dans des installations de chauffage central
(20 min).

12h25 C 2.31 K. S. RAJAGOPALAN, N. S. REN-
GASWAMY, T. M. BALASUBRAMA-
NIAN-Corrosive or inhibitive environ-
ment around steel reinforcement in cement
concrete constructions (20 min.).
Samedi 16 Septembre

D. Méthodes d'essai et de contrôle en corrosion

9h30 D 2.32 M. POURRAIX Codification et portée
pratique de* méthodes clectrochimiqucs
vTe.-üvi« et de convoie en corrosion (20

9h55 D 2.33 N. D. GREENE. V. J. COLANGELO -
!n vivo corrosion measurements (30 min.).

10h20 D 2.34 BROWN -

Iüh45 D 2.35 M. SMIALOWSKI - Nécessité de stan-
dardisation des essais de corrosion sous
tension (20 min.).

Ilh35 D 2.36 P. KIRKOV, A. GUCHEV - The rate
of the underground corrosion testing with
comparative parameters of the laboratory
and natural condition investigation (20
min.).

12h D 2.37 L. KISS, A KÖRÖSI, J. FARKAS -
Untersuchung der Ionisation von Metallen
mittels einer rotierenden Scheiben-Ring-
Elektrode (15 min.)-

12h2S D 2.38 H ZE1LMAK.ER - Hydrogen uptake du-
ring surface treatment : Proposal for a
method of determination by the u*e of
bipolar electrodes (IS min.).
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FUSED-SALT STUDIES AT THE TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF

NORWAY: REPORT ON A STUDY VISIT.

Birgi t Svensson

SUMMARY

A survey is m a d e , on the bas is of a visi t between 2 5 - 3 1 . 5 .

1968, of the p r inc ip le exper imen ta l methods being used for the

study of mol ten sa l t s ai the Depar tment of Inorganic Chemistry,

NTH, Trondheim.

The research carried out at this institution arises from

problems occuring in the use of electrochemical methods for the

industrial production of light metals, principally aluminium and

magnesium. For this work a laboratory has been built up which

is an internationally recognised centre for high-temperature

chemistry.

A wide variety of physical and chemical apparatus and

methods are being used at this laboratory, to a considerable

extent in original forms and in new applications.
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Introduction.

During the week 25. 5. -31 . 5. 1968 a visit was paid to the Institute for

Inorganic Chemistry at NTH in Trondheim. This gave an excellent

opportunity for the observation of the work being carried out at the

laboratory and for discussions with the head of the institute, Professor

Kaj Gr^theim, and his co-workers, on the methods and problems which

arise in the study of molten salts-

The laboratories for High Temperature Inorganic Chemistry at NTH have

been built up by Professor Haakon Flood and more recently by Professor

Kaj Grj^theim who is now the more active. These laboratories are devoted

partly to teaching inorganic chemistry for chemists and for metallurgists,

and partly to active research, which is financed almost entirely by the

Norwegian government through its research councils. The research problems

that are taken up are determined largely by the Norwegian industrial

manufacture of light metals, particularly aluminium and magnesium, by

electrochemical and thermal methods.

Laboratories active in the field of molten salts and metals have now been

built up. They are largely engaged in fundamental research using a number

of physico-chemical methods. Material and apparatus problems, which do

not arise in similar studies in solution chemistry where temperatures are

very much lower, have lead to the development of quite new techniques.

The studies that have been carried out have concerned the various alkali

and alkaline-earch halides, especially the fluorides because of their great

importance in the cryolite process. Among the experimental methods which

are being used at present are phase studies by thermal and differential

thermal analysis, X-ray diffraction, microscopic study, and measurement

of surface tension, density, viscosity, electrical conductance, transport

numbers, diffusion, vapour pressure, and the solubility of gases in molten

salts. In addition, studies are also being made of current-efficiency and

current-density in the production of aluminium by electrolysis of cryolite, and

methods of preparation of non-corroding alloys, such as aluminium-ytterbium.

Reversible alkali-metal electrodes and oxygen electrodes are being develop-

ed and emf-measurements are being carried out in concentration and in de-

position cells.

A number of theoretical studies have been made on the basis of these and

other experimental results specially concerning activity in molten salts,

and complex formation.
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Before the latest phase of studies was started at NTH, a detailed

study of the literature was made to collect and evaluate the published

data on molten salts, and on this basis choose suitable general

problems and methods. Short accounts from chemical abstracts

were noted on punched cards, the articles involved being stored

in full. Where necessary, original data were recalculated to make

them comparable and the collected data were treated statistically.

Ideal behaviour has been treated in terms of excess functions for

systems at 800 C.

At a seminar held in connection with this visit, D. Lewis and B.

Svensson of the Section for Water Chemistry and Corrosion (RKK),

AB Atomenergi, gave an account of the background to the Section' s

interest in the chemistry of molten salts, of some of the specific

problems of interest, and of the experience of them which has been

gained so far. The information about the experience and methods of

NTH that was gained during the visit is summarised in the following

parts of this report.

1. Measurements made on molten salts at NTH.

The following are the most important of the experimental methods

that are currently being used at NTH.

1.1. Phase Studies.

Phase diagrams are being defined by, primarily, three complementary

methods.

(a) Thermal and differential thermal analysis (DTA) which gives the

temperature at which the phase changes occur.

(c) X-ray diffraction studies at temperatures close under and close

over the transition temperature for particular phases.

(c) Optical microscope studies of "frozen crystals" complement the

phase studies.

Thermal analysis is carried out on relatively large quantities of

test material in open graphite crucibles. The crucibles are heated

and subsequently cooled at a constant rate while the temperature is
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measured with a Pt/Pb-Rh thermo-couple and recorded as a function

of time. At transition points the temperature time-curve is not

linear but exhibits turning-points. The principal difficulty with the

method is supercooling which can be prevented by stirring. The

sometimes poorly marked turning-points on the curve may make

it difficult to locate the transition point accurately. Visual observa-

tion of the freezing point can be useful in such cases and an optical

system has been devised which permits the sample to be examined

during the heating cycle.

The differential thermal analysis method is based on the same prin-

ciples but involves the use of aluminium oxide as a reference mate-

rial. The differential temperature changes between the test material

and the standard material is measured with a matched pair of

thermal couples and recorded as a function of time in the usual way.

Phase changes are indicated by maxima. Platinum crucibles mount-

ed in a block of nickel are used. Sealed crucibles are used for mate-

rials with high vapour pressures for which only qualitative results

can be obtained.

Differential thermal analysis is also used for the identification of

mineral and synthetic materials by comparison with the literature

values for transition temperatures.

X-ray studies are carried out with a variety of apparatus- . There

are conventional diffractometers and cameras such as Guinier ca-

meras etc. as well as a high temperature diffrac tome ter for use

at temperatures up to 1500 C. The specimen is placed on a platinum

plate which is heated. Temperature is measured with a Pt/PtIORh

thermo-couple and an inert atmosphere is maintained over the speci-

men. The diffractometer trace also exhibits tops for platinum. Those

specimens which have been tested with this apparatus hitherto have

all been solids. The diffractometer is also useful for those measure-

ments at room temperature in which the test material must be main-

tained in an inert atmosphere.

The optical microscope equipment includes a number of microscopes

for studying,at room temperature, test-material which has been rapid-

ly cold from a higher experimental temperature. In addition there is



a high-temperature microscope for measurements up to 1800 C,

in which the specimen is placed on a ceramic stage maintained at

the desired temperature. The microscope is not sufficiently well

sealed for an inert atmosphere to be maintained over the specimen,

and its magnification is only 55 t imes .

Phase studies with this equipment have been carried out on, amongst

other things, in NaF-NaQand CaF 2 ~AlF (1), (2).

1 .2 . Density and Surface Tension.

(a) Density i s determined according to Archimedes* principle by weighing

a mass ive platinum sphere immersed in the salt melt which i s con-

tained in a platinum v e s s e l . The changes in weight of the platinum

sphere corresponding to different degrees of immersion are indicat-

ed by a recording thermo-balance. The platinum float i s especial ly

shaped so as to diminish convection currents in the melt and i s

suspended on a 0.2 mm platinum wire , the surface forces on which

may be neglected. The crucible and its contents are placed in an

oven in a closed system so that an inert gas atmosphere can be main-

tained over the melt. The displacement volume of the platinum sphere

i s determined with water at 20 C and i s corrected for higher tempe-

ratures using the expansion coefficient for platinum.

(b) Surface tension is determined by the same instrument. At the bottom

of the platinum sphere a small platinum ring is attached. Measure-

ments are made of the force needed to break the film which is formed

when the ring i s lifted out of the melt . This force i s obtained from

the difference, w, between the weight corresponding to the greatest

extension of the film and that when it i s broken. The surface tension,

<r, i s given by

<r = !?W,
2TT r

where g is the gravitational constant and r i s the radius of the ring.

Calibration i s performed at room temperature with, among other

things, water and benzene. The maximum bubble pressure method and

the capillary method were previously used for the determination of

the surface tension of me l t s . These methods give results which agree

very well with those described above. No results from these measure -

ments at NTH have as yet been published.
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1. 3. Viscosity.

Coulomb's method has been used for the determination of viscosity from the

oscillations of a platinum sphere immersed in the melt. The deflection oi

this sphere is determined by means of a mirror attached to the suspension

and a lamp and scale. Correction must be made for the oscillation in the

air and for the system's moment of inertia. Viscosity is then calculated

from the damping of the oscillations. For measurements at high temperature

a special oven must be used with radiation shielding and magnetic fields.

The apparatus must be supported firmly so that it is shielded from vibrations

in its surroundings.

Viscosity measurements have been made from potassium chloride and

magnesium chloride and for magnesium chloride /calcium chloride mixtures.

The results have not yet been published.

1.4. Electrical Conductivity.

The conductivity of melts is measured in a specially constructed quartz cell

with two cylindrical electrodes of platinum foil fixed at 6. 5 cm separation.

The quartz tube containing the melt under observation is shielded by an earth-

ed platinum cylinder to eliminate stray external fields. The whole cell is

enclosed in a second quartz tube so that an inert atmosphere can be main-

tained in it. The apparatus is placed in an oven in which an even temperature
o

can be maintained within il C over a length of 10 cm. Resistence measure-

ments are made with a standard bridge and an oscilloscope detector that

permits the balance point to be determined to within 0.02 %. Resistance is

measured at several frequencies and the resistance at infinite frequency

is obtained by graphical extrapolation. Corrections must be applied for

the resistance of connections and leads and for temperature gradients in

the leads. The apparatus is calibrated withlM KC1 at 20 C. No change in

the cell constant has been observed attributed to thermal expansion of the

vessel in the temperature region 20 - 900 C. Measurements have been

made on both binary and ternary systems containing sodium chloride,

magnesium chloride and calcium chloride, but no results have as yet been

published. Conductivity measurements with another kind of apparatus have

been reported previously (3).

1.5. Transport Numbers_.

Transport numbers are measured in a cell of boron nitride consisting of

an inner crucible with a diaphragm in its base and filled with radioactive



melt, -which is partially immersed in an outer crucible containing a passive

melt. The anode is a graphite rod immersed in the internal melt and the

cathode is formed of molten silver or silver-lead alloy at the bottom of the

external crucible. Connection is made to the cathode by a rhenium wire.

The motion of the ions through the diaphragm is observed that accompanies

the passage of 200 coulombs through the cell. The cathodic melt is dis-

solved and analysed after the electrolysis. The transport number for sodium,

e.g., is then given by

W = t • A N a • QWNa lNa F U

where W is the quantity of transported material, t is the transport number,

A is the atomic weight, and Q is the quantity of electricity. A graph of Q vs.

W forms a straight line which does not pass through the origin. This is

explained by, among other things, the transfer of material by viscous trans-

port (4).

1.6. Dif fusj. on.

Diffusion measurements have been carried out , using rods of pressed mag-

nesium oxide which can be obtained with an even and suitably dense porosity.

A small quantity of the melt under study is placed on the magnesium oxide

rod which is then placed in an oven and there brought in contact with a radio-

active melt for a few minutes. The rod is then cooled rapidly, the diffusion

disc is divided into 1 mm pieces, and the activity in these determined. The

gaussian distribution of the diffusion species in the disc is obtained. A

reproducability of 0. 5 per cent is obtained in experiments with alkali-nitrates

These measurements with nitrates are particularly simple because an inert

atmosphere is not required.

1.7. Vapour Pressure.

Measurements of vapour pressure are carried out in special apparatuses

according to two principles.

(a) In the turbine method a quartz cell is used which is suspended by a fine

wire and which is sealed except for two small diametrically-opposed

holes. The cell containing the experimental material is suspended in

an inert gas such as argon, e.g. , maintained at a given temperature.

The external pressure is gradually reduced until, when it is equal to

the vapour pressure of the material at the given temperature, the cell

begins to rotate because of the ejection of vapour through the opposed



holes. The weight of the cell and the onset of rotation are recorded

automatically. Vapour pressures about 100 torr have been measured by

this means. Measurements with the systems

SiO2(s) —> 2SiO(g)

2SiO2(s) —-» 3SiO(g) + CO(g)

have been carried out with this apparatus.

(b) A method based on the principle of effusion and intended for the measure-
-3 -4

ment of vapour pressures in the range 10 to 10 is being developed.

1. 8. The Solubility of Gases and Metals.

The solubility of carbon dioxide at atmospheric pressure in various alkali

halides and in cryolite melts containing aluminium oxide, has been measured

by several methods. These include volumetric determination, and a thermo-

gravimetric and a cooling method. The results of these methods agree well.

In melts of simple halides the gas is inert whilst in cryolite melts chemical

reaction seems to occur and the solubility is enhanced (5).

The solubility of metals has also been studies. The solubility of magnesium

in magnesium chloride for example, is about 0. 5 mole per cent. It is very

dependent upon the water contents of the melt. In very pure magnesium

chloride the solubility is considerably lower than 0. 05 mole per cent or less.

1.9. Reversible Electrodes.

Several types of reversible electrode are being developed of which the

most important are:-

(a) Alkali-metal Electrodes

Alkali-metal electrodes have been constructed, consisting of two layers

of molten alloy, an alkali-metal/lead alloy under an alkali-metal/alu-

minium alloy which is in contact with the molten electrolyte. The upper

layer has been added because it has been shown to give reproducable

potentials. This electrode is reversible. A chlorine gas electrode has

been used (6) in measurements with the cell

Na, Pb(l)/Na, Al(l) / NaCl(l) / Cl2(g), C

a liquid junction being formed in a diaphragm of Al-O^/SiC^/Na^O (6).
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(b) The Oxygen Electrode

A cell containing the oxygen electrode has been studied, symmetrically

constructed with sodium-glass electrodes protected with a layer of

CuO/ZrO?, over which oxygen is passed. The electrode reaction is

Problems arising from eddy currents in the oven and from temperature

gradients have been largely overcome. The electrodes have been shown

to be reversible but with a constant error in E . A graph of the observed

against the calculated emf does not pass through the origin. The emf of

the cell is small in the range of 0-40 mV. The development of this very

important electrode is being continued.

1.10. Emf-measurements.

Emf-measurements have been carried out in concentration cells of the

type

Me/MeCl-(X1) in KC1-A1C1- MeCl9(X_) in KCl-AlCl,/Me

with Me = Co,Ni and Fe.

The liquid junction is made in a quartz filter or an asbestos fibre.

Emf-measurements have also been used for the determination of activity of

sodium chloride in mixtures of molten chlorides using the cell

C, Cl2(g)/NaCl(l)/Na-glass/NaCl, Mg-CaCl2/Cl2(g), C .

Here the sodium glass serves as a salt-bridge in the U-shaped quartz cell

which has a zero liquid junction potential (7). The activity of sodium chloride

is given by

Ä GNaCl = R T l n aNaCl = n F E -

Similar determinations of activity have been carried out at several other

places (8).

1. 11. Aluminium electrolysis.

Much research work is being carried out on the electrolysis of aluminium,

largely to increase the current efficiency which is still only about 40 per cent-

The greater part of the loss arises from anodic overpotential, the high ohmic
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resistance of the electrolyte, and secondary reactions. The electrolysis

is carried out between a carbon anode and an aluminium electrode below

tne cryolite melt. The current efficiency, and the influence of current

density and of small additions of fluorides e.g. , have been studied. A

summary of this work has been published (9), and the most recent results

will be published during 1968.

A similar apparatus is used in studies of the electrolytic production of

aluminium-yttrium alloys, which are considerably more resistant to

corrosion than pure aluminium. Yttrium oxide is added to the cryolite and

during the electrolysis yttrium metal is formed which then alloys with the

aluminium.

2. General Procedures.

Of particular inte- st was NTH's work, and dry-box methods, for the

production of pure water-free hydroscopic salts including especially mag-

nesium chloride.

2. 1. Water-free Magnesium Chloride.

This material is produced and purified as follows: MgCl_ 6 H O is placed

in a container which is then evacuated with a water pump, the temperature

being held at 50 C for 24 h and then at 70 C for a furtner 24 h or more.

After this HCl-gas is passed through the salt at the rate of about 0.5 to

5.0 liters per minute, whilst the temperature is increased stepwise for

24 h to 400 C. Water released from the melt then condenses in the colder

parts of the apparatus and when no further water condenses despite an

increase in the temperature, the apparatus is flushed with argon and placed

in a dry box. Further purification is carried out in two stages. First, the

product is melted in a quartz tube in vacuum when magnesium oxide impu-

rities sink to the bottom of the tube and so can be removed after cooling.

The remainder is filtered through a G4 quartz filter into a tube, which is

evacuated and then stored in a dry-box until required for use. This material

is never pulverized because it is considered that the resulting increase

of surface area increases the absorption of water. The initial products ob-

tained in this process contain relatively large quantities of magnesium oxide,

apparently more than in the material produced at RKK by the ammonium

carnallive method (10). NTH's double purification method seems, however,

to be very effective and the product which is obtained by this means is very



pure. A disadvantage from which the method suffers is that it requires

relatively large amounts of expensive quartz apparatus.

One method for the determination of the quantity of alkaline impurity in

the final product is to dissolve it in water and titrate with dilure acid.

An approximate analysis by this method of a typical product indicated that

the quantity of magnesium oxide present was less than 0. 03 weight per cent.

The acidity of the magnesium ion must be taken into account although it is

relatively small (11). The determination is best carried out by potentiometric

titration to the pH calculated theoretically for the corresponding pure magne-

sium chloride solution.

L.I. Dry-box Procedures.

In general preparative work two glove-boxes are used which are filled with

nitrogen and with trays of phosphorous pentoxide as drying agent. When

work is being carried out in one of the boxes a stream of about 0.1 liter/

minute of nitrogen is passed through it. A Bell and Howell humidity meter

is used to monitor humidity in the boxes- This instrument has a detector

consisting of a phosphorous pentoxide-coated surface in an electrolysis

cell, the potential drop accross which depends upon humidity. It permits

very accurate determination of humidity, the highest sensitivity being in

the range of 0 - 10 ppm.

2.3. TJ3I\S£ er A p par atus_.

A special apparatus has been developed for the addition of hydroscopic salts

to experimental cells. It includes a transfer tube which can be evacuated

and then filled with an inert gas so that the atmosphere in the experimental

cell is not contaminated.

2. 4. Temperature Control.

In almost all high temperature measurements a specially constructed,

watercooled tube-oven with Canthal windings is used. Tappings to the

heating elements are made at several points so that the heating current

can be regulated so as to provide an even temperature in as large a part

of the oven as possible. The apparatus is calibrated so that the heating

current required for a given temperature is known. Heat losses are reduced

by means of radiation shields, and Pythagoras' rings inside the tube. In

some experiments screening has been used to exclude the electromagnetic
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field of the heating coils to prevent from affecting the measurements. Only-

very few experiments have been carried out using thermostat baths for

temperature control at high temperatures, and it was agreed that it would

be generally useful for RKK to continue the development of high temperature

thermostat baths- A great advantage of thermostat baths is that the tempera-

ture variation in them can be made very small. In the technical metallurgy

department of NTH some experience has been gained in large-scale balls

of molten salts and metals.

Conclusion.

The experimental methods for studies of molten salts now in use at RKK,

previously described in Arbetsrapport AE-RKK-323, can be improved on

the basis of the experience gained from this visit to NTH. However, RKK's

more restricted resources do not permit the use of all the techniques now

in ŝe at NTH. Particular interest has been shown by NTH in the methods

used at RKK for (a) the purification of magnesium chloride via ammonium

carnalite, (b) the determination of small amounts of basic impurities in

magnesium chloride by emf-titration, (c) the development of high-tempera-

ture thermostat baths. In these matters, at least, RKK can make an imme-

diate and useful contribution to studies of fused salts.
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PROGRESS IN COORDINATION CHEMISTRY: A RESUME OF

THE XI ICCC AND 5 ICSEC.

Derek Lewis

SUMMARY

An account is given of lectures and discussions held during

the Eleventh International Conference on Coordination Chemistry

(XI ICCC) and the Fifth International Conference on Solvent Extraction

Chemistry, which were held consecutively in Haifa and Jerusalem,

8- 18 September, 1968.

In the XI ICCC the kinetics and mechanisms of coordination

reactions were given much attention. Among the relatively new

subjects treated during the conference were reversible photochemical

reactions, and electrical double-layer and surface phenomena.

In the 5 ICSEC, although there were lively discussions of the

mechanism of extraction, most attention was paid to complex

formation and extraction equilibria. Non-aqueous systems were

treated in a special session, more than half of which was concerned

with molten salts.



Introduction.

The XI ICCC was held 8 - lrf September, 1968, at the Israel Institute

of Technology (Technion), Haifa, and, in corr.bination with the b ICSEC, at

at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem. It continued a series cf regular

meetings of coordination chemists which started informally in England, in

1950. Since 1961 attendance has been by invitation only and has beer

restricted to ab^ut 4flO participants.

The formal work of the XI ICCC and the 5 IGSEC was done in plenary

symposia followed by four parallel sessions of lectures arranged in ten.

sections with the titles:-

A. Coordination compounds in homogenous catalysis.

5. Photochemistry in coordination chemistry.

C". Kinetics and mechanism of reactions of coordination compounds.

D. Synthesis, structure and stereochemistry of coordination compounds.

E. Organometall i c chemistry.

?. Coordination compounds in biochemistry.

G. Theories of bonding in coordination compounds.

H. Physical methods in coordination compounds.

I. Coordination compounds in non-aqueous solvents.

J. Coordination compounds in solvent extraction.

A different arrangement is used in the following resume which is

primarily concerned with the lectures and discussions that are of

particular interest to A B Atomenergi.

1. General prograrr,.

In the XI ICCC, an increased interest was evident in the kinetics of

coordination reactions, including those of the newer topics, photochemistry

ana catalysis, and relaxation-time studies. The lectures of the 5 ICSEC,

on the other hand, were mostly concerned with the identification of species

in solution and the characterisation of extraction equilibria, although the

few papers on the mechanism and kinetics of extraction awoke lively discuss-

ion .

The increased interest in reaction kinetics is partly due to evolution

frorr, classical equilibrium studies, as in Schwartzenbach and Wenger's work

on the fast deprotonation of metal aquo-ions (C5) and that of Kakabadse et.

al., on slow changes in the hydrolysis of heteropolyacids (C13)« Innovations

In coordination chemistry that are also partly responsible for the change of



interest are exemplified by I.ir.tved̂  and Iifr.ey'r stud/ . f tr.e rever?!:'.e

photolyti.: reduction of 3u(II) delates !i?l.:\ :-y Allen and rctt/.mle;.• ̂

work or the homologous catalytic conversion of nitrogen tc ammcr:?. usin.--

Hu(II) - " o adducts (£2), and by Si*wart's work or. fractional vaiency ir.
c

copper enzymes (?*1:5K

Z. Experimental methods.

2. 1. Electrochemical measurements.

To a considerable extent the electrochemical techniques reportea at

the XI IC?.?,, even when used in kinetic studies, are simple developments

of now classical methods. ?or example, Schwartzenbach and Wenger (2^)

determine pH with a conventional cell which, however, includes a small

(ca. 0.1 ml) glass electrode chamber in which two continuously-flowing

streams (10 - 15 ml.sec ) of electrolyte are mixed. Measurements are

made for different ages of the mixture> between 5.10 and 10 sec, ir.

the study of pro-equilibria before polynuclear complexes begin to be

formed, such as the simple protolytic reactions

:-:Tl+ ^ r-foH)1""1 ^ "̂2

where .V = Z P + , Al5", Cu2+, Be2+, ?b2+, ZrZl*

Em.f measurements (pH) were also used by Kakabadse, Me In tosh and
2

Dewsr.ap (C13) in a study of moderately slow (1 - 10 sec} changes in the

hydrolysis of heteropolyacids on the addition of alkali. However, their

results r.eerr. open to serious criticism because in most high impedance

systems, such as those including glass electrodes, the time required for

the potentiometer circuit to attain the input equilibrium potential is of

the same order (5 mins) as the period of pH-change that was observed.

'• polarographic method has been used by Mark (C28) in a study of the

reduction of ?!i(ll). The method is based on the observation that polaro-

grarr.s obtained with Nl(II) in the presence of a number of organic and

inorganic ligands exhibit prewaves whose half-wave potential may be

several hundred millivolts more positive than that of the hexaaquonickel

wave, their height being dependent on the bulk concentration of the iigand.

This observation is also the basis of experiments started at RKK on the

polarographic determination of low concentrations of water In molten salts

by means of a "tracer-ion". Another study of the polarographic reduction

of Ni(II) in the presence of a complexing agent, including the effect of

temperature on the prewave, was reported by Calusaru (C20).

Experience of the amperometric determination of oxygen in studies of



oxygen-bearing Co(ll) complexes with histidine was reported by Bagger

(H22). The Clark sensor, a membrane-covered electrochemical cell, is

reported to be useful for kinetic and for equilibrium measurements of

molecular oxygen.

2. 1. Calorimetric methods.

Conventional calorimetric titrations, combined with computer analysis

of the experimental results, were discussed by Paoletti, Vacca and Dei (H36)

who have determined AG, A H and A S for the formation of Ag(l) complexes

with substituted pyridines. There is excellent agreement between the

values for the complex formation constants they derive from the calorimetric

data and those, in the literature, obtained by potentiometry. A new, high

-precision calorimeter for calorimetric titrations was described by

Christensen, Eatough and Izatt (H32).

Relatively new applications of differential thermal analysis (DTA)

were reported by Doron and Santoro (H2l) who use this technique in studies

of the •hcrrrcdyr.arr.lCo and kinetics of thermal isomerisations of coordination

compounds. For example, the cis-trans interconversion of dichlorobis-

(ethylenediamir.e)cobalt(II) chloride in aqueous solutions between 80 and

l̂ C C has been studied by DTA with the sample in a sealed glass cell.

2". 2. Relaxation methods.

The increased interest in reaction kinetics has been accompanied by

further development of the relatively new methods, based on the measurement

of relaxation-time after disturbance from equilibrium, that allow the study

of reactions with half-times between 1 and 10 sec.

Improved versions of the Pressure-jump and Temperature-jump techniques,

used in Eigen 's laboratory for measurements of half-times from 1 to 10 sec

and 1 to 10 sec, respectively, were described by Strehlow (C25)« They

have been used in an investigation of the activation energies for the

dissociation of the inner-sphere complexes of BeSO., MgSO^, A1S0., and

GaSC,. The use of the T-jump technique was also described by Cavasino

<?nd Di Dio (C27), who have studied the formation of monocomplexes of Fe(III)

with simple anions in aqueous solution at 20 C.

Absorption spectroscopy is the method which has been the most widely

used to detect the chemical changes accompanying P-jump and T-jump relaxation.

A typical application of the method was described by Earley, Alexander, and

Whitten who had studied the catalysis of water exchange and other substitution



reactions of Cr(lll) aquo-ions, by Cr(II) and by CO , usir.g a stopped-flow

apparatus. They checked their results by polarography with a dropping

mercury electrode.

A novel, polarimetric, study of labile Co(ll) complexes was reported

by Blinn, Pearce, and Wilkins (Cl4). They have examined the racemisation

of several optically-active Co(ll) complexes by first generating then: by

the rapid reduction of the corresponding Co(lII) complex, which is usually

very stable, and then, after a predetermined time, rapidly reoxidising

them. The difference between the specific rotations of the Co(lll) complex,

at the start and at the end of the cycle, is a measure of the rate of race-

misation of the Co(II) complex. The experiments were carried out using a

flow apparatus with a "reduction-mixer" and an "oxidation-mixer", different

racemisation times being obtained by changing the length of tubing between

the mixers.

Magnetic resonance techniques are now being used extensively in studies

of ion-solvent interaction . Of the large number of papers that dealt with

these techniques those by Luz, Reuveni, and Levanon (Jll), and by Pratiello

(H33)» were particularly informative.

Luz et. al., have used electron spin resonance to study substitution
2+

in the solvation sheath of Mn and, because in this case the esr spectrum

cannot be observed, nuclear magnet resonance to study substitution in the

solvation shell of Vi . In the former, additions of ligands such as NCS

to solutions of Mn(C10.) in methanol lead to changes in the integrated

Intensity of the esr signal that can be correlated with the successive

substitution of the ligand for MeOH. In the latter, it was possible to

detect a separate nmr signal for the methyl protons of the solvation shell

of Ni + in methanolic solutions of Ni(C10^)_ below 20°C. The temperature-

dependence of this signal is modified by substitution of Cl" for MeOH.

Fratiello has used proton magnetic resonance measurements in studies

of the solvation of metal cations in aqueous solutions. At temperatures

about - 40 C proton exchange is slowed to such an extent that separate

proton resonance signals can be observed for bulk water and water molecules

of hydration. The addition of acetone further slows proton exchange without

disturbing the cation solvation shell.

3. The formation and properties of coordination compounds.

3. 1. Solvated metal-ions.

The results on the hydration of metal cations obtained by Pratiello



confirm and extend those reported by other workers who have used the new

resciance methods. Al(lII), Ga(ll), In(III) and Mg(II) are solvated by

six water molecules, Be(ll) by four. Sir 'larly, according to Luz et. al.,

the solvation numbers of Mn(Il) and Ni(ll) in methancl are six. Prom

these and other results there seems to be a balance between six-coordination

of cations and four-coordination in water itself.

The rates of protolysis of metal aquo-ions, as indicated by the results

of Schwartzenbach and Wenger, differ greatly from one ion to another. Poly-

nuclear hydrolysed species of Be(II) and Cr(lII) are formed relatively

slowly (within a few minutes) so that the first step of the protolysis of

the simple aquo-ion can be studied. The condensation processes following

deprotonation of Pb , Cu and Al , on the other hand, are extremely fast

so that the formation of polynuclear complexes has progressed considerably

by 5.10 sec. A peculiarity of the hydrolysis of Be(II) is that OH appar-

antly reacts somewhat faster with Be than with H .

A model of the precipitation of metals by OH at high temperatures,

based on absorption photometry measurements with Ti(IV) in aqueous sulfate

media, is suggested by Jerman (C12). It is supposed that when the concen-

trations of metal-ion and hydrogen-ion are decreased the polymeric chains

of hydrolysed species already present are broken - the higher the initial

concentration of metal-ion and of hydrogen-ion, the higher the degree of

polymerisation of the resultant fragments. The polymeric fragments subsequently

act as nuclei on which larger aggregates are formed by condensation with

mononuclear hydrolysed metal species, followed by the fornation of oxo-bridges.

These larger aggregates grow to form solid particles which themselves have no

nucleating ability.

3.2. Lig and substitution.

No general mechanism of ligand substitution in the inner coordination

sphere of metal ions is yet agreed, although many investigations have been

made of such reactions as:

M
m + + L

n" -i MLm"n
 + H O

aq aq r— aq 2

These investigations have lead to the conclusion that the rate of formation

of the inner-sphere complex is of the same order as the rate of exchange of

a water molecule in the first solvation shell of the cation.

The simplest explanation of this and other observations seems to be

that first a water molecule leaves the solvation shell, reducing the coord-

ination number of the metal by one, and that this rate-determining step is



then followed by the fast formation of the inner-sphere complex which restores

the coordination number to its original value. This (S l) mechanism is

supported by the work of Cavasino and Di Dio (C27), who find that the rate

of formation of monocomplexes of Fe(III) is controlled by the rate of loss

of water from the inner coordination sphere. Further support is given by

some experiments, reported by Tewari et. al.(Cl6), on the substitution of

water in sulfito complexes of cobalt, e.g.,

r 3 + L~n ^

However, some experimental results cannot be explained by this mechanism.

Strehlow (C25) has approached the problem by making theoretical estimates

of the activation energies for different mechanisms. He concludes that the

S 1 mechanism in a typical case would have an activation energy greater than

that observed experimentally and so suggests an alternative mechanism. In

this alternative, which he supports with results on the dissociation of inner

sphere complexes of BeSO^, MgSO^, A1SO., and GaSO^, it is supposed that the

elimination of the inner-sphere water molecule occurs simultaneously with

coordination to the substituent ligand.

The labilisation of solvation-water by other ligands in the inner-sphere

was treated in a paper by Marks, Dodgen, and Hunt (C2J5) on nmr studies of

reactions of the monoamminepentaaquonickel(II) ion. Previous work on the

tetrathiocyanatodiaquonickel(II) Ion had indicated that, although exchange

of bound water and of bound thiocyanate-ion for the free ligands procedes

independently, the rate of exchange of primary solvation water is increased

by the presence of the other ligand. The new results show that the neutral

ammine ligand increases the rate of water exchange by about ten times.

The labilisation of other ligands coordinated to nickel has been studied

by Hoffman and Yeager (C9). Their P-shock and P-Jump results confirm an

earlier conclusion that the rate of exchange of NH,, for example, increases

with the number of solvation-water molecules that have been replaced by multi-

dentate ligands such as polyamines and pyridines.

3.3. Redox processes.

Electron-transfer reactions were treated in a plenary lecture by Anbar

(C2) who pointed out that they have beer, the most controversial of the

reactions of transition-metal complexes. The reactions of hydrated electrons



belong to this class and an understanding of their mechanism should lead to

an understanding of redox reactions in general.

The reactions with e and ions such as Pe , Co , Cr , and probably
2+ 2+ a q

Cu and Hg , which have stable lower oxidation states, have rates that

almost invariably are diffusion-controlled. The aquo-complexes of Fe(ll),

Ni(II), Ru(II), Os(ll), and Al(III), Zn(II), and Cd(ll), for example, also react

at diffusion-controlled rates, but complexes with other ligands e.g., CNO ,

OH , may be very much less reactive.

It is suggested that electron-transfer reactions involve electron-

tunneling and depend on the width of the potential barrier above the level

of transfer and on the availability of an energetically-matched vacant orbital

in the acceptor molecule. Aquo complexes may be more reactive because the

ligand water may become part of the solvation shell of the hydrated electron,

enabling a kind of inner-sphere electron-transfer.

The nature and fate of the reduced metal complex was discussed by Kirk

(B2) who has studied flash-photolysis of Cr(III) complexes. He finds that

in solutions that contain residual oxygen, even at very low concentrations,
2+

scavanging of the reduced metal ion by 0 competes with aquation to Cr

The reaction of Cr(ll) with 0 produces strongly oxidising chromium peroxo

species together with KpC .

Photolysis reactions of Cu(II) complexes with chelating agents such as

diketones have been investigated by Lintvedt and Gafney (BIO). When solutions

of these complexes in ethanol or t-butanol are exposed to ultraviolet light

Cu(II) is reduced to metallic copper. The process is reversible and when

the radiation is stopped the organic products of the irradiation quantitatively

reoxidise the metallic copper. Neither the forward nor the reverse reaction

is effected by dissolved oxygen.

Catalysis of the reduction of metal ions at the dme was treated by Mark

(C28) in his paper on the reduction of Ni(ll) complexes. The pre-waves that

are observed in the reduction of complexes with organic amines like phenylene-

diamine, for example, arise from catalysis via the formation of an electro-

active surface complex with the adsorped ligand. The rate of heterogenous

electron-transfer reactions are greatly effected (5 to 6 orders of magnitude)

, by changes in the nature or structure of theligand.

3.4. Catalysis

The role of coordination compounds in promoting reactions was reviewed

in a plenary lecture by Halpern (A2). Transition-metals are versatile catalysts

because, amongst other things:-



i. They readily form complexes with reactivities close to those of

free radicals and other reaction intermediates.

ii. Through coordination they can stabilise a substrate so as to promote

highly endothermic reactions involving the transfer of such ligands as

hydrogen.

iii. The existence of two or more stable configurations of some complexes

car. enable reactions via ligar.d rearrangements.

The homogenous catalytic reduction of nitrogen by reactions involving

trar.sition-metal complexes that contain molecular nitrogen as a ligand is

now being studied by several workers. It is supposed that the complexes

of this newly discovered class, like the enzyme nitrogenase, make possible

reactions in which the nitrogen molecule first complexes with the metal

atom and is then reduced to ammonia which leaves the metal atom so that it

can pick up more nitrogen.

Allen and Bottomley (A2) discussed work on nitrogen compounds of

ruthenium. When a solution containing pentammineruthenium(III) is reduced

and then treated with gaseous nitrogen two complexes are formed, namely

monomeric (MH_)-RuN_ 2 + and the dimer (NH_)cRu -N -Ru(NH,)c
 +. The

3 ^ 2 \ 5 5 2 3 5

nitrogen complexes of Ru(II) are so stable that the nitrogen in the atmo-

sphere is an effective reagent for ruthenium, producing the monomeric and

dimeric ions even in the presence of oxygen. It now seems likely that

similar complexes were present in the solutions prepared by Brito and
2

Lewis during a study of the hydrolysis of ruthenium . Such complexes can

be reduced to produce ammonia and are the closest known analogues of

biological nitrogen-fixation systems.

Enzymes containing copper were the subject of papers by a number

of authors including Sigwart (F15)« The nature of the bonding of the

copper and its valency in these enzymes is still controversial. One

recent suggestion is that they include a binuclear mixed Cu(l)-Cu(ll)

complex in which the two copper atoms are equivalent. Similar suggestions

involving the sharing of an odd electron between two similar metal atoms

have been made previously for some complexes of other metals including

ruthenium . Sigwart has now obtained esr spectra for a deeply coloured

Cu(l)-Cu(II) complex, with two bridging acetate ions, that support this

view. The odd electron in this corr.plex, which is stronger than either

of its component mononuclear complexes, is not localised on one or the other

of the metal ions. It either oscillates between them with a period shorter

than the resolving time of the esr spectrometer or it is placed in a

molecular orbital encompassing both of them.



Hardt (.'1(0 reported the preparat i or. of mixed valency "e(ll '-re' III)

ar.d Cu(l)-Cu(ll) complexes that are difficult or impossible to isolate

from aqueous solutions. Anhydrous acetic acid is used as the solvent.

4. Solvent Extraction.

4. 1. Extraction equilibria.

A r.uT.ber of the papers presented in. the sessions of 5ICSE0 were concerned

with practical aspects of nuclear fuel processing, including the treatment

of spent fuel from fast-breeder and high burn-up reactors.

The recovery of ?u(lV) from nitrate media by extraction with solvent

systems based on. THP and alkylated benzene diluents was treated by 3ac (l3).

Maximum extraction of Pu(lV) is obtained with an aqueous phase between 2 and

7 y. HNO-^, the position of the maximum varying with the composition of the

organic solvent. A plutonium recovery of at least 99»5$ is obtained using

a laboratory-scale apparatus based on these systems, with eleven extraction

stages and five scrubber stages. Efficient separation, of Pu(lV) and U(VI)

may also be possible using a system studied by Beran (122). In this system

the aqueous phase is hydrochloric acid containing potassium 3 n.itro p cresol

5 sulfonate (H^A) 3rd the organic phase is TB? diluted with n-dodecane. The

composition of the extracted complexes seems to be PuA and U0 A solvated

r;y ? and 2 molecules of TBP, respectively.

Degradation of tr.e organic solvent by radiolytic breakdown and by the

accumulation of metallic contaminants was also discussed. Stieglitz (1.31)

reported experiments with HMO -TB?-dodecane systems that indicate that

during the course of several days after irradiation has ceased potent

extractants for zirconium and hafnium continue to be formed. According to

T-'augeras and Talmont (T2M), zirconiur. , which is mainly responsible for the

degradation of TR?, is rendered harm Less by c orr.pl ex ing it with low concentr-
-2 -"5

ations (10 - 10 iV) of F -ion. The radiolytic stability of amine solvents

in contact with nitric acid has been studied by Baroncelli, Gasparini, and

Grossi (130). Tri-n-hexylamine and tr-lauryla.mine are acceptably stable to

radiation in the presence of nitric acid, being only slowly broken down to

yield secondary and primary amines and carboxylic acids.

Synergic effects in the extraction of metal ions have continued to

attract attention. F.ost of the work is concerned with identifying the species

involved and with elucidating the details of its structure. Healy (14)

suggested that the term ''synergic effect" be restricted to the increase of

extraction in mixtures of active extractants, above that in the separate



components, that can be attributed to the formation of a well-defined adduct.

Several different kinds of adduct might be distinguished according tc how

the active extractants are bound to the metal or to one another. The formation

of synergic adducts of Pu(lV and VI) with phenols and organophosphorus acids,

for example, seems to involve hydrogen bonding of the phosphate anion to the

phenol rather than iirect bonding \.o the metal. Solid state studies of

synergic adducts intended to resolve some of the controversies about the

structure of these complexes were reported by Kassierer and Kertes (I3ö).

They conclude from infra-red data that thenoyltrifluoroacetone (TTA) and

o-phenanthroline adducts of cobalt, nickel, copper, and zinc, are formed by

direct bonding between the metal and both ligands. The chelate ring is not

opened but, instead, the coordination number of the metal is increased.

4. 2. Extraction kinetics.

A quite different approach to synergism and other aspects of extraction,
3+ h+

based on kinetic effects in the extraction of Fe and Zr (M) with TTA,

was described by Finston (13)• The rate-determining step in the process is

the reaction in the aqueous phase of the metal-ion with TTA enolate-ion which

is very slow. When thiocyanate is added to the system the extraction rate is

increased. It is suggested that this is because a K-SCN complex is rapidly

formed and transfered in two very fast consecutive reactions. The final step

is the formation of the M-TTA complex in the organic phase, by substitutipn

of the SCN, and this Is also fast. No mixed SCN-TTA complex is involved

because, amongst other things, the observed increase in the rate of extraction

is independent of the SCN concentration. Synergic effects are supposed to

occur with these ligands and organic solvents such as mixtures of hexone and

benzene because of the increase in the rate of the forward reaction. Finston

also mentioned spurious synergic effects in some extraction systems which

arise because equilibrium In these systems is established only very slowly

(more than 72 hours).

In another paper on the kinetics of the extraction of U(VI) and Pu(IV)

in systems including organophosphorus compounds, Baumgärtner and Flnsterwalder

(12) suggested that the rate-determining step is not diffusion in the bulk

phases but the formation of an interfaoial complex. An adequate theoretical

description of the extraction equilibrium can thus be derived from a modific-

ation of Langmuir's theory of adsorpticn-desorption.

These papers together with an unscheduled plenary lecture by Marcus*

entitled "The mass action law and non-ideal behaviour in solvent extraction

systems", led to a very lively controversy from which a discussion leader,

Newman, demonstratively withdrew.



5. Non-aqueous solvents.

5.1. Extraction systems.

Partition in two-phase systems was also treated during the sessions

on non-aqueous solvents, much of the work having been done at the Soreq

nuclear research centre under K Zangen (J8, J22).

Zinc, mercury, and cadmium, are extracted at temperatures between 150

and 200 C by an eutectic mixture of polyphenols from an eutectic mixture of

lithium and potassium nitrates containing some chloride. The distribution

ratio for cadmium is much lower than for the other two metals. The lanthan-

ides are extracted as thiocyanates from KCC?.r-NTaSCK eutectic, and as nitrates

from LiNO,-KMO., eutectic, into solutions of the corresponding dioctylamlne
C O

salts in tetralin between 150 and 190 C. In the thiocyar.ate system the

distribution ratios decrease with temperature and increase with atomic

number, the separation factor between terbium and holmium being about ten.

In the nitrate system the separation factors between successive lanthanides

decrease rapidly with increasing atomic number but the distribution ratios

are much higher than in the thiocyanate system. They decrease by about one

order of magnitude with each change of anion from I to Br to Cl .

A simple thermodynamic model of extraction has been developed by Gal

and Mikolic (J9)« When applied to the distribution of anions between molten

NH.NO .2H 0 and a mixture of biphenyl and naphthalene, which is regarded as

an anion exchange process, the model leads to an equation for the partition

ccefficient. The equation, which has a similar form to an equation for

aqueous-organic systems derived by Irving and Lewis , is in reasonable agree-

ment with experimental results for Cl and ReO. and less so for Br .

5.2. Molten salts.

More familiar aspects of molten salt chemistry than in extraction

systems, such as their use as reaction media and the occurance in them of

complex-ions and fractional valency states, were taken up in a number of

papers.

The synthesis in LIC1-KC1 eutectic of transition-metal hälldes that

can rarely be prepared from aqueous solution or the usual non-aqueous

solvents, was reported by Henderson, Machin, and Thompson (J7). A particularly

useful method Is the oxidation of the metal with HgClp, the mercury which

is produced being distilled from the reaction rr.ixture. Machin also reports

that anhydrous chlorides of many metals can be obtained by simply treating

the corresponding hydrated salt with tetramethylenesulphone (sulpholane),



This method is now being tested at RKK for the preparation of anhydrous

?eCl , FeCl , and MiCi .

A classical study of complex formation between Ag and Ci ir. r.itrate

media was reported by Peleg (J23). Emf data from this study for different

concentrations of water, silver, and chloride, indicate the formation of

uncharged AgCl with the following equilibrium constants:

NH^NO : H20 (170°C) 2:1 4:1 KNO (35O°C)

log K1 3.43 + 0.03 3.Si + 0.02 4.0

2+
y.ixed ligand complexes in alkali nitrates, between the rr.etal ions Mg
2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ -

Cd , Zn , Cd , and Hg , and Cl , NO , and H O , were described by
2+

Hester (J4). Spectroscopic data indicate that definite K - 0N0 complexes
2

are formed in nitrate melts and that they can be broken up by the addition

of Cl . Interaction of the complexes with their environment may be substant-

ial but they retain their structural integrity. Mixed nitrate-water complexes
2+ 2+

of Mg and Zn have been identified in melts of the metal nitrate hydrates.

Mixed valency complexes of tellurium have been detected by Bjerrum and

Smith (J6) in solutions of TeCl^ in A1C1 -NaCl eutectic. Small amounts of

elemental tellurium dissolve in the molten mixture of chlorides yielding an

intensely coloured solution. When the mole ratio TerTeCl. is seven, nearly

all the tellurium is present as Te , with n most probably equal to two. At

higher mole ratios another tellurium entity is formed which has a formal

oxidation number probably close to one third.
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P R E F A C E

The International Conferences on Coordination Chemistry preceding the
Xlth ICCC have established a successful organizational framework for these
meetings and many traditions have evolved Nevertheless the time seemed
ripe to experiment with some changes in the structure of the conference program.
Particularly so. since the widening scope of Coordination Chemistry makes it
increasingly difficult to prepare a progiam which will do justice to all the
Important areas in which coordination chemists are working today We decided
f emphasize a few »elected topics through the organisation of plenary symposia
with contributions from a panel of five speakers and ample discussion time for
audience participation. One of the drawbacks of such an arrangement is that
it greatly restricts the time available for presentation of papers in parallel
sessions. To partly overcome 'his difficulty, we included in the published
Proceedings of the Xlth ICCC also those abstracts for which no formal presentation
time could be allocated. In this way. it was hoped, the work described in these
abstracts could be discussed either within the framework of the symposia and
sessions or at informal meetings.

In the selection of papers care was taken to ensure the representation
of scientists from as many countries as possible It gives me great pleasure
to thank the authors for their contributions and fulJ cooperation. I believe that
the wide range of topics covered by the selected abstracts presents the reader
of these Proceedings with a reasonable picture of what is today the state of
PROGRESS IN COORDINATION CHEMISTRY.

The printing has been done by direct photographic reproduction of the
manuscripts and the authors have had no opportunity to read proofs. The slight
modifications have been made by the editor.

The choice of topics for the symposia and plenary lectures was partly
governed by the results of an opinion poll conducted among coordination chemists
throughout the world. The first circular of the Xlth ICCC was mailed out during
April and May, 1967 to more than 2500 chemists. We requested recipients,
irrespective of whether they planned to attend the conference or not, *o make
four selections In order of preference from the following list of eight topics :

A. Coordination Compounds in Homogeneous Catalysis ;
B Photochemistry in Coordination Compounds :

C Kinetics ind Mechanism of Reactions of Coordination Compounds ;

r> Synthesis. St ructure f. S te reochemis t ry of Coord inat ion Compounds ;



t . Ort)rtiujinnt>;!!;c Chemistry ;
F. Coordination Compounds in Biochemistry ;

G. Theories of Bonding in Coordination Compounds :

H. Physical Methods in Coordination Compounds.

(The above topics have been selected for the framework of the Haifa

sessions of the Xlth ICCC For the Jerusalem sessions the topics chosen are :

I Coordination Compounds in Solvent Extraction and J Coordination Compounds

in Non Aqueous Solvents )

By December 1967 we had received nbout 600 replies from 35 countries,
with 95°.. of the answers indicating intention to participate in the Xlth ICCC.
This wns a gratifying result in itself, considering the turmoil which had just
occurred in our qeogmphiral part of the world.

The results of the poll, showing the percentage of votes given to each
topic in order of preference, are presented in the histogram of Fig. 1. at the
end of this preface. We interpret the relatively low number of votes for the
topics under sections A. B and T to be due not to lack of popularity but rather
to indicate that these are newly developing areas of interest to coordination
chrmists Therefore, we have decided to emphasi/e these subjects both through
the organization of symposia and the allocation of relatively more presentation
time at the sessions

The conspicuous absence of contributions from several countries well
known for the excellence of their coordination chemists requires an additional
comment

The Xlth ICCC. like other conferences in the past, has not been immune
to the problem of narrov -minded government politics and misguided diplomacy
which continue to raise barriers to the unhindered access of scientists to
international meetings This not only puts obstacles i.i the way of free exchange
of new ideas in science but also quenches the catalytic process of these
meetings in the establishment of personal understanding and trust among the
citizens of the world.

Finally, during the many long months of working at the preparations for
the Xlth ICCC, I have made myself insufferable to my family, my co-workers
and many of my colleagues. To all of them I present my apologies and I express
my deep gratitude for showing me so much patience and understanding.

M i c h a e l C a i s
Haifa. July 1968
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THE XI th ICCC OPINION POLL.

A Coordination Compounds in Homogeneous Catalyse

B Photorhemistry in Coordination Compounds

C Kinetics and Mechanism of Reactions of Coordination Compounds

D Synthesis Structure * Stereochemistry of Coordination Comjinunds

E Oryanometalhc Chemistry

f Coord/nation Compounds in Biochemistry

0 Theories of Bonding in Coordination Compounds

H Physical Methods in Coordination Compounds



PLENARY AND SYMPOSIA MAIN LECTURES

25b

A W. Adamson

R. Blumberg

M. Eigen

A. Eschenmoser

H. Freiser

J. Halpern

L. I. Katzin

O S . Mills

Los Angeles (U S.A.)

Photochemistry of Coordination Compounds

Haifa (Israel)

Coordination Compounds in Solvent Extraction Processes

(iöttingen iGermanyJ

Kinetics and Mechanism of Mam Group Ion Substitution

in Biological Systems

Zurich (Switzerland)

The Role of Transition Metals in the Chemical Synthesis

of Corrins

Tucson (U.S.A.)

Some Interesting Aspects of the Extraction of Zinc

Chicago (U.S.A.)

Coordination Compounds in Homogeneous Catalysis

Argonne (USA.)

Coordination Equilibria in Non-Aqueous Solvents

Manchester (U.K.)

A Survey of Recent X-Ray Structural Studies of Organo-

metallic Compounds

The plenary and symposia main lectures will be printed in the I.U.P.A.C.
Journal "Pure and Applied Chemistry" and wil l also be published in book form.
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Inledning

Denna rapport beskriver projekt inom ramen för materialforskning, vilka

utgör delar av ett långsiktigt program påbörjat vid Aktiebolaget Atomenergi:s

Sektion för Fysikalisk Metallurgi i samarbete med Institutionen för Oorganisk

Kemi vid Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan.

Arbetet består av undersökningar av de kemiska betingelserna i de ännu föga

kända miljöer, vilka förekommer i avancerade ånganläggningar framförallt av me-

tallers oxidationsjämvikter i dylika miljöer. Avsikten är att utröna de förlopp,

vilka uppträder i korrosions-, masstransport- och deponeringsprocesser, och att

föreslå åtgärder för att motverka dessa processer.

Finansiellt stöd för arbetet har lämnats av dels Aktiebolaget Atomenergi

genom dess allmänna anslag, dels av Statens Tekniska Forskningsråd genom

projekt nr 67-128-n, och dels av Styrelsen för Teknisk Utveckling genom

projekt nr 68-261/U208. Ett bidrag har även lämnats av Svenska Institutet.

I rapporten sammanställs arbeten utförda med olika finansiella bidrag med

syftet att lämna en kortfattad och sammanhängande beskrivning. En detaljerad

redovisning av arbetet ges i en separat teknisk rapport författad på engelska.
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1. Sammandrag av arbetet

Projekten utgör teoretiskt och experimentellt förarbete till studier av

sådana redoxjämvikter som ingår i korrosions-, masstransports- och deponerings-

processer i angkylda kraftanläggningar.

Vad beträffar den teoretiska delen har metoder för uppskattningen av jäm-

viktskonstanter för redoxförlopp i olika miljöer från grundläggande termo-

dynamiska data utvecklats i syfte att minska antalet experimentella under-

sökningar som är nödvändiga för kartläggningen av korrosionsprocesser.

Studier av grafiska metoder att lätt åskådliggöra de stora mängder jäm-

viktsdata som är relevanta i korrosionssammanhang ingår i detta arbete.

För vattensystem har en metod utvecklats som möjliggör beräkningen av

jämviktskonstanter vid temperaturer upp till 350 C från kända eller upp-

skattbara termodynamiska data för system vid referenstemperaturen 25 C.

Metoden baseras på Gibbs-Helmholtz-ekvationen och Van"t Hoffs reaktions-

isoterm, tillsammans med empiriska ekvationer för joniska partiella molala

värmekapaciteter. Ett datamaskinprogram har utvecklats som underlättar

beräkningsarbetet och behandlingen av ett stort antal system med flera

komponenter.

Beträffande den experimentella delen har metoder och apparater utvecklats

för elektrokemiska studier av vattensystem vid de temperaturer som förekommer

i ängpannor samt studier av saltsmältsystem som har likheter med deponeringar

från förorenad ånga.

En speciell apparat har konstruerats för studier av vattensystem. Den

består av en separat uppvärmd försökscell innesluten i ett tryckkärl

vilket hålls vid rumstemperatur. Denna konstruktion reducerar de problem

med tätningen av genomföringar och korrosionen av tryckkärlen som kan

uppstå med konventionella utvändigt uppvärmda autoklaver. Två strömmar av

elektrolyter kan pumpas genom försökscellen, varvid t.ex. en galvanisk
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cell med vätskelänk kan bildas. Medelst en automatisk ventil appliceras

gastryck på utsidan av försökscellen ca 1 atm högre än jämviktstrycket av

vattenånga vid den i cellen rådande temperaturen. I dess nuvarande form

möjliggör apparaturen elektrokemiska mätningar i t.ex. 1 molal klorid lös-

ningar med pH 1-10, vid temperaturer upp till 250°C och tryck upp till

50 atm. Apparaturen har kontrollerats genom upprepningar av Noyes klassiska

bestämningar av ledningsförmågan under dessa betingelser i vattenlösningar av ett

antal olika elektrolyter.

Undersökningar av oxidelektroder av järn, nickel, koppar, silver, kvick-

silver och antimon i vattensystem upp till ca 100 C har utförts i syfte

delvis att få fram pH- och referenselektroder för bruk vid höga temperaturer.

Resultaten visar att endast HgO-Hg och möjligtvis Cu20-Cu elektroderna kan

vara lämpliga för detta ändamål.

Studier av redoxjämvikter i smälta NaCl-MgCl2-blandningar utföres med

avsikt att karakterisera de förlopp som kan tänkas ingå i korrosionen av kon-

struktionsmaterial som är belagt med incrusteringar innehållande havsvattensalter.

Som tänkt referenselektrod för emk-mätningar har Ag-AgCl elektroden studerats

noggrant. Resultaten som erhållits med godtagbar noggrannhet (± 2.5 mV vid

475°C) är inte förenliga med de enkla jämvikter som hittills ansetts råda i

blandningar av AgCl med andra klorider» Potentialen av denna elektrod relativt

en klorgas-referenselektrod är en logaritmfunktion av molbråket av silver (Ag. >iteri

däremot är 6E/61og Ag mindre än RTlnlO/F. På grund av dessa resultat anses

Ag-AgCl elektroden ej helt tillfredsställande som referenselektrod i den

valda kloridsmältan och under detta arbete har istället en enkel och till-

förlitlig klorgaselektrod utvecklats, vilken är lämplig som referenselektrod

för rutinbruk i dessa smältor*

Emk-mätningar med krom, järn, kobalt och nickel i NaCl-MgCl2 eutektikum mellan

450 och 600°C har utförts och redoxjäraviktskonstanterna (normalpotentialerna)

för det första oxidationsstadiet av dessa metaller har bestämts. Resultaten

visar att Nernsts ekvation för ett två-elektronsförlopp gäller i dessa system



upp till ett molbråk av övergångsmetallen av minst 7 x 10 , och att således

smältorna noggrant kan beskrivas på basis av den enkla Temkin-Ftfrland modellen

för saltsmältors struktur.

I samband med projektena har översiktsartiklar sammanställts angående arbetet

vid de senaste CITCE-mötena i Istanbul (1967) och i Strasbourg (1969), och

vid XI ICCC-konferensen i Jerusalem (1968) och av saltsmälteforskningen vid

Norges Tekniske Högskole, Trondheim.
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Arbetet har bekostats delvis genom AB Atomenergi:s allmänna anslag och
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